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The writer has had the pleasure of being associated Ydth
the staff of Childrens Village, Dobbs Ferry, New York, for
almost a year. Much of the information, therefore, is first
hand material. Most of it dates back to the fiscal year of
October, 1944 to September, 1945. Permission has been granted
to produce this thesis. The writer is deeply appreciative of
statistical material made available to him, as well as of the
cooperation of the staff in this endeavor. Especial grati-
tude is expressed to Mr. Harold Strong and Dr. Rudolf Hirsch-
berg, who have been responsible in evolving and teaching
this philosophy of living and treatment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The second World War and its aftermath have brought many acute prob-
lems to public attention. One of these is the increasing number of "unad-
justed" children. This problem is one of today's challenges. Its handling
will affect the commanity and its future. The induction stations in the
past few years have shown only too clearly the rate of rejection for unfit-
ness other than physical. Perhaps this fact has helped awaken America to
the large number of persons who are problems in one way or another but had
remained undetected until then.
What happens to youth today will, in a large measure, determine the
next generation's success. Local environmental upsets, keen competition in
daily life, the lack of parental supervision, the motility of families, and
many other factors, have all ccwtributea to the rising rate of "unadjusted
children". Just as in health long ago, and in psychiatry of late, profes-
sionals have turned to preventatives, rather than palliatives. 3o in deal-
ing with the unadjusted child, it is necessary to deal with the prodromal
period of its personality development. In this fashion only can one, by
all and any means, attempt to stave off the maturation of a future criminal,
neurotic, psychotic, or other type of misfit.
Some of the wealthier families take their children to private psychia-
trists, poorer ones to child guidance clinics. Still others, in trouble.
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are placed on probation by the court, or possibly in a correctional insti-
tution. Some, referred by a social agency, are placed in foster homes;
others, by the school, in special classes. However, the aforementioned
corrective situations deal only with, or in one area, of the child's life,
almost as if the problem were located in a hypothetical vacuum. A daily
visit to a guidance clinic, for example, cannot adequately counterbalance
the negativism of the home environment atmosphere in which the child spends
the other twenty-three hours. The strenuous efforts of a special class
teacher may never overcome the basic emotional blockage a child may be ex-
periencing in school. The fosterhome, with its concept of "here are your
good parents", may be unacceptable to a child.
In the United States, most Institutions are used as a last resort,
too often as a dumping ground when other means have failed. This type of
placement is still tinged with the old concept, namely, that an instituticc
symbolizes penal removal from society, end is, therefore, a syndrome of
unpleasantness as well as incarceration. In some states, the juvenile
correctional institutions are called training schools. Yet the concept of
deterrence, and setting an example to others, still is the basis of their
program. They are temporarily protecting society from the offender. In
some cases, they have pretty buildings, but these will not change a per-
sonality warped by past life experiences. 3o when these young chaiges are
released from these training schools, they often return to society basic-
ally the same person, older by a few years. Yet, neither time nor incar-
ceration have cured them of their conflicts. Thus, many times, with
steamed up bitterness that comes from institutionalization, they will vent
their feelings on the community again.
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becrai.tctofiid'tcla exU* ,*x»vewoH .eeesAlo lalseqa ni «Xoodot »d^ x*^ ^tied.to
,«^iX e'bXido edJ* lo t^exfi boo ni *xo ,di'iv X«eb enoi^etri'iB dviJ-oe^too
XXiflb A .SMJXxsttV i40i^»dioqxd 0 oi b«i0 t)oX eiov noXdoicq exi^ ‘ii cut ieutrXB
coaiiI»d*teiruJo;> vlB^Bjjpeba i'onnso ,eXqoi«xe lo^ ,airriXo e^mbix/s ^ ilvlr
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Kfieqa biido edt duidr si ^'teilqaoffiis .tn&asoiivno enod Bdi* )o ffiaivi.;t«^n edJ
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to oeooibirt* « ,ei bag ^v.iaiaoe «©it Xavomas Xanaq easiXodm^c
r
a/iisevij^ odd ««8i£ie aao& nX .noii^iAOTuorii e« XXaw e« eeeniimBjaoXqou
to ;fq©oxioo orij iel .eX^daa gniclX«‘ii‘ bellso oixr enoiiifiiiBni iRxsoi^oaifsoo
*tiodd to aiead odd si XXiiR ^sieoi^^o oi elqauoxo tut gnidJ-aa ba»
nl .lebnatto arid aso’it xi®ioo8 gniiooiorro ifXis/fSocccod a*u» ^adT .naigoiq
-seq 0 dgfiedo Soa XXiir eRoxli dud ,egfrlbXljjd '^ddaiq avari -^dd ,e&B0 O obob'
^ a*x£ ao^isrio ^iUso\ aradi nariw oE . eaooaiiaqxa atiX iaaq yd baqTsv ydiXaffoa
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5What then is a sound plan? What has proven a tried ana effective
treatment-method for the children? And what factors in such a treatment-
method have made it an undertaking that is now being copied in many states?
This thesis will deal with the treatment of unadjusted children within
the controlled environment of Childrens Village, Dobbs Ferry, New York.
This is not an institution in the popular sense. It is a school. Its aim
is to produce adjusted citizens, capable of holding their own in the com-
mvinity.
This thesis will attempt to study the set up of Childrens Village, its
special systems, specific factors in the treatment of the child. It will
examine some of the individual, therapeutic, group, administrative and
descriptive aspects. The dynamics of this controlled environment as a
treatment medium will be explored. The methodology for this study will in-
clude case studies, some background statistics, instance-examples, and bas-
ic psychiatric and sociologic concepts.
Yet, before this study is begun, some clarification of the words used
in the topic would seem to be indicated.
By treatment is meant a planned or intentional influence on another
person. By leaving the definition as broad as this, it will of necessity
include the total personality of the person, i.e., their needs, behavior,
conflicts, etc.
The word "unadjusted" has been chosen rather than maladjusted. The
latter would imply that a pathological or diseased type of adjustment had
been made to a given mode of living. However, since we are dealing with
the child, a person not yet fully grown up or developed, but still in the
process of doing so, one cannot readily assume a particular set type of
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adjustment to exist. One can but sense or observe a lack of adjustment to
a given mode of life. So, by the unadjusted child we mean a youngster who,
through certain life experiences undergone up to a certain age, has failed
to make an adjustment to the setting in which he lives. That is, there is
lack of compatibility or harmony between his behavioral mode of living and
those, both modes and expectations, of those around him.
By controlled environment in this particular thesis, we will refer to
Childrens Village. Controlled environment is but a planned envircaiment and
is not to bo confused with disciplinary control. In the setting of Chil-
drens Village, the group is the therapeutic medium. Planning or control is
based on special systems used within the group.
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE SET HP OF CHILDRENS VILLAGE
The Physical Set Up
Childrens Village was established in 1851 as a pioneer school for the
protective care, guidance and training of boys, idio in early life, stand
in danger of failure to make a happy and effective adjustment to their en-
vironment because of educational or behavioral problems.
As it stands today, at Dobbs Ferry, New York, it occupies two hundred
fifty acres on -sdiich are located more than fifty buildings which house the
school and home life of the student body and faculty. It is an accredited
non-sectarian school, incorporated under the laws of the State of New York,
end accepting boys from any parts of the States as well.
Twenty of the buildings are cottages in irtiich the boys live, each
housing between twenty to twenty-four boys. Other buildings include the
hospital, the Westchester County detention cottage, the main school and
administration building, several of the shop buildings, the new Art School
building, power plant, central kitchen and various staff houses. On this
acreage are located an athletic field, a swimming pool, a basketball court,
the stammer camp, and other unoccupied, well kept space on idiich the boys
can roam around in their spare time.
Since Jenuaiy, 1914, to September, 1945, Childrens Village has served
over 50,000 boys.
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6Departmental Set Up
Six closely interrelated working departments comprise the organisa-
tional set-up at The Village. They are; The Psychiatric Clinic, Home Life,
Education, Plant and Supply, and Public Relations. In addition there are,
of course, other departments end subdivisions, such as the Administration,
the quartennaster
,
the hospital. Each department is headed by a director
responsible, in turn, to the Director of The Village.
The Psychiatric Clinic deals with the mental as well as physical
health of all students enrolled. It is, in the true sense, a mental hy-
giene clinic, its tenets reaching into every phase of a boy's life at The
Village, with the social worker of each boy the central control and informa-
tion booth about the boy's activities, needs and program. It will be fully
discussed under a later heading.
Home Life is headed by the dean, one for each of the three schools
(Lower, Middle and Upper). Essentially it is responsible for a boy's cot-
tage life, as well as cottage personnel and procedure. The dean is the
"disciplinarian", if such occasions do arise for infractions of expected
behavior. He may also assvune a father role in such cases where the cottage
father is unable to handle a situation. The dean also has considerable say
as to which duties the boy should be assigned to outside of school hours,
what privileges should be withdrawn, etc. Vacation and weekend permits,
money earned, gifts, and other minutiae affecting the boy at the Village
pass through the Dean's office.
As stated before, the beys are housed in cottages belonging to the
particular school sub-group. In each cottage, a married couple, the cottage
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parents, are completely responsible for the administration of their house
end boys, but have recourse to the dean, to ahom they are directly respon-
sible. In these cottages the parents have equal sey and responsibility to-
ward the boy. The housemother does the housework with the assistance of
j
the boy, also prepares the food for the three meals which daily are sent by
food truck from the central kitchen. The housefather, when in the house,
maintains the equilibrium of the group, and during the day sometimes had
|
other duties, such as supervising a certain work or shop group* In refer-
ence to miniature infractions committed by boys in their cottage living, 1
the house parents may handle it in whatever way they see fit. On other I
occasions, they may, as previously stated, refer the matter to the dean for
j
action. If they choose to, they may make out a complaint against a given
boy vhich is handled by the youth court, a part of the youth government,
j
which is discussed later. Hcane life is basically predicated upon any com-
|
mxmal living. It is to teach a boy responsibility as well as sensitivity
to others. Most of the boys in a given cottage are so grouped purposefully.
Their chronological age is used in a vague way only, and other factors
(discussed in heading of cottage committee) are more decisive.
^
Part of a boy's household duties are polishing floors, making beds,
[
washing dishes, serving at dinner, dusting, tending the lawn, etc. liifhen
|
not engaged in these activities, there is available to them the spacious
living rocm, with toys or games according to their age, end a circulating
library. In some cottages, there is a basement with a pingpong or pool I
table, in others a miniature work shop, in still others a piano.
j
In the cottages, as an integral part of the youth government plan
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(discussed later), certain boys are elected to certain offices, such as
president, treasurer, committee chairmen, etc. In their weekly Thursday
night meeting in centime ti on with an outside, selected staff-member advis-
er they discuss their individual cottage problems.
The Educational Department is headed by a director, who supervises
the teachers, all of whom are licensed by New York State. Because most of
the boys have experienced previous difficulties in the school of their
home commxmity, this department has no essy task. As in cottage life, the
school is divided into grades, spread over the upper, middle and lower
school. Lower School has three grades, averaging an achievement level of
3*7, and an expectancy level of 6.0. Middle School has six grades averag-
ing an achievement level of 5.4 and an expectancy level of 7.8. Upper
School has ten grades, averaging an achievement level of 7.1 and an expec-
tancy level of 9.0 plus. Each boy is placed in one of these grades, not
according to his previous school class or report card, but solely on re-
sults of his achievement psychometrics. These, shortly after a boy’s en-
rollment, are forwarded by The Village psychologist to the Director of
Education. Disciplinary problems vhich arise in reference to classroom
behavior will, if they cannot bo handled by the individual teacher, be re-
ferred through the Education director to the dean of the appropriate school
for action. It can be seen that discipline is coordinated in the dean
alone.
In addition to being in charge of the .academic program, the education
department supervises the Vocational or shop program. The shop teachers
are state-licensed also. At present, the shops in The Village (some of
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them under the Department of Plant and Maintenance) ere as follows;
Electric Shop, Print Shop, Carpentry Shop, Paint Shop, General Maintenance
Shop, Shoe Repair Shop, Agricultural Group, Auto Mechanics Shop, and
Plumbing Shop.
Plant Maintenance is responsible for the upkeep of The Village, com-
bining, in terms of analogy, •tiie Quartermaster, engineer, and supply coi*ps.
About 1800 meals are served daily at The Village. New furniture is ordere
frequently. Replacements of clothes have to be made. Hot water must be
circulated. All these fall within this department’s fimction.
Thus plant and maintenance is in charge of the allocation and super-
vision of boys in the following groups; houseboys, clerks, engine room,
hospital, central kitchen-powerhouse, supply, plant maintenance of grounds;|
construction group (work group), waiters and dishwashers, errand boys, end
Janitor force.
The Recreation Department is handled by a qualified coach and an
assistant woman coach. The latter works with the smaller boys. Its pro-
gram is predicated on The Village belief that the playfield is as much a
testing, proving and learning ground for training in citizenship, sports-
manship, justice, team work, give and take, as any other activity in a
boy's life. Thus, the recreation program is not only geared to make a boy
a good athlete with better muscular coordination, but to develop as much
as possible the qualities just cited. Again, any difficulties not handled
in recreation by the coach ere referred to the dean.
In connection with the above, it is interesting to note that in terms
of athletic rewards for boys at the end of the season, these are allocated
not to winning or losing teams, but to individuals who have participated
,,
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the most in the games played* This reduces the slack feelings of hopeless-
ness that the losing teams or losing hoys experience in competitive games.
The Public Relations Department keeps in contact with the community
and acts as partially an advertising, a reporting and an executive agency
within The Village. It also has on hand a list of sponsors -nho sometimes
take a direct or a financial scholarship interest in the boy assigned to
them*
The aforementioned six departments are all integrated in their deci-
sion and directive programs as they affect the boy. How this system works
will be explained under the heading of problem committees.
Size
Roughly speaking. The Village itself accommodates about 400 boys, and
about a 175 staff personnel*
A statistical picture of enrollment and discharge may be gleaned from
the tables below*
TABLE I
NUMBER OF BOYS IN "VILLAOE", 1944-1945*
Source of Enrollment and Type of Discharge No.
Students in school September 30, 1944 347
Enrolled dxiring year ) 257
Re-onrolled during year ) New enrollment: 265 1
Returned from placement ) 7
Enrolled through courts 174
Enrolled by parents 83
Returned to parent or supervising agency 177
Placed out under supervision of CV 37
Placed out as above and still on roll as of September 30, 1945 93
On r\maway September 30, 1945 19
Still in school September 30, 1945 350
Total number under CV care September 30, 1945 462
Source: Annual Statistical Report of Childrens Village
,
1945
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TABLE II
SOURCE OF ADMISSION OF BOYS, 1944-1945*
1st Direct Private State School Returned from
Month CcanraitmentAdmissions Placement Total
October 10 6 4 0 1 21
November 2 5 5 0 1 11
December 8 8 18 0 1 55
January 8 6 10 0 2 26
February 4 5 7 0 0 14
March 8 8 4 0 1 21
April 4 12 6 1 0 22
May 8 5 5 0 1 17
Jtine 8 8 10 0 0 26
July 7 7 9 0 0 25
August 7 10 9 0 0 26
September 6 7 10 0 0 25
Total 80 84 94 1 7 265
Source: Annual Statistical Report of Childrens Village
,
1945
,
p. 7.
Thus, in the twelve month period from October 1, 1944, to September
50, 1945, two hundred sixty-five were enrolled in The Village. Of these,
eighty, or 50 per cent, were sent as a direct commitment through the courts
of New York State. Eighty-four, or 51 per cent, were registered as private
admissions which means that they came from out of state, and were enrolled
through either private agency or parents. However, this last group may
have been referred for Village placement to the parents through a court in
another state. Ninety-four of these boys, or almost 51 percent, were com-
mitted to the New York State Training School but fell in the special se-
lected group ^ich, picked by Childrens Village, was boarded at the Village
\mder their program because of overcrowding at the State School. One boy
was recommitted to the court after violation of his probationary period.
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Seven boys discharged to some kind of placement under supervision of Chil-
drens Village were returned as they had not "made good".
Childrens Village, at any one time, usually has four hundred to five
hundred boys under its supervision. The yearly intake varies between two
hundred and three hundred.
Table II-A shows who the responsible persons were for sending the boy
to Childrens Village. In cases where a private agency or parents from out
of State tmdersigned such a contract because it was the only choice left
to them by the committing out-of-state judge, the boy is considered as hav-
ing been sent through the court. In cases where the court made no such ob-
ligatory demand, even though the boy appeared before it, but left the mat-
ter to the discretion of an agency or parents, they are considered as pri-
vate (agency or parents) admissions.
TABLE II-A
ADMISSION-REFERRING PERSONS,
OCTOBER, 1944—MARCH, 1945
T*~r; -7 : ' _ ,t7 -i=
Referral Person
No. of
Boys Per cent
1 Committing judge 44 36.1
2 Parents 22 18.1
3 Department of Public Welfare 9 7.3
4 Private social agency 12 9.8
5 New York State Training School
boarding arrangement 35 28.7
Total 122 100^
By the above it can be seen that the behavior of 64.8 per cent (item
1 & 5) was serious enough to warrant a personal court appearance. Only
35.2 per cent of this group were enrolled without a precipitating court
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appearance
Groupings
Childrens Village accepts boys between the ages of eight and fourteen.
Accordingly, the Lower School usually comprises the eight to eleven age
group. The Middle School holds the twelve to fourteen year leveli while
the Upper School comprises the boys who are over fourteen years old.
Individual exceptions are, of course, made where indicated by unusual
small or large physical sise of a boy. Thus a blustering big boy of eleven
may be placed in the Middle School, just as a small, shy boy of sixteen
might be placed in the Middle School group.
There is no absolute connection between the placement of a boy in a
given school -cottage group and his placement in the same category group in
the academic school program. However, as can be easily seen, in most
cases a boy in the Middle School group, for example, will also be attending
the Middle School educational program.
The Daily Program
For almost all boys, the daily program at the Village is the seme.
Its simplicity can be noted below. Routinisation of daily life, however,
is avoided by a variety of activities.
The daily program ;
6:30-7 arise, wash, make beds, etc.
8:00 breakfast
8:30 assembly (three times a week)
9-12 school or shop
12:00 back to cottage, get meal on table, etc.
12:30 eat lunch
1:00 clean dishes, change clothes, sm.oke, etc.
1:30-4:30 school or shop
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organized games, ROTC
6:00 supper
6:^ clean up the house, etc.
7:00 social event, dance, movie, reading, free time, individual
games
9-9:50 to bed
Notes on variation of program:
1. Boys may smoke after each meal or when cottage father gives ^hem
permission. Boys over sixteen do not need parental permission to
smoke. Boys between foiurteen and sixteen need parents' signed con-
sent submitted to the school. Boys under fourteen are forbidden to
smoke. Problems arising with smokii^ privileges will be discussed
under punishment systems.
2. Each boy in Middle and Upper School goes to school a half day
and to shop the other half, either in morning or afternoon, depending
on what schedule they have been assigned. Lower School boys go fo
school all day, but have more play periods.
Saturday afternoon is free, depending on the individual or the
cottage parents. Movies are shown twice a week, Saturday and Wednes-
day.
4. There is no assigned homework, but there are study periods.
5. Sunday is church day, and visiting day during the afternoon.
Financial Support
The Village is supported by philanthropy and tuition. The cost per
boy each year is $1,000. If the boy is comnitted through the court of New
York State, or is a boarding arrangement from the training school, the
State pays the total tuition. Re private or out of state admissions, the
cost varies with the individual parent's capacity to pay. It may range
from six hundred to one thousand dollars. In such cases, where full tui-
tion is not paid, a scholarship fund system makes up the difference. Of
late the minimum tuition has been raised to $650 a year, or fifty-five
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CHAPTER III
THE SPECIAL SYSTEMS USED IN THE
CONTROLLED ENVIRCMfflNT OF CHILDRENS VILLAGE
The Principle of Intake
In all cases of accepting or rejecting a boy for admission, the materi-
al sent by mall by the person requesting enrollment is carefully considered^
This material should contain a fairly complete case history of the family
situation, boy's behavior problem, clinic diagnosis, if any, as well as
intelligence test rating. This material is considered independently by the
directors of each department who review ix in terms of their feeling that
this individual can or cannot be helped. A proper opening in their depart-
ment (such as right class, cottage, etc.) also has considerable bearipg.
After their cooments have been made on the application, the intake director^
with an overall view on the statistics or commitments of the school, makes
a final decision.
The Childrens Village accepts boys either by commitment or by enroll-
ment. The following categories can be found among applications for intake.
1. Direct conmitment to Childrens Village by a New York court.
2. Direct commitment by a New York court to a state institution, with
a boarding supervision arrangement for the boy at Childrens Village
because, as superior material, he has been so selected.
Enrollment through the Department of Public Welfare for destitute
cases.
4, Enrollment through a private social agency.
5. Enrollment directly through the parents.
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6. Enrollment through a private agency or the parents from out of
state, when such alternative is given by an out of state court to
parents or private agency. Actually, this classification means that
a boy has been before a court and been adjudged committable. Because
of special reasons the judge will consider it better for the boy to
!
be sent to Childrens Village, to which, from out oi state, he cannot
make a direct commitment. '
Boys directly committed to Childrens Village are theoretically coa-
mitted till the age of twenty-one, though in most instances the boy leaves
much earlier, and returns to the community under supervision. Boys enrolled
into Childrens Village are so admitted by the signing of a contract which
states that a two year minimum residence is involved. Either agency direc-
tors or parents sign this contract; and whosoever signs it, is also finan- I
daily responsible. Again the boy may not stay two years or he may stay
more. In the latter eventuality, the agency or parent must be made to see
that, despite additional expenditxire
,
the boy should be left wixhin The
Village, this when an optimum progress has not been attained, so that he is
not ready to return to the community. In all cases the contract can only
I
be broken by the consent of both parties, unless the school wants to dec
a dishonorable discharge and eliminate the boy for morale reasons. Very
few boys have had to be discharged from school because of a refusal of the
responsible person to continue payment.
In reference to dishonorable discharges, this will be discussed later
under the heading of the citizenship program.
The System of Selective Intake
Harold Strong^, the Director of Childrens Village, has this philosophy
1 Harold Strong, "A Long Range View of Childrens Instituticms,
"
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in reference to selective intake:
Each institution . . , has a two fold responsibility in determining
its intake policy. It must make certain that balance is maintained
within the structure of its program with the personnel at its dis-
posal, but it also has a responsibility to absorb as many difficult
youngsters as possible.
2
Mr. Strong does not profess to know all the answers, but made the follow-
ing recommendations to the Committee on Delinquency of the Welfare Council
in New York in 19^5.
1. The greater the range of problems that are grouped together the
more opportunity there is to maintain a balance within the group.
2. Every boy placed within the group, or many at least, must have
some positive contritsution to make to the group.
Many cultures should be mixed. . . . Balance means that the
poorer elements in any one culture cannot be allowed to predominate
the program.
4. Grouping children on the basis of offenses they have committed
is not sound. . . . Group programs should be developed for young-
sters who cannot accept or profit by a home environment and who are
in need of group care and group tredning.
5. No children's court can maintain the balance for any given pro-
gram. ... A matching process should be worked out wherein some-
one living within the program and someone who understands the nature
of the child come together.
6. Minority groups, whether they be racial, religious or color
groups, must be considered an element of balance. All programs
should have well balanced proportions of the various minority
groups. . . . Some children of any minority group will profit by
being placed in a mixed group, and others with other social and
emotional problems, would work out their difficulties more comfort-
ably if allowed to live with others of their own group.
Above, the technical aspects of intake were discussed, but Childrens
Village practises what is known as selective intake. Roughly speaking,
that would mean a technique whereby a balanced cottege group and classroom
2 Ibid., p. 48.
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group can be established, so that no preponderance of any given attitude or
problem will exist. The assumption behind this obviously is, that if only
a given group of behavior or offense problems were accepted, an atmosphere
would prevail whereby the group behavior would be geared solely to the
character training and attitudes existing within these boys, all of whom
may fall into approximately the same "behavior problem" category.
Roughly speaking, selective intake involves at least five main points
of consideration.
1. The age of the boy. Is there room for him in his particular
cottage or school group?
2. Is this a financial or contract arrangement which is acceptable
to The Village and does not work undue hardship on a parent or
an agency? Are the signees responsible people who will co-
operate with the school in their program?
5. Is this boy's IQ and school achievement of the type that can,
at present, be absorbed by the group vacancies? (Very superior
boys can benefit but little from the slowed down classroom pro-
gram. Feebleminded boys are never accepted.)
4. What is this boy's problem, or psychic deviation, or dominant
behavior trait? Is it something the school is equipped to
handle at present? Is it a disorder which makes the individual
a distinct negative force in the group? Is it a boy needing
more intensive psychiatric treatment than can be offered by
The Village? Is it a behavior problem of which there is at
present a preponderance in The Village? (i.e., if at any given
time there are twenty-five per cent of the boys in The Village
who are chronic car-stealers or runaways. The Village will not,
at such time, further upset this attitude-tendency by adding
a similar behavior problem to its large existing group.)
5. Can the boy accept placement at The Village, or has he been
railroaded in here with misrepresentation?^ This is an impor-
tant point. It has been found over years of experience that
the boy to whom The Village has been misrepresented makes a
much poorer initial and later adjustment. However, in certain
5 Rudolf Hirschberg, "Placement of Maladjusted Children in a Con-
trolled Environment," The American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
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1941, p. 510 for detailed discussion on this point.
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cases where enrollment of a boy is definitely indicated, the
boy may resist, out of stubbornness, any attempts to help him
in any way. In such cases, if The Village feels they can
help him, they will accept him despite his resistance, pro-
vided that The Village is convinced that the signees of the
contract will stand behind the school and cooperate in their
policy.
Thus it can be seen that The Village has no stagnant selective intake
policy, bxxt one that flexes in terms of the current type of enrollment
existent therein.
The writer has used the intake of November, 19^» to July, 19^5, as an
example of types of unadjusted boys accepted. Below cited categories are
broken up into types of dominant overt symptomatic behavior noted in the
short summary of the case.
TABLE III
BEHAVIOR TYPES ADMITTED
NOVEMBER, 19^ - JULY, 19^5
Type of Behavior
No.
Admitted
Per
cent
1. Truancy or school behavior problem 15 8.7
2. Delinquency against property 81 42.8
5. Delinquency against the person 6 5.1
4. Neglect 7 5.2
5. Destitute 1 0.6
6. Sexual misbehavior 12 6.5
7. Ungovernable, "behavior problem" 50 26.5
8. Unknown* 17 9.0
Total 189 100.
* Refers to case folders unavailable at time of study.
In explanation of the above procedure, the following should be noted:
The specific last behavior offense was not the determining factor for the
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category. Rather the recurring type of misbehavior from its incipiency
was sifted to determine the category. Truancy or school problem is self-
explanatory. Delinquency against property includes plain stealing, break-
ing and entering, car stealing and joy rices, fraud, or any other violation
of other person's property or belongings. Delinquency against the person
means a violation of a person other than sexual. Thus an assault with in-
tent to rob, assault with intent to kill or maim would be included therein.
Neglect is defined by New York State law, and in its definition is similar-
ly determined by the judicial authorities as in other states. Thus, loose-
ly speaking, a child who is willfully neglected by his parents or guard-
ians, so as to be brought up without proper education, in want of life
needs, or in such a way as to impair his health or morals. Destitute means
poverty and lack of a place to go for a child. Sexual misbehavior includes
a wide range of offenses, such as exhibitionism, voyeurism, homosexual
episodes, rape, heterosexual acts. Ungovernable probably includes the wia-
est range of behavior symptoms, such as chronic runaways, temper tantrums,
stubborn, disobedient, fire setting, enuresis, petty thievery in the family,
and any other misbehavior which made it impossible for the guardians of
that child to handle him within the home setting.
The above perhaps illustrates the symptomology or offense behavior
variety with which Childrens Village endeavors to cope. The time period
used in the Table is representative of their intake policy. It is also
true that the wide range of "behavior problems", as well as "violation of
property", constitute the bulk of the intake.
Below is an analysis by fiscal year of the geographical areas from
which the children came. Again, this variety-acceptance shows that no one-
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ness of cultural or local gang or city atmosphere will thrive within the
total group.
TABLE IV
GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCE OF FIRST ADMISSION
IN THE YEARS IW Ai€l 1945 *
State 1945 1944
New York City 25 27
Now York State 50 99
State School boarders. New York City 94 52
Canada 1
Connecticut 22 14
Delaware 1
Illinois 1
Maryland 7 2
Massachusetts 14 50
New Jersey 5 9
New Hampshire 1
Minnesota 1
North Carolina 1
Now York (private) 10 17
Ohio 8 8
Pennsylvania 5 4
Tennessee 1
Virginia 5 2
Vermont 2 2
Washington, D.C. 7 2
Total 259 276
* Source: Annual Statistical Report of Childrens Village
,
1945, p. 9.
As can be seen, in 1945 one hundred seventy-four out of two hundred
fifty-nine and in 1944 one hundred eighty out of two hundred seven-
ty-six boys, i.e. over sixty per cent in each case, were admittea
by direct conmitment from New York State courts. However, in
other years, when war pressures did not necessitate the boarding
arrangement transfer from the New York State training school, one
would find that the numbers ninety-four and fifty-two respectively
would have been filled by admissions from other states. This
would bring the direct comnitmenta down to about thirty per cent
for 1945 and about forty-five per cent for 1944. Still, during
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those war pressure years such as 19*^5, eighty-five boys were ad
mitted durii^ the fiscal years under other than court auspices,
and for 19^ ninety-eight boys of this category were admitted.
For the sake of interest, a nativity break-up is given below. Yet
in terms of cultural traits, the statistics are less revealing than ob-
servation of a boy's attitude.
TABLE V
NATIVITY OF PARENTS AND CHILDREN ADMITTED
1944-45
Country Children Father Mother
U.S.A. 251 182 186
Armenia 1
Austria 1 1
British West Indies 2 5
Canada 1 5 5
Columbia, 3.A. 1
Cuba 1
Czechoslovakia 2
Denmark 1
England 1 6
Esthonia 1 1
Germany 5 5
Greece 5
Holland 1
Ireland 5 6
Italy 14 11
Norway 1
Poland 4 4
Puerto Rico 2 11 10
Russia 4 1
Scotland 1
Siberia 1
Syria 1
Virgin Island 1
Yugoslavia 1
Unknown 5 19 12
Total 257 257
Source; Annual Statistical Report of Childrens Village,
19^5, p. 11.
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Thug, seventy-one per cent of the parents were bom in the
United States, and ninety-eight per cent of the chilaren were
bom in the United States. It is not within the scope of
this thesis to discuss the possible cultural factors in the
producing of lack of adjustment, such as might be impliea by
the statistics above. However, a specific cultural atmosphere
existed even in the group born in the States. This could be
sensed by the behavior and attitudes of parents as seen by
direct contact.
For those who contend that Childrens Village succeeds because they
only select the "smart boys", the approximate bell curve distribution of
Intake intelligence quotients should dispel any such notion.
TABLE VI
I.Q. DISTRIBUTION OF VILLAGE BOYS, 1927-19^5
Jan. 1, 1927 to Sept. 50, 1945 Oct. 1, 1944 to Sept. 50, 1945
I.Q. Number Per cent I.Q. Number Per cent
110 plus 572 10.7 110 plus 46 19.7
90-109 1565 45.0 90-109 106 46.4
80-89 895 25.7 80-89 62 26.6
70-79 511 W.7 70-79 17 7.5
Below 70 156 5.9 Below 70 0 0.
Total 5^77 100. Total 255 100.
24 now boys withdrawn before psy-
chologist could test them.
A more specific break-up for the year 1944-1945 is available. (See
Table VI-A)
For those who claim that Childrens Village accepts only very young
boys, because otherwise they could not succeed with them. Table VII should
prove interesting. The six month period of October, 1944 to March, 1945
was selected as being representative of any other age range per any year.
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TABLE VI-
A
I.Q. DISTRIBUTION OF 19*^-1945 ADMISSIONS
I. Q. Number Per cent
65 Mentally deficient 0 0.
66-79 Borderline 17 7.5
80-90 Dull normal 62 26.6
91-110 Average 108 46.4
111-119 Bright normal 54 lH.6
120-127 Superior 9 5.2
128 plus Very superior 5 1.2
Total 255 100.
TABLE VII
AGE DISTRIBUTION UPON ADMISSION: PERIOD OCTOBER, 1944—MARCH 1945
Age (years and months)* Number
8y 6m—8y 11m 1
9y Om—9y 5m 1
9y 6m—9y Hm 1
lOy Om—lOy 5m 5
lOy 6m— lOy 11m 2 51
lly Om— lly 5m 5
lly 6m— lly 11m 0
I2y Om— I2y 5m 8
l2y 6m— l2y 11m 2
15y On— 15y 5m 2
15y 6m— 15yllm 4
I4y Om— I4y 5m 11
I4y 6m— I4y 11m 17
15y Om— 15y 5m 55 85
15y 6m— 15y 11m 9
16y Om— 16y 5m 12
l6y 6m— 16y 11m 1
Total 114
* y a years m = months
In connection with this Table, it can be noted that eighty-three
boys or 72.8 per cent are fourteen years
admission.
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Of forty unselected admissions, taken at random,
noted.
TABLE VIII
SOME SPECIFIC BACKGROUND FACTORS
AJ«)NG FORTY ENROLLED. BOYS.
the following factors
Factor Number
Home situation
Father and mother 25
Father only 2
Mother only 7
Substitute parents 7
Father and stepmother 2
Mother and stepfather 1
Neighborhood
Delinquency area 10
Poor congested area 11
Residential district 14
Unknown 4
Offense with gang 5
Individual offense 55
Previous good school adjustment 6
Previous bad school adjustment 54
Previous placement failure 11
Previous clinic contact 9
First serious offense 10
Several previous apprehended offenses 19
More than six previous apprehendea offenses 11
Though this Table is based on only forty boys or about ten per cent
of The Village population, it can be considered representative. The Table
shoes
:
1. The majority of boys came from a physically unbroken home.
2. The majority of boys came from a neighborhood which was conducive
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to delinquency.
5. The majority of boys committed their offense by themselves.
4. Almost all the boys had previous difficulty in adjustii^g to
their school setting.
5. About twenty-five per cent of the boys had been placed previ-
ously, and had not adjusted in that setting. About the same
percentage had been seen in regular therapeutic contact with a
guidance clinic but had not benefited thereby.
6. About seventy-five per cent of the boys had been apprehended
in misbehavior on previous occasions.
In summing up the specific factors noted in The Village system of
selective intake, one can conclude the following:
1. The Intelligence of the boys is as representative as that
of any given school group anywhere else.
2. The majority of the boys, about seventy per cent or over,
are above fourteen years old. Therefore the combined Middle
and Upper Schools in Childrens Village comprise the greater
number of boys
.
5. Sixty per cent of the boys have been in serious difficulties,
necessitating a court appearance. This group is mainly made
up by the "ungovernables" (behavior symptomology incompatible
with the home control), and of boys who violated property rights.
4. Though psychic deviation, age and intelligence are quantita-
tively measurable, the acceptability of The Village program to
a newcomer is a qualitative concept which cannot be measured.
5. Almost all the boys represented a difficulty in school adjust-
• ment regardless of offense.
6. Most of the boys come from neighborhoods with poor standards,
and where delinquency was stimulated.
7« Most of the boys had a record dating back over considerable
length of time indicating a definite lack of adjustment.
8. Though most boys had a home, in the sense of a father and mother
image, other factors in their life experience caused them to
develop beyond the control of these parents.
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The Reception Procedure
A boy arrives at The Village on the date set for him by letter of ac-
ceptance, this so that the intake rate can be staggered to a proportionate
absorption of boys into the program. From then on, this is what happens to
him:
He is placed in the Reception Cottage where he takes a shower, is ex-
amined for bruises and lice. Then he is sent to the physician for a medical
examination. His clothing and valuables and belongings are properly noted
on his record and marked. Within the first forty-eight hours of his arriv-
al he (1) meets the dean and gets an orientation lecture; (2) meets his
social worker and may ask questions on his mind, voice his fears and dis-
content, or have an individual interview, according to his individual needs;
( 5 ) is seen by the psychiatrist for a diagnostic interview; (4) is tested
by the psychologist for intelligence and school achievement standing. After
the initial forty-eight hours, he is assigned to a cottage by the cottage
committee (later discussed). Then he is placed in a ten-day orientation
program. During this time, he lives within the assigned cottage, but
changes shops each day so as to get the "feel” of the various facilities
The Village has to offer. At the end of this period, the Vocational Place-
ment Committee (later discussed) puts him in a given job program, and the
education director, on the basis of IQ, achievement testa, and the boy's
observed behavior, places him in the appropriate class program. In most
cases this ten day period gives the faculty a chance to form a correct im-
pression of this boy's assets and liabilities and to place him accordingly
in a suitable cottage, school class, and shop assignment. However, The
Village program is flexible enough so that changes can be made by the
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conjnitteeg at any time thereafter.
The Concept of Balanced Cottage Grouping
Balanced cottage grouping is closely interrelated to the concept of
selective intake. Dr. Fritz Redl, speaking at the National Conference of
Social Work, mentioned the concept of "icebox climates", a negative climate
which does not nurture real constructive growth or personality.
So many times uninformed people feel that all one needs to do in
order to eliminate the ice box climate of a school or group pro-
gram is to provide an excellent plant, plan a rich program and
secure well trained personnel. To be sure all these things are
essential . . . but there is a fourth element, namely the group
that is assembled together
,
which, if not given careful thought
and skilfull planning will wreck the best plant, defeat the best
program and frustrate well trained personnel. The composition
of a group in a cottage is important—which in the end means the
population within the whole school mat be a carefully planned
group. Such planning may be thought of as "balance". "Let me
explain this theory by taking a small unit, ... a cottage of
boys numbering thirty, and let us take one simple problem
—
prop-
erty rights. Among the thirty boys is a lad with whom a psychi-
atrist is working in an effort to help the boy to resolve certain
conflicts in his life that have manifest themselves in the form
of stealing over a long period of time. Even if the psychiatrist
spends an hour a day with the youngster, his efforts must receive
some support during the other twenty-three hours of the day
—
there must be a positive atmosphere within the cottage in rela-
tion to property. The most clever cottage couple must gain sup-
port from within the group in order to establish this kind of at-
mosphere, there must be some who do not steal, there may be others
who have stolen but who have enough feelings of guilt about it so
that they will follow along with the others who do not steal; others
can be won over by the personality of the cottage parents . . .
but any administrator knows that if he puts into that group 50
boys, all of whom feel stealing is OK, unless one gets caught,
and those who do not take what they can get are suckers, the
grouping is a failure and any boy placed therein will be harmed.
One might lock everythir^g up and supervise the group to see that
no stealing takes place but this method would not change the lives
of the boys nor help them build character. It isn't what a child
hears or knows that is paramount in the pattern of life he develops.
A youngster does not become profane just because he hears or knows
the word— most children, both know them and hear them used no
matter where they live. The important thing is whether they are
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acceptable words to use among his peers and among the adults who
mean much to him. . . . Culturally if all boys come from a zoot-
suit community, a few adults cannot change the pattern, but if a
boy from a zoot suit community comes into a group where his dress
seems silly, he will change the taste of his dress. Therefore
many cultures should be mixed to maintain "balance" . . . There
must be maintained a balance within each group and within the
school as a whole in many areas. The more positive elements that
are present in any area, the more negative ones can be absorcea
without throwing the group out of "balance".^
This concept of balanced cottage grouping is used constantly within
The Village. By careful sifting and following the philosophy stated, it
has been made to work. Moreno
,
in his sociometry experiments tried to
group cottage mates by adhering to their choice. This has been found not
feasible in The Village. Many times, boys of approximately the same per-
sonality, and possibly the same kind of outlook on life will feel drawn
together. If they are placed together though, they will not complement
each other's faulty attitudes and behavior. As the cottage system stands
now, it makes use first of all, of the specific personality and handling-
ability of boys which is known of the cottage parents. Secondly, it postu-
lates a heterogeneity of attitudes, so that the negative attitudes on the
part of boys are blacked out. These negative attitudes are blacked out or
dampened by the fact that the group pressure will not condone certain ideas
or manifest behavior. This "not condoning" on the part of the group can
be traced back, though, to more than their essential heterogeneity. First
of all, there must be some leaders, boys whose loyalty to their cottage
parents, or already to the standards of The Village as a whole, is such
4 Harold Strong, "A Long Range View of Children's Institutions," The
Proceedings of the National Conference of Juvenile Agencies, 42:2, Febru-
ary, 1946. P. 45 .
5 J.L.Moreno, "Who Shall Survive," Mental &> Nervous Disease Monograph
Series, No. £)8, 19?4.
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that they will aseert themaelvea when this loyalty ia violated. Theae
leaders, in turn, retain a certain group of followers. The followers can
be said to be comprised of boys who are not subversive leaders in the sense
of asserting themselves negatively. They are the in-oetween passive-atti-
tude group, drawn to one of the extreme poles by specific situations. This
oscillating group, over a period of time, discovers their advantage in fol-
lowing the positive leaders. They will eventually, by virtue of reality
factors and a lessening of their guilt feelings connected with tendencies
toward the asocial, be won over to the conformist or adjusting group.
The Citizenship-form-promotion Program
The citizenship system is one of the extrinsic motivation factors used
to stimulate boys. It works as follows. Any boy arriving at The Village
is placed in the unclassified group for the first thirty days of his resi-
dence, at the end of which he is placed automatically in third form stand-
ing. From there he advances to second, first, and finally graduate form.
Once a boy has achieved third form standing, he himself must apply for a
promotion for each succeeding form. This promotion application is judged
by a committee to be discussed later. Each advance in form carries more
privileges, and more responsibilities in terms of behaving and performing
in acceptable ways. Thus a third form student is entitled only to two
vacations a year, while a graduate student has four vacations a year, each
other weekend off, late leave passes, permission to work off the grounds,
etc. This citizenship promotions system is in no way related to class
promotions academically. It is based on behavior and performance. It can
readily be seen that a graduate form boy has been tested in many ways as to
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how he handlea himself in a community situation* so that observations of
his behavior when "on his own" become a valid criteria for juaging his
prognosis once he is graduated from The Village. A requirement of this
system postulates that no boy may apply for promotion from one form to the
next unless he has been in good standing in his present form for a minimum
period of three months. This, the school feels, is a representative period
of time for measurement of behavior, while a shorter period may not be
adequate for the forming of accurate opinions. Thus, a minimum of twelve
months residence is usually necessary for a boy to achieve graduation.
TABLE IX
DURATION IN RESIDENCE OF BOYS
ADMITTED IN SIX MONTH PERIOD IN 19^
Months in Residence Number of Boys
1-6 inclusive 26 26 or 25.4 per cent
9-12 15 )
15-16 56
)
‘>1 5617-20 7 or per cent
21-24 6 )
24 or more 24 24 or 21.6 per cent
Total 111 111 100. per cent
This Table studies a group of 111 boys admitted during a six month
period in 19^4. One notes the following;
1. Twenty-six boys, or 25.4 per cent, left before the expiration
of nine months. Their release could have been due to expul-
sion, transfer, withdrawal, or unapprehended runaway.
2. Sixty-one boys, or almost 55 per cent, stayed in residence
between nine and twenty-four months, then to graduate. That
is the majority of boys were able to graduate within a two
year period.
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5. Twenty-four boys, or 21.6 per cent, were slow in adjusting
or making progress, ana at the time of study were still in
residence.
The theoretical time minimum of the form promotion system would re-
quire at least three months in a form for each of the four forms, making a
total minimum of twelve months. By the fact that some boys were able to
graduate in less than the twelve month period, it can be seen that even
the form system is flexible enough to make allowances for rapid progress
and exceptional adjustment.
The Youth Government
The youth government of Childrens Village is all-embracing, being a
prototype of the State government. It has a constitution, and duly
elected officers who, with the aid of an adult consultant, democratically
try to run The Village. It gives the boys a living appreciation of the
legal machinery of the country, and makes them feel that they have a great
deal of say (which they do) in the actual administration of their own liv-
ing at Childrens Village.
One of the most important functions of the Youth government is the
court (felonies and misdemeanors) upon the judgment of which is based a
great nxamber of the punishments meted out. The judge and The Village
prosecutor are democratically elected. The defense lawyer may be chosen
from a group of boys who, havii^g taken actual law classes at The Village,
have graduated as lawyers. Being the judge is a very difficult job, as
one is prone to cottage, personal pressure, and bribery. But many a boy
whose anti-social cunning has been channeled into a social cunning takes
great pride in his judiciary powers, and controls his prejudices well.
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The moat envied position in the Youth Government is that of Mayor.
Upper School boys only are eligible for this position.
This democratic way of self-governing teaches the boy not only the
governmental principles of law and machinery of constitution, but causes
him to realize fully that any destructive act within the campus is detri-
mental to his own interest, and that a constructive act which helps the
comnunity as a whole, helps him to achieve his own ends. Only in this way
can the boy be made to feel that he is part of the total atmosphere, that
he has a say in things, and that he can have pride in HIS community. This
is often illustrated when a stranger visits The Village, and a boy, showing
him around, answers the questions with interest and pride.
The Money-Work Plan '
The money-management plan is designed to give the boys an appreciation
of eaxning, spending, and cost, as well as an appreciation of the value of
money.
This plan applies to Upper and Middle School ages only, as the younger
group is not considered responsible enough to be participating. A boy in
The Village is paid for the following: 1) going to school, 2 ) working
shop or other assignment, 5) religious instructions, and 4) recreation.
He does not get paid for doing his share of cottage work, or attending
church or assemblies.
A boy is paid between fifteen and twenty cents an hour, this according
to his value, according to his imnediate work supervisor. Thus a boy may
make fifteen cents in English class, seventeen cents in mathematics, twenty
cents in the print shop, etc. Each boy keeps a record time card, the
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duplicate of which is processed by the banker (an accounting versed cottage
father) each week. At the end of each week a boy has earned a certain sum
I
of money, from which is automatically suDtracted seven dollars a week, this
to cover his maintenance. (Actually, The Village pays out this money from
their own funds, and this is merely one way of getting some of it back.)
After this deduction the bojfs money is placed in a special account of his,
which he may not touch. However, depending on how much money is in this
account, he may transfer a given number of cents each week to his spending
account. The latter is his means for extras, such as candy, stamps,
cigarettes. Thus even the boys from poorer families who do not get weekly
I
spending allowances may accumulate spending money.
This system is another extrinsic motivation. For if the boy falls
down in his performance in enough areas of his daily living, his wage will
be lowered accordingly by the supervisor, and the boy's total weekly net
profit will show (after seven dollars deduction) that he is in debt.
In case of debt, the boy must see the dean and explain the reasons.
If debt has been incurred by certified sickness or absence, he will get a
make-up-check. In other situations, he may be allowed to perform extra
duties at night (such as cleaning the house for a faculty member), or in
case of larger debt be placed on the work group whereon he will be able to
earn one dollar a day. During this time, he is exempt from paying his
seven dollars a week maintenance fee. No boy in debt in any way may spend
money on incidentals or luxuries from his spending or school account 'till
he is out of debt.
Unnecessary careless destruction of property will be charged to the
boys in The Village by a special tax levied by the tax commissioner and his
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committee. Such tax levies are reviewed and approvea by the Superintendent
of plant and supply (a faculty member). This kind of tax is divided up
among all residents who earn money, and is subtracted from their weekly
income. Where it can be proven that only a certain group or a certain
cottage is responsible, such tax levy will be made against the culpable
individuals or cottage only.
Loans for certain large expenditures (such as a new suit) will be made
by The Village with approval of the dean, and the bo^ either by his regular
work or by means of extra work, will be expected to pay this sum back at
five per cent interest.
Since no boy within The Village is allowed to carry any money on his
person, each expenditure incurred is covered by a check drawn upon The
Village bank and approved either by the dean or the cottage parent. Pun-
ishments are meted out for overdrawing accounts or forging the sum on
checks
.
At such time as a boy leaves The Village with graduation, he will be
given all the money which he has accumulated in both accounts, minus the
initial five dollars which The Village deposits for him upon arrival. No
boy may be graduated from The Village so long as he is in debt. For pur-
poses of deserved vacations, when no money is sent by the boy's family, the
dean will approve a special withdrawal, providing the boy's account shows
no debts
.
In the fiscal year 19^-^5, two hundred fifteen boys came under the
money management system. They earned a total of ^72,675*56 and spent
f 71 » 680 .66. The total earnings of one hundred thirty-one boys graduating
within that year were |1,065.17, with individual totals varying from $250
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Two hundred seventy-four boys, or seventy-three per cent of the group,
were fined within that year a total of $8,275»61. Of this, §1,89^. 5^ was
paid out directly from the boys' accounts, and the rest, coming from one
hundred seventy-nine boys assigned to the work construction group at one
time or another, namely $6,579*27, was paid through such assignment.
The Types of Punishment and Discipline
Punishments are used at Childrens Village. True enough, a child
should be permitted to act out some of his conflicts, and when this is
therapeutically indicated, this matter will be taken into account. How-
ever, since the campus of The Village is a prototype of any home town com-
munity, the reality factor of living with and among others must be kept in
mind.
The punishments usually fall into these categories:
1. Withdrawal of privileges (such as weekends, vacations)
for a certain period of time.
2. Suspension in form standing, or demotion to a lower form.
5. A tine or a work group assignment.
4, Lowering of earning wages.
5, Corporal punishment.
6, Extra cottage duties.
7* Detention.
8. Group punishment.
It can easily be seen by reviewing the above categories that they hit
close to the boy's way of living. Every boy cherishes his weekends, and
would feel ashamed and disappointed to inform his folks of his reasons for
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not coTning. A suspension or form demotion implies a longer residence.
Most boys are anxious to return to their home communities. Many boys ao
not like the ridicule that may come from form demotion. A fine usually
means work group, and this in turn means forsaking the spare time which
could be spent in athletics. Lowering of earning wages has about the same
meaning as when in debt; the boy will have to go on the work group.
Any boy who is detected in the commission of a punishable offense will
have to face the consequences. In cases of minor infractions, these are
usually handled between the supervisor who detects it and the boy, and they
need not come to the attention of The Village as a group. The Village
feels that more serious offenses should be brought to the limelight of at-
tention for other boys to learn from. Any punishment not handled on an
individual basis is written out as a formal complaint by either the offena-
ed boy (as in case of personal theft or fight) or by the supervising adult
in charge. This con5>laint is submitted to the dean. Except in cases of
emergency situations, the latter consiaers them twice a week and will, ac-
cording to his judgment, hand on the complaint to the Youth court for ad-
judication or will mete out the penalty himself in other situations.
The run of the mill offense, such as being caught smoking at the wrong
time, carrying currency, theft or breakage in a cottage, desertion or run-
away, fights, \mdue noise at night, annoyipg classroom behavior, trespass-
ing, vulgarity, etc,, are usually handled by the Youth Court. This court
may, according to its penal code, and if the offender is guilty, order a
fine, a work group assignment, or probation, according to the severity of
offense.
Certain situations such as sexual offenses, disturbances within the
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outside coomunity, etc., are handled by the dean after consultation with
the social worker. Only the dean may order demotion in form standing, de-
tention, corporal punishment, withdrawal of special privileges and deten-
tion. Any runaways, however, automatically lose their form standing. Any
boys who fail to return on time from vacation automatically lose one day
from their next vacation for each day of lateness.
A few words need be said about corporal punishment, detention and the
work group.
Corporal pimishment is seldom used, and usually only on the smaller
boys who are unable to respond to other reasoning. It consists only of
spanking a boy with a rubber slipper. It may only be administered by the
dean in person, and must be witnessed by another faculty member, with both
signing a statement as to type of punishment administered and number of
strokes. No other form of corporal punishment by anyone in The Village is
permitted
.
Detention is actually not a punishment, though it is sometimes so con-
sidered by boys. Detention means being locked into a room with a barred
window. The boy is in his pajamas, may read books, and obtains three
meals a day without desserts. The detention period may vary anywhere from
a few hours to one week. Detention is used as a cooling off process, a
thinking over process, or as protection from the group in the rare cases
of erratic behavior. It is used to prevent a boy temporarily from running
away again if he is angry, after talking it over has not helped him. It
is used to cause them to reflect on their future ways of behavior. It is
used in case a boy has to be transferred to another institution on a war-
rant. There are only four detention rooms for over four hundred boys.
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This fact shows the little use that is being made of detention.
As stated before, work group is a construction group, inaulging in
heavy work on the grouna, and is a means of paying off a given fine over a
certain period of time. The boy does attend school, but then, instead of
going to his shop assignment, will spend a half aay on the work group,
earning his levy-ffee dollar per day. Of course, he forfeits all his
leisure time while on work group.
Below are some punishment situations and how they were handled.
John was caught in the basement, smoking a cigarette auring
school hours. Before the Youth court he was found guilty,
ano|, this being his second offense, was given a fine of five
dollars. Being unable to pay, he had to work it off on the
work group.
Jimmy and Frank had a terrific fist fight. The cottage parent
complained and both boys were finea ten dollars for disturb-
ing the peace. Jimmy was able to make out a check from his
account; Frank had to work ten days on the work group.
Joseph was attacked by Roy after diimer and sustained a black
eye, and a tom shirt. He complained, and obtained persons
who witnessed the incident and corroborated it. Roy was
found guilty of assault and battery (since Joseph had not
fought back, but taken legal recourse) and ordered to make
restitution for the shirt as well as to pay ten dollars damage.
Robert had obtained a movie pass, then broken and entered a
house in town and stolen several articles therefrom. The
Youth court found him guilty of trespassing, breaking and
entering, and since he was in graduate form, fined him ^100.
The dean temporarily suspended his form standing for thirty
days, and demoted him back to first form.
Francis had spilled the milk on the floor and refused to clean
it up. The cottage father gave him a choice of doing three
hours of extra work for two evenings or of being reported for
insubordination to the Youth Court. Francis chose the former.
David was caught masturbating in the kitchen bathroom, after
his supervisor investigated his long absence from work. He
was sent to the dean, who lowered his wages for that week
for poor work attendance, then referred him to his social
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I worker for a discussion on sex. (The social worker may deal
I
with this situation if it is a "normal incident of develop-
I ment"; however, in cases of abnormality, the psychiatrist will
see the boy first and make his reconmendations
.)
Some times a boy is not punished for certain peculiar offenses, if
the psychiatrist and social worker in agreement for therapeutic reasons
recommend another course. If it is the kind of situation where the group
will not sense an exception or favoritism, the dean can easily work this
out. In a situation less favorable than that, the dean must mete out a
cover punishment, which will have to be interpreted to the boy by the
social worker.
As a rule, boys in graduate form are considered more responsible, and
therefore punished more severely than a boy in a lower form with a shorter
period of residence.
Group punishment is a tool sometimes used when the occasion arises.
It is actually seldom used. Thus if there have been an undue number of
disturbing factors such as runaway, stealing, misbehavior in the classroom,
etc., in any given set of boys, either cottage or a particular school
group, that cottage or school will be punished collectively, such as having
their Easter vacation withdrawn. This works on the principle of positive
group atmosphere being used to bolster morale. This is predicated on the
concept of positive leaders and neutral followers previously discussed.
With this type of punitive pressure applied, the leaders should be able to
swing enough of the followers and neutral boys on their positive side to
counterbalance the efforts of those who endeavor to institute an asocial
reign of behavior. On the few occasions on which collective punishment has
been used, it has been successful. This success, the staff believes, is
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due to the fact that it hae never been abused in frequency.
The Treatment Cottage
The treatment cottage is not a form of punishment. It is a form of
adjustment in a temporary environment, requiring less demand of conformance
and reducing special group pressure. In all cases it is preferrea to de-
tention. It is used for emotionally disturbed boys who, after some inci-
dent or other, either within The Village or at home, become so upset that
they cannot live harmoniously in their cottage. If the social worker is
unable to handle their upset, they are usually seen by the psychiatrist,
who more likely than other staff persons will make treatment cottage recom-
mendations. In the treatment cottage, the boy is temporarily taken out
from his own cottage, and often from his regular shop and school assignment
for a varied period of time, and is assigned to other tasks. During his
stay at this cottage he experiences intensive contact with The Village
psychotherapist. After a few days or a week or so, the boy’s equilibrium
is brought back sufficiently to enable him to face the usual conformity
situations again. Then, upon advice of the psychotherapist, who has pre-
pared him to accept this, he is returned to his regular cottage, or to
such a program as the various deciding committees will recommend.
The Equi-community Philosophy
If we accept the law of learning that indicates we learn life
by successfully handling life situations, we must realize
that if we so regiment a child’s life that he has no choices
left, we have completely removed him from life situations.
He will not develop but will become dependent on the routine.
Such a procedure leads to what we term institutionalization. ^
6 Harold Strong, talk delivered September 24, 194b, at National
Conference of Catholic Charities, St. Louis, Mo.
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Upon this philosophy is predicated the freedom and the daily life at
The Village. Often people ask why do they let these delinquents go down
town. The answer is that if a boy goes to town alone and orders a soda,
the staff can judge how he handles himself when responsible to no one ex-
cept himself. Misdemeanors in town are usually reported by the community
with great speed. Does he order a soda and act like a gentleman, or will
he flirt with girls, make himself obnoxious, or go in for a beer instead?
Good handling on the part of a boy in smaller situations will earn him
larger responsibilities and privileges. Bad handling will cost him his
privileges and possibly an additional punishment.
In the far past, a complete suppressive atmosphere was used at The
Village. Today, it has been replaced by modem thinking* However, atten-
tion should be called to the fact that many training schools still use this
repressive atmosphere extensively. By suppressive atmosphere we mean a
situation where the boy is watched so closely over a period of twenty-four
hours each day that he can do no wrong and cannot step out of line. If,
however, on such rare occasions he should step out of line, or run away,
the punishment is immediate, but not related to the offense in any logical
way. By first hand experience the writer knows that in one Training School
the boys are marched to and from school, dinner, etc. If they should mis-
behave, they get a physical rebuff from their supervisor. If they do not
respond to corporal punishment, or are apprehended on runaway, they are
sent to the "Burma Road" (a system of pushing a loaded wheel barrow for
over a half mile at the earning power of a nickel each way. Sometimes the
barrow is chained to the boy, and the work is guarded by armed guards.
There is nothing constructive whatsoever in this type of punishment.)
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As a boy becomea more responsible he is allowed more time away from
The Village, either working in town or more weekends or vacations. These
prove him, one way or the other. His home community agency or parents or
probation officer are always informed of any leaves and his whereabouts
and would quickly report back misdemeanors or difficulties.
In short, the boys' daily life within The Village is set up to
approximate any comnunal living. He is given the freedom of movement and
action at all times with the understanding that if he mishandles himself
and shows himself irresponsible, he will face the consequences. The Vil-
lage, however, treats the irresponsibility not only with outer disciplinary
means, but by other means, such as incentives to act differently and manip-
ulatory attempts to change the boy's inner need to behave in a certain
fashion. In this respect The Village differs greatly from training schoola
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEM STUDY COMMITTEES
IN THE CONTROLLED ENVIROMJIENT
We have previously brought out the fact that a controllea environment
is nothing else than a planned environment. Perhaps nothing illustrates
this better than the various committees which plan for the boy, on the
basis of the boy's known personality, needs and performance. No one indi-
vidual is responsible for the planning for any one boy. Every activity of
his Village life is part of an integrated plan, decided upon by the vari-
ous persons who deal with the boy in these areas. No decisions affecting
a boy are ever made individually, even if they only affect one aspect of
the boy' s living within the program. They must be brought to the attention
of the proper comnittee, discussed, and, if necessary, because of lack of
agreement, voted upon. In these committees, the various staff opinions on
a given boy are ironed out. Often a more complete perspective on a boy
will bring about a staff- attitude change. Thus, it can be seen that this
controlled planning is an important aspect of unified treatment for the
boy.
These are the more important planning committees at Childrens Village.
The Cottage Assignment Committee . It comprises the three deans,
social worker, selective intake director, psychologist, recep-
tion cottage parents. On the basis of this boy's known type
of misbehavior from his application, hig needs as determined
by the psychiatrist, the reports of his present behavior as
told by the reception couple, and the intelligence measured
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by psychometrics, as well as the dearfs knowledge of his cottage
parents and the openings available, the boy is assigned to such
cottage which the committee's discussion indicates best to suit
his needs and help him.
The Student Guidance Committee comprises the dean of the school,
the director of education, the recreation supervisor, the psy-
chotherapist, the social worker, at times the psychiatrist.
These persons submit in writing their version of this Doy's
progress or faults in whatever area they supervise. These
facts and reconraendations are then discussed by all concerned
and the psychotherapist acts as coordinator of the discussion.
He also stipulates to the social worker the recommendations to
be made in the report which the social worker has to write up.
This committee reviews each boy's progress about every six
months, and refers any recommended changes to the necessary
committee or person.
The Form Promotion Committee is constituted of the same person-
nel as the Student Guidance Committee. It meets each month,
discussing the form applications of Upper, Middle and Lower
Schools on separate dates. Each member reads off a written
form report (cottage parents, home room teacher, shop instruc-
tor, recreation) from the person to whom the boy is directly
responsible during his daily activities. The committee then
discusses the progress the boy has made and weighs it, with
the social worker interpreting certain behavior of the boy
when necessary. After this, a vote is taken on each boy to
determine if he should be promoted as requested to the next
higher form. If he is promoted, it will be publicized in the
next assembly. If not, the necessary interpretation about his
lack of progress will be discussed with him by the social
worker in as encouraging a way as is possible.
The Vocational Placement Committee is constituted of the same
as above except that the recreation director is replaced by
the Superintendent of Plant and Supply who keeps the supply
end demand statistics of boys. A new boy is given a certain
assignment as follows: 1) one of his three listed preferences
of activity made out by him after his ten day orientation
period; 2) the committee's opinion whether that activity bene-
ficially meets his need; 5) hi-s I-Q* mechanical ability
as measured by psychometrics; 4) the openings in the requested
activity. An old boy's request for change of activity or shop
work is discuss edand voted upon. A denial again is interpreted
to the boy by the social worker. An approval is sent to him
through the dean's office.
The Graduation Evaluation Committee is comprised of all depart-
ment heads including the administration, all the deans, and
all the social workers, as well as psychiatrist and psychologist.
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It must decide whether the boy is to leave The Village,
whether the Doy will leave The Village with graduation
(a school diploma), or merely tie allowed to return to the
comaunityj when he is to leave, and what after-care plan
should be made for him. There is usually lengthy dis-
cussion on each boy, reviewing not only his record at The
Village, but his previous community difficulties and the
kind of home situation to which he returns. Any after-
care plans recommended must be carried out by the social
worker. After-plans may range from correspondence contact
with the referring agency to actual job or foster placement
under supervision.
Two other committees deserve passing mention. The Cabinet
comprises only the heads of departments, this in order to
discuss policy and philosophy later to be handed down to
others. Also, at given intervals the director will call
all the faculty together to cover certain issues of con-
cern to all.
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CHAPTER V
THE KJNCTION OF THE PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
IN THE CONTROLLED ENVIRONIvIENT
The Psychiatric Clinic is the switchboard of the mental health and
the emotional well-being of a child within Childrens Village. It is
headed by a full time resident psychiatrist, a psychologist, a part time
remedial reading teacher, a chief of social service, and six trained so-
cial workers. In addition to these persons, there is a dental clinic and
the record-room personnel. A close relationship to the hospital staff
also exists.
As said before, the psychiatrist is the intake diagnostician, and alsc
the permanent consultant for emotional upsets in the children or other
situations among the personnel when so indicated. Over his signature all
prognostic letters are sent out from the clinic. He can be consulted by
any of the workers at any time.
The psychologist is the intake psychometric ian, and indeed a busy
person. In the year 19^-19^5 he administered the following number or
tests (see Table X)
.
From Table X it can readily be seen that each of the new admissions
was subjected to at least an intelligence test and an achievement test,
and in many cases also a mechanical ability test. The type of test admin-
istered, of course, depends on the type of test previously taken by the
boy elsewhere, as well as on the age of the child.
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TABLE X
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS ADMINISTERED, 19^-1945
Number
Administered
Revised Stanford Binet L 14
Revised Stanford Binet M 6
Wechsler Bellevue 10?
Arthur Performance Scale 6
Goodenough Drawing Teat 62
Pintner Patterson, Performance 50
Otis Quick scoring 2
Roeschach ^9
Stanford Achievement 252
Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board 118
Porteus Mazo 8
McQuarre Teat of Mechanical Ability 8
Kohs Blocks 1
Cornell Coxe Performance 12
Total 675
The function of the Psychiatric Clinic is manifold. It ranges from
acting as a consultant to other staff members in interpreting the boy’s
behavior, to the actual case work that is being done. A social worker is
assigned a boy as soon as that boy arrives. Usually, the very young boys
are given the woman workers. P'irst, the social worker is merely one more
aid in interpreting The Village to the boy and working with him to the
point where he will accept it. This is quite necessary, as many of the
boys sent to The Village are very unhappy, either because they are home-
sick, feel they have been "sent up", or because the school length of stay
has been misrepresented to them, etc. The new boy soon learns, though,
that the social worker is his "sponsor", and is a ready friend. In a few
cases the boys are able to relate extremely well to some other staff
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member, and as lor^g as some one adult attachment has been formed in a
wholesome way, the social worker may minimize his contact with the boy.
Once the boy has found this new friend, (also, "the man who goes to Student
Guidance meetings, who knows whether he will be promoted, get his next
vacation, and stay by him in case of trouble") he will feel a little less
lost. During the boy's residence, the social worker may do case work in
the psychotherapeutic sense under the direction of the psychiatrist where
indicated. He interprets the boy's behavior, needs, and feelings as indi-
cated. He gives encouragement in pure counselling fashion, or may, if the
relationship is close enough, even voice disapproval or disdain. In many
instances the social worker, who must know his boy and his activities well,
must interpret that boy to various committees. In other cases, he must
stand as a buffer between the wrathful cottage parent and the boy when al-
tercations have developed. With the smaller boys, most of the contact is
relationship, play therapy, and being a general mother figure. Play thera-
py is especially indicated for the underaged boy who cannot verbalize, for
the boy who uses verbalization as a defense, and for the boy who is emo-
tionally blocked in verbalizing.^
With the larger boys, naturally depending on their inoividual prodlemsj
intelligence, and arrived-at insight, one may pursue supportive therapy,
interpretation-on-the-spot interviews, or delve into deeper levels of be-
havior mechanisms, if the boy is ready to accept this kind of relationship.
These interviews take a certain amount of skill. The social worker
1 Fritz Redl, "Diagnostic Group Work," American Journal of Ortho-
psychiatry
,
XIV: 1, p. 55, January, 19^, for further discussion of this
point.
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not only has to put up with the individual defenses of the boy, such as
I
speech blockage, lies, or evasive conversation; the worker must also bo
I prepared to sense the group pressures to which this boy (either in his
former community or now in The Village) is being subjected. If the social
worker is well accepted by the particular group in which the boy lives,
I
there should be relatively little difficulty. If the interviews become
stagnant, vitalization techniques such as interference-shock may be used.
If we examine what constitutes some of the atmosphere in such a group
I
setting in reference to the behavior of individuals, we would find, as
Dr. Fritz Redl describes it in similar terms, a group psychology based on
the process of magical seduction. Because of the satisfaction of the rest
of the group, there is a fearless drive. There exists an exculpation
magic of the initiatory act; in other words, a latent drive is put into
full swing because the inhibitions are reduced by the behavior or asocial
activity of the negative leader. The other fellow starts the forbidaen
thing and then it is easy to follow. So there is a certain amount of guilt
insurance through the group code. And as long as the guilt of any given
individual is not brought acutely to his own awareness, there will bounce
off him all attempts to remold his behavior by restructuralizing his per-
sonality, It can be seen that the group can become a psychological barrier
to treatment. The outgroup therapist is coping with group developed psy-
chological defenses, rather than with the emotional feeling tone of the in-
dividual. If, however, there is no outgroup, but the therapist becomes
identified as part of the large living-on-campus group, then the group can
become supportive. Dr. Redl^resents some recommendations:
2 Fritz Redl, "The Psychology of Gang Formation and the Treatment
of Juvenile Delinquents,” The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child
, 19^5, p. ^67
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1. Psychotherapy with delinquent juveniles, even if operating
on the traditional basis, must not operate entirely in
group psychological mid-air.
2. It is essential for the individual therapist to have as
thorough a diagnostic picture of the group psychological
characteristics, of the climate the youngster lives in,
as of the individual dynamics of the case.
5 . It is desirable that group psychologically correct prescrip-
tions be worked out by which the supportive treatment in
and through the group can be added to the work of the
(therapist) within, or outside of the institution.
One very important function the social worker has is to be the central
buffer for the boy in the flux system used at The Village. Thus, Johnnie
has just received a forty dollar fine from the dean for a theft, and is so
mad and hates the world so that he may "blow up" or run away. In such
cases the push exerted by the dean in a disciplinary fashion must be inter-
preted to the boy as something constructive, and as a lesson which he must
survive to become a better person. The encouragement, sympathy and empathy
shown under such instances will, more often than not, help a boy over a
sore spot. In some other cases the social worker may act as the person who
will locate the boy's missing parent and re-establish contact if such is
indicated as part of the treatment. In others he may be required to give
certain background Information about a parent or the child's status, such
as illegitimacy, etc. So the social worker becomes a mixture of a confes-
sional priest who can accept the secret "badness" of a boy ano thus relieve
the boy's guilt about his behavior. He becomes the sustainer, the buffer,
the counsellor, the champion, the go-between, the therapist, the father,
the mother, the big brother, in each individual case as the need of the boy
indicates
.
The social worker has also two additional important functions. These
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relate to the meeting of parents and to the technique of handling the
"mail-problem"
.
Visiting day is on Sunday. A social worker is always on duty on
visiting day. Often he plays an investigative role, this when the need
exists to oDtain more accurate information on the home situaxion or the
parental attitudes. Many other times, though, the worker is placed in a
case work relationship with the parents whereby he either has to minimize
their rejection or over-attachment attitudes, and more often will have to
interpret the boy's progress or lack of progress as he most skillfully can.
The "mail-problem" refers to the great many incoming and outgoing let-
ters which The Village has to deal with. Boys are permitted to write as
many letters as they wish, and to receive all letters sent to them, with
such exceptions as are noted below.
If a boy writes a negative letter about The Village, he is askea to
see his social worker, who will endeavor to get this boy to the point where
he will write a less upsetting letter to his parents. If the negative fac-
tors in the letter are true, they will not be censored if the boy refuses
to change them. But another letter from the social worker, rendering in-
terpretation will be included or sent separately. All outgoing medl is
initialled by cottage parents, who will forward any unusual outgoing letter
to the social worker. Incoming mail is opened by a record room clerk, who
lists all valuables and checks them. She similarly would pass on any up-
setting letter direct to the social worker. The worker, at hie discretion,
may withhold the letter completely from the boy by placing it in his fold-
er, may interpret the letter to the boy without giving him all the materi-
al, or may return the letter to the sender, stating the reasons why this is
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being done. Thus a boy writing out that he has been beaten up ana has a
black eye will be asked to furnish a full explanation to his parents if,
for example, this was causea by his stealing something from another boy.
If a boy states: I am always hungry and don't get enough to eat, it will
pass through as that is his opinion. If the parents write back anxious
letters, this will be explained to them. But if a boy writes: All the
boys are always hungry and none get enough to eat, it will mean the boy
will be asked to change it, confining complaints to himself. Vice versa,
a mother writing that she is so sick for the boy, or that so and so has
died (if it's not a family member), will be asked not to write the boy up-
setting news . Or separated parents writing negatively about each other,
as happens frequently, ana catharsizing their conflicts on the boy, will
not have their letters delivered but returned witn explanation.
It can be seen that this type of "censorship" has therapeutic value.
Between case work and what might be known as institutional case work
a vast difference exists. It is in a sense not easy to live in a closed
setting. One's personal mode of living is exposed. A number of rumors
and gossip will arise. But it is a vital necessity within this type of
system to be part of the school, and to share in the experiences which
happen therein.
As stated previously, a therapist or a social worker cannot partici-
pate in case work relationships assumed to exist in a vacuum state. In a
guidance clinic, or a social agency, the worker does not have to be aware
of too many of the other factors which exist outside of the interview of-
fice, and does not, providing he follows his agency policy, have to defend
his actions or the client's behavior. In an institution, a sensitivity to
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other related activities is paramount.
A worker must at all times De aware of his important interrela^iona
with other departments; firstly, administration ana its policy, seconaly
activities of the home life department and the group work arouna him. This
necessitates a cooperation tact which it would be difficult for an agency
worker to manifest. In terms of committee meetings, adverse decisions may
be made by the majority staff which may be difficult for a social worker to
accept. Likewise, a cottage parent will sometimes treat a boy in a manner
not at all in agreement with the worker’s thinking; and for certain reasons
he may be powerless to change that. But most important of all, the social
worker is on the can^jus twenty-four hours a day for the emergencies that
arise. Emergencies do arise. Then it is of paramount importance that the
social worker is on the spot to alleviate the hurt, to know the situation
first hand, to be a catharsis, or an arbitrator, to get the immediate feel-
ing tone of the boy. This applies to the runaway who has been returned or
came back by himself,.to the boy who has just gotten into a terrific fight,
to the boy who "blows up" in a cottage, to the cottage parent who becomes
panicky. Cited below are some examples of such emergencies.
One evening a middle school cottage was rexumipg collectively
from the movies in town and walking up the hill. Supervising
them was a young, unexperienced, new, relief cottage couple.
I
One of the thirteen year ola boys was very reciprocative to
the social and physical charm of the cottage mother, and play-
fully attempted to jump on her back ana pull her hair. Greatly
disturbed, she told her husband about it as they entered the
cottage. The latter became furious beyond reason at this sus-
pected attempt to molest his wife, started shouting that he
would kill the boy and beat him up, and looked for him through-
out the cottage. By sheer luck, the experienced and middle
aged cottage parents arrived at this point and found the boy
in question cowering in the basement in absolute shock and hys-
teria. They sent a messenger to the worker, who came over imme-
diately and took the boy out of the cottage. Over a period
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of time the worker was able to quieten his fear, re-establish
his emotional equilibrium, and take him to the dean for a
three-cornered interview. The dean could interpret the undue
reactions of the new couple and let the boy know from an
authoritative angle that nothing would happen to him. The
social worker then referred the matter to The Village psycho-
therapist, who explained the situation to the new couple,
interpreted some of The Village boys' needs for affection,
and instructed them as to their recourse for such matters in
the future. If this situation had not been taken care of,
then and there, that boy would either have been in a shock
state for days, or might have run away.
George haa been in court in New York on an old complaint
pressed by his parents against a man who had molested him
two years ago. In court a great deal of sexual bizarreness
was brought out on other cases. One woman had fainted. The
boy's mother had been evicted from the court for an attack
of hysteria. The Village attendant had put the boy on the
train to return to The Village and noxified the school to
have the station wagon ready upon his arrival at the station.
George, however, did nox arrive, though the chauffeur looked
for him. This boy had hidden underneath the station platform
and walked around town by himself for throe hours before he
went back on his own to his social worker. He was greatly
upset by the vividness of emotional scenes he had witnessed
during the day, especially by his mother's hysteria, and was
confused and guilt-laden. Through this conflict he had re-
tained enough inner strength to return, and to pour out his
feelings. Though it was ten p.m., this boy was taken care of
right then, his feelings assuaged, his concern laid bare.
He left at midnight, a reassured boy, that he could never for-
get these things because they had happened, but that he could
accept them as one of the past realities in life.
Robert had received a letter that had slipped past the record
room clerk. In it, hi« father made the moat fantastic state-
ments about his mother in Buffalo, claiming she was drunk and
running around with other men, etc. Robert had plotted his
runaway all afternoon. An alert cottage mother had recog-
nized that this fifteen year old husky boy was not well when
he refused to eat a good dinner and arranged xo have Xhe social
worker send for him. At first Robert would not talk, but fi-
nally his groat trouble and worry came out. The worker was
able to reassure him on the conflict-stories which divorced
persons write about each other, and was able to promise him
that in the morning he would telephone Xhe social worker in
his home town to get a truthful letter report which would be
shown to him. The call was made in front of xhe boy. A later
written Investigation was sheen to him. Now Robert need not
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It can be seen very clearly that the worker who is physically there
when needed can, through his "on the spot help", establish a closer rela-
tionship with a boy much more quickly. Just as the little child is easily
satisfied by his mother’s presence when he is scared or hungry, so these
insecure boys do not forget that "he was there when I needed him".
The health aspects of the Psychiatric Clinic tie in with help given
for emotional health. The boys in The Village are put on regular daily
routine, and on an adequate diet. Underweight boys are on a special diet.
A study made by the writer showed that, of fifty-four boys in residence
over four months, 68.5 per cent had gained more than one pound in their
early residence period.
In Cases where physical complaints are received by a boy, the social
worker will send him to the campus hospital for treatment.
It has been found over a number of years, ana is, perhaps, a reflec-
tion of American ignorance, that the dental work of almost all admissions,
both private and public, was sadly neglected. Often a social worker is
needed to motivate a resistant boy to receive any kind of dental treatment.
The Table below perhaps illustrates the huge amount of work done in the
dental clinic in one year.
The record room is an adjunct to the clinic, has various fvmctions
other than its name implies, but it will suffice here to describe a boy's
folder. The active folders are alphabetically as filed: old folders by
intake number. A folder contains the following;
1. Intake application material.
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TABLE XI
DENTAL WORK, YEAR 19^- 19^5
*
Type of Treatment
Number of
Treatments
Prophylaxis 840
Toothbrush 67S
Permanent fillings 1025
Temporary fillings 595
X-rays 65
Extractions 212
Check exams 154
Treatment 204
Impressions 14
Adjustments 55
Other denxal work 11
Total 5629
Source: Annual Statist leal Report
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.
2. Commitment paper and contract, as well as related correspondence.
5. Clothing and valuable check list.
Reception cottage observation notes.
5. Complete physical examination.
6. Psychiatric examination.
?• Tests; results of psychometrics and all consequent tests.
8. Social worker treatment notes.
9. Form promotion and punishment card.
10. School achievement rating card.
11. All form promotion applications ana reports thereon.
12. All correspondence concerning the boy.
15 . Vacation permits (i.e.. Home approved or not approved).
14. Smoking permit.
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15. Student Guidance Committee Reports.
All these items are on different color paper so that they can be re-
ferred to without any particular difficulty.
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CHAPTER VI
THE HANDLING OF CERTAIN TYPES OF CHILDREN
The Aggressive Boy .
The handling of the aggressive child is a problem in any institution.
Not only will he assault others, both staff and boys, but he will in general
release his hostility by property aestruction, runaways, etc. In such cases
it is, of course, the social worker's task to arrive at the bottom of the
conflict and to catalyze some of the anti-social aggression. This attempt
alone, though, would not do the trick. Environmental manipulation helps a
great deal. The first thing that is done with the aggressive child is to
place him in a cottage where his physical aggression cannot be a threat to
the other boys, as physically and emotionally they are as tough as he.
However, in terms of balanced cottage groupings he will not be placed in
a cottage of hundred per cent roughians. He will be placed in a cottage of
strong boys where a peaceful, harmonious atmosphere prevails. In that cot-
tage there will be cottage parents who are parentally affectionate and
domestic, if his aggression, say, is the result of severe rejection and
frustration. In cases where the aggression symptomology demands punishment
for the guilt derived from such acta, he will be placed in with more author-
itarian or discipline-minded cottage parents. In any case, the boy and the
group, and the boy and the type of cottage parents must be matched. Second-
ly, he is placed in a school group where the teacher, already familiarized
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with this boy's asocial needs, will attempt to cope with him in a rational
way. Thirdly, an attempt will De made to channel his aggression into a
socially acceptable sctivity. Thus, if he is placed in a shop where he
really loves the work, the area of contentment may reduce some of his frus-
trations, or if, for example, he should very much take to ana admire his
shop instructor, the same thing will happen. However, the aggressive child
will in no way be coddled, though he will be treated kindly. Simultaneous-
ly with therapeutic efforts, he will be made aware of the disciplinary
laws that exist.
When fifteen year old Bill came to The Village, he had a record
of nineteen offenses of breaking ana entering, of several run-
aways, and of carrying weapons. He was assigned to a cottage
where there was a tough cottage father, this because Bill hated
and feared his wishy-washy father ana hero-worshippea masculin-
ity. On the first week Bill broke ana entered into the doctor's
office and stole, for which he was immediately fined and pun-
ished. The social worker interpreted this to him and upheld
two things to make the boy see the thing through. Firstly,
that Bill wanted to become a captain in the R.O.T.C., and second-
ly that Bill wanted to establish a good record so that he could
show off and be a father when his smaller brother was to be ad-
mitted to The Village. Bill saw this situation through. He was
proud of the fact that this tough cottage father made him house-
boy eventually and trusted him. He entered law class and be-
came a lawyer, later to rise to the judgeship. When his brother
did arrive, he assumed the protective father role, and through
these various content areas of his activities becaiae more social.
Thirteen year old Tom was a devil. Not a day went by when the
boy was not involved in a fiat fight in the cottage or in the
classroom. To protect the others, he was placed in an Upper
School cottage with physically bigger boys. He was temporarily
assigned to the work group as punishment while his social work-
er kept contact with him. Because he was given the incentive
to see this situation through by someone who could accept him,
he behaved well on the work group and was promoted to become
the record keeper (a "soft" job) of the boss, who liked him.
Tom was taken into the radio club, a small gathering where he
could show off some of his mechanical knowledge. Soon the boy
assumed less of an irritation-aggression role on the classroom.
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With any type of child, though, it is quite necessary to understand the
development and underlying cause of his symptomatic behavior. So, with the
aggressive child, the social worker must ask himself: Is this a child whose
instinctual drives have never been curbed by reality or conscience? Is this
a case where the Id dominates ego and superego? Is this a case where there
is absence of guilt, because recognition ot authority has never been estab-
lished? On the other hand, may this not be a displacement feeling, caused
by another conflict and covered by aggression? Is this not the compensating
attention- attracting behavior caused by rejection? Is this behavior a
cover-up for another power inadequacy?
Depending on the answer arrived at by many talks with a boy, the neces-
sary interpretation of the boy can be rendered to the committees which have
to plan for him. From a social-community standpoint, we do know this how-
ever: Because of the society this boy must live in, his overt aggression
needs be curbed. We will hope to help to curb it by inner readjustment,
but in most cases a more superficial outer adjustment has to start the boy
"rolling". For the very sake of The Village group, if not for himself, he
must learn to conform. 3o, with this type of child, discipline will be en-
forced, but not in a cruel, but in a logical way.
.
.
.
part of a child's adjustment to reality is not achieved if he
has been treated with such severity that he develops an attitude of
hatred toward the people in his environment. . . His aggression and
hatred are only childish reactions resulting from the harshness he
experienced from the father or other persons in authority. If the
educator uses even stricter discipline, he is using the same method
which brought the child into conflict. Thus he strengthens the
antagonistic impulses which already existed and increases rather
than mitigates the tendency to delinquency.^
1 August Aichorn, Wayward Youth, p. 170.
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Experience with aggressive children has borne out some of the thinking
involved in the psychoanalytic concept of the pleasure-plain principle.
The ego can be brought into place by following up instinctual gratification
(pleasure) by pain, or by postponing this gratification by a substitute re-
ward, later pleasure, i.e., approval and love. Experience has taught the
second alternative to be a therapeutic one.
"The 3eclusive Boy" .
The seclusive child can be either a boy who is severely rejected at
home, or possibly one that has been overloved. Usually his seclusion is a
manifestation of internalized conflict, mostly due to his own awareness of
inadequacy, or a failure of having worked out his living relationships
properly. This type of behavior has usually been his defense, his shell,
for a long time; and the shell is hard to crack. In group situations he
is always in the background, effaces himself, will not mingle. A social
worker in such case will try as best he can to establish good rapport, or
at least a relationship of trust. However, this type of boy is slow in
making affective contacts. He is suspicious, does not relate easily to
adults, often will not talk in interviews.
In reference to The Village program, an attempt is made to place him
in a vocational assignment, where he finds security because he has talent
for this assignment. Contentment would be the seconaary result of this
security. Often, for therapeutic reasons, this boy may be placed some-
where where he may not learn as much as on another assignment, but where
the placement plays a large role in keeping him rooted in The Village pro-
gram.
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In almost all cases he is assigned to a cottage couple who are very-
affectionate and who will single him out for little tasks which are to be
performed. Often he is placed in a cottage where he is a bigger or smarter
boy for the beginning period of adjustment until he gets his basic security.
In cases where there is a very fixed dependency-relationship between this
boy and a family member, he is deliberately made part of the group as much
as possible, and is not singled out for any attention. In cases where
there is seclusion as a result of need for affection, he is usually as-
signed to a task where he will get a taste of familial living and home en-
vironment, with possibly some coddling, such as being assigned to a staff
member's home, or as psychiatrist's houseboy.
When fourteen year old Bobby came, he had a wry smile and that
was about all. If he was talked to he would not answer but
would look at the person fearfully. He was assigned as clinic
boy, where he was given the big shot responsibility of taking
out passes, and coming in contact with the boys seen daily.
It was four months after not talking in the interviews with
his social worker (outside of giving polite answers) until one
day he asked to see his social worker to ask something about a
situation. In the interim, he had become interested in a clin-
ic member's garden and volunteered to do some work with the
flowers. Slowly, it dawned on him that perhaps there were
other adults than he had known. He became less ingoing, started
horseplay in the cottage, and began showing off by smoking
against the rules. This type of offense was handled in private
by dean and social worker, and the boy's horseplay was allowed
a certain freedom. Later he was assigned to the dental clinic,
became very proud of his knowledge of dental prophylaxis, and
was even able to start writing articles for the school news-
paper.
David was an eleven year old boy with an I .Q. of 128, and good
looking. He had rtan away from home innumerable times. His
older, fourteen year old brother was in another similar school;
his seventeen year old brother in the Navy. David was placed
in a Lower School cottage, and seen frequently by his male
social worker (an exception in this case for the age because
of need for male identification). The boy obviously would not
talk. Weeks of playing checkers with him, of having him draw
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pictures, of taking little walks with him and talking about
the trees and the airplanes, at last produced some Insight
into the dynamics of the case. He had drawn pictures of
Japanese planes machinegunning a Navy ship and had explained
this. . . . "Yes, my brother taught me how to draw so well.
He is a big boy and strong boy. . . No he is not home. . .
He is in the Navy. . . No, xhat is not good. . . He might get
hurt." The Navy brother was contacted, and asked to write
at frequent intervals as stimulatirig letters as he could.
David was given (unusual for a junior) a great deal of respon-
sibility in the dean's office ana made to feel that he was
quite a man. . . Over a long period of time, this boy finally
melted his shell and became more outgoing.
Millard, a fifteen year old boy, was a delinquent ana a truant
because he came from a bad and financially poor home situation
located in a delinquency area where there was little intellec-
tual stimulation. Additionally, he had a very low I.Q. and
felt inferior, though his physical build was about average.
He was very pleased when he was assigned to a plant maintenance
job which he could do easily, and where he obtained a lot of
praise. His family hardly ever wrote or visited. One day he
showed his social worker a letter received from his Marine
brother, which in contect said, "...you son of ... are no good,
I always told you you would be sent up the River..." Millard
was very upset and ready to run away. The overseas brother
was contacted by Air Mail and the situation explained, while
Millard was held by threads within The Village. Then different
letters of encouragement came pouring in and Millard brightened
considerably in all his activities.
The non- conformist boy, because of inner needs or faulty habit train-
ing can also be a severe problem.
Eddie came from a very poor delinquency neighborhood as one of
eleven children. He slept during the day in various alleyways,
went home once in a while, and stayed at the waterfront at
night swinming. Ho was an obstinate fifteen year old youngster.
The first week he refused to get out of the way of a honking
car and spat at it when it came to a stop for him. The dean
happened to be driving, gave him one good clap and told him to
go and see his social worker. Eddie was obstinate during the
interview and extremely hostile. But he loved poetry ana was
easily appeased by a poem given to him to memorize. He was
assigned to a very strict cottage, where, with the help of the
social worker' s encouragement, he was able to become one of
the strong leaders. Over a period of time, of sustaining thera-
py, he was able to sleep at night, stop yawning during the day,
and become better adjusted.
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The Sex Problem Boy .
The aexual problem boy ia one which moat inatitutiona rather not men-
tion. Paychiatriata today would aay that masturbation in itself is part of
the growth process, and will diminish or aisappear as other types of plea-
sure and security outlets become available. In any uni-aexed institution
or school, though, there is little reinforcement for heterosexual contacts,
except for possibly a periodic dance. Thus, adolescent sexual manipulation
becomes easily possible in this environment. Actually, the problems boil
down to three kinds. The less meaningful mutual genital horseplay, actual
homosexual seductions, and heterosexual attractions (crushes) to certain
staff members. The usual procedure ia to have either the psychiatrist or
the social worker talk to the boy if he is caught in such an episode.
Problems of incidental or situational sex contacts must be differentiated
from the chronic sex problem boy, who, for this reason, has been referred
to The Village by the home community.
Frank was caught masturbating by his cottage parent and sent
to his social worker. Frank was sixteen, catholic, and
greatly in Ignorance of facts of life. These were explained
to him by making reference to the viewpoints existing in medi-
cine and those existing in the Catholic Church. He still
thought that he would become weak and diseased by either mas-
turbating or contact with women end the pedagogical talk
helped him greatly reduce his anxiety.
Donald was a fifteen year old boy who had been indulging in
the act of fellation long before he came to The Village. He
was not placed in a cottage of equi-zeized boys for fear that
he would Impose on them, but placed with a large boy group.
Despite this move, however, he managed to solicit one or two
boys. This incident was reported by one of the boys approached.
Donald discussed his life freely with his social worker and
had a good relationship. He was an intelligent boy, who since
the father's absence to the war had become more passive in
identifying irith his new effeminate household environment.
Over a period of time, the aexual activity did not stop, but
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did decrease because of other outlets. When he diet so indulge,
he assumed a more masculine role. This boy’s psycho-sexual
conflict was helped but not cleared up entirely.
Joe had been sent to The Village from the farm. In the com-
munity he had gotten in all kinds of difficulty, involving
little boys, his women teachers, and his impulsive attraction
to them, and, at one time, animals. Through his talk with
the male social worker and the psychiatrist, and his being
assigned to the agricultural group where he could show off
his superior knowledge, he became secure enough about his
awkward farm boy appearance. No advances to women teachers
or others were ever reported. He advanced in form rapidly
and was soon graduated.
Toby, twelve years old, was a typical slum kid. He loved no-
thing better than to tell smutty stories and to look up the
skirts of women when they ascended the stairs. One day he
masturbated openly in the classroom,- for which he was sent
to the dean, who fined him for disturbing the peace ana sent
him on to the social worker. He wm given the pamphlet,
"When Children Ask About Sex". Over a perioa of interviews
he understood that his exposure was an attempt to prove him-
self the "attention-attracting man". In channelling his at-
tention-seeking behavior to dramatics, a great deal of im-
provement was noted.
The Runaway Boy .
!
The runaway is the problem of any open instituticaa. As soon as a boy i
in The Village is ascertained as having run away, an eight-state teletype !
alarm is sent out and The Village detective is asked to locate the boy.
|
Punishment for runaways has already been discussed. There is no one reasenj
for the runaway, but just about as many reasons as there are runaways.
]
This can be said: Runaway roughly falls into two categories. ( 1 ) The boy
who has never accepted The Village program, and has plotted it for a long
time. (2) The boy who is "blown up", i.e., emotionally upset by an inci-
dent within The Village, cottage, or by a letter. In such cases as there
has been established a good relationship with either a social worker or 1
I
some other adult, the boy will often confess his intentions beforehand and
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then can bo handled accordingly, mostly in terms of talking him out of it.
In other cases no one has sufficiently reached the insight-level of the
boy to help him in such situations.
The three year runaway statistics below possibly show that, out of
about four hundred boys within The Village, there will always be some run-
aways. The peak of runaway of boys other than new admissions seems to be
around New Year. The 19^4 statistics are higher because of purely local
school conditions related to the war.
TABLE XII
RUNAWAY STATISTICS FOR THREE YEAR PERIOD*
1945-1945
Month
Number of Runaways in
1945 1944 1945
October 25 48 52
November m 42 58
December 21 55 54
J anuary 54 58 46
February 50 42 29
March 54 25 50
April 7 28 48
May 40 25 24
June 55 51 20
July 40 45 18
August 27 49 26
September 22 21 unknown
* Source; Annual Statistical Reports, Childrens
Village
, 1945, 1944, 1945.
The length of a boy's stay-away when he runs is determined by many fac
tors. If he runs away TO a place, he will probably stey longer than if he
merely runs away because something has happened, therefore runs away FROM
The Village. If a boy is not apprehended immediately, and is able to reach
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New York City, only twenty-six miles away, he is very nuch more difficult
to locate, as in many cases he will not return to the home, but stay under
the watch-out-eye of a friend. The physically larger boys are also not as
easy to locate as the police, even with description, are not as suspicious
of them roaming on the streets at night as they are of younger boys. The
Village has the right to notify the police, as by contract they assume the
legal guardianship of all boys in residence. Below is a five month study
of runaways covering the runaway of 225 boys during the period of October,
19^4 to February, 1945, inclusive.
TABLE XIII
LENGTH OF STAY OF RUNAWAYS
Days Out
No. of
Boys
Cumulative
Frequency
Caught same day as ran 80 80
Caught within one day 45 125
2 15 158
5 9 147
15 160
5 6 166
6 5 169
7 5 174
8 9 185
9 0 185
10 1 184
11 1 185
12 6 191
15 0 191
14 5 196
15 2 198
16 1 199
17 1 200
20-25 4 204
25-50 0 204
1 month 1 205
4 months 2 207
6 months 1 208
7 months 0 208
8 months 1 209
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Fourteen boye of 209 were never apprehenoea ana diechargea from the
rolls as runaways.
As can readily be seen, 125 boys or a little over 55 per cent were re-
turned within twenty-four hours, almost 95 per cent of all within four
days. It is quite necessary for the morale of the left-oehind group to
have the boy returned as soon as possible. In such cases where parents are
harboring their child, the court can be used as a resort against the parent.
Periodically a boy, guilt- laden, will return by himself, but this is unuau- ;
al. The Village accepts chronic ninaways because it feels that, once set-
j
tied within the program, the boy will become sessile. If The Village re-
j
eeives a boy who had been running away from a very unpleasant home situa-
j
tion, the chances eire that he will like the program of group-life and not
run away. However, sometimes even the rejected child can't help reaching >
out for his home as he never believed his rejection. The Merchant Marine
during the War and the excitement of New York City for out of state boys
were added incentives. By having a stable program in The Village, theore-
tically at least, a boy should not run away from something. Yet, as it
must in all large settings, a school is not faultless. It is, however, a
much more severe offense to run away, or not to return, when off on pass or
vacation than it is to take off from the grounds. Abuse of earned privi-
leges is considered serious, yet happens seldom as seen below.
In general. Table XIV shows a good faith of the boy in the program. i
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TABLE XIV
ABUSE OF VACATION PRIVILEGES
Vacation Year
No. of Boys
Who Went
No. Failing
to Return Per cent
Thanksgiving 1945 112 1 .92
Christmas 1945 250 6 2.06
Easter 1944 1h5 8 6.5
Summe r 1944 2h8 12 H.8
TABLE XV
RUNAWAY STATISTICS 19^4-19^5
Month
No.
No. in Ran
School During
Month
Per cent*
Ran
During
Month
No.
Returnee
From
Runaway
Per cent*
Returned
From
Runaway
No.
Failing
to Re-
turn
From
Runaway
Per cent*
Failing to
Return
From
Runaway
October 5^6 48 154- 55 754- 15 27-
November 551 42 114- 50 714- 12 29-
December 515 55 10^. 29 874- 44 15-
January 565 58 15^. 40 69t 18 51-
February 572 42 lU 55 854- 7 17-
March 580 25 74- 19 76+ 6 24-
April 582 28 74- 20 714- 8 29-
May 596 25 6<- 20 80+ 5 20-
June 577 51 14^ 57 72+ IH 28-
July 558 45 12^- 51 66+ 14 54-
August 508 49 15+ 27 59+ 22 41-
September 548 21 6+ 17 81+ 4+ 19-
av: 12.24- av
: 75
.
av; 26.9-
* Decimal on per cent eliminated.
Thus, at any one time of the year approximately 12.2 per cenx of the
population was on runaway, a sizable number. Of these, 75*1 P«r cent were
usually returned within the same month, and 26.9 per cent failed to be re-
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1turned. This last group was, in part, usually retumea within the next
month.
The runaway statistics of Childrens Village are interesting in the
light of the philosophy at Chilarens Village. Many of these boys have ais-
placed their conflict-situation into other types of behavior. Still, many
others have always maae use of an escapist method, i.e., running away from
any situation they could not face. It is with this latter problem that The
Village must cope. The policy, as statea before, is to get the boy to ac-
cept his new environment as something which is not punitive, but designed
to help him become a better citizen. This is difficult for a child to take
especially if he had had the freedom of his hometown without any supervi-
sion. The policy for resident boys has been to achieve within them an
ability to face the difficult or upsetting situations when they do arise,
and not to run away. If, however, the boy does run away, the thought is to
get him to come back (by police, pressure on parents, or by himself) and
face out the situation.
In reference to getting the boy "settled" within The Village program,
the statistics of runaways are significant. Some of their large number, of
course, may be due to other factors such as a specific mishandling on the
part of cottage personnel.
2
In the fiscal year of October, 19^^ - September, 19^5, 258 boys
were admitted to the school; 159 or 55% of these ran away one or
more times before September 50, 19^5.
These 159 boys accumulated 500 runaways or 6^ of the runaways
during the year. There were 466 runaways within the fiscal year,
in all. There were 119 boys or 47% of the admissions who did nox
I
2 R.R. Williams, M.D., resident psychiatrist. Childrens Village,
unpublished report.
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run. Of 85 private admiseione, 5^ (^0^°) ran. Of 95 State School
admissions 55 (61%) ran. Of 82 court commitments (others) 58, or
47%, ran
It is interesting to note by these statistics that a boy who will
solve his problems by running away will do so as a pattern, thus more than
once. The large number of State School transfers who ran away can be ex-
plained thus: Most of these boys came from New York Uity and knew their
way there. New York was only about a half-hour ride away. Many of these
boys were the so-called more salvageable type of the State School popula-
tion, but were not as **workable with" as the type of chila which The Vil-
lage ordinarily selects. They were not accepting of any placement, and
more likely to look upon The Village (a much less severe school in terms of
discipline than the New York State Training School) as a sucker's paradise.
The low number of private admissions running can be explained again in more
than one way. First of all, either parent or private agency have better
prepared this child for acceptance of his placement long before his actual
arrival. Seconaly, many of those boys manifested behavior problems which
were not of the acting out, but rather of the internalization of conflict
type.
Of these 159 runaway boys, 68 or 50% ran away in the first 14 days,
98 or 71% in the first 5i days, 122 or 89% in the first 90 days,
15 or 11% in the remainder of the fiscal year after 90 days
Of the 500 accumulated rumaways of the new admissions, 81 or 27%
occurred in the first 14 days; 157 or ^5% in the first 51 days;
2^5 or 81% in the first 90 days; 57 or 19% in the remainder of the
fiscal year after 90 days. ... So of 500 accumalatea runaways,
245 occurred within the first 90 days.
It can be seen that such runaways constituted a threat to the morale
of the group. Efforts have been made in all areas of the boy's life at
5 Ibid.
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The Village to stabilize him, to make rapport with the social worker, to
diminish his reception cottage stay, so as to decrease the number of runa-
ways which occur in the boy's early residence at The Village. The punish-
ment in these early runaways (when boys are still in unclassified form)
varies according to the individual situation of the boy ana is usually deter-,
mined by the dean and social worker together. Thus, a highly aggressive boy
with a poor superego will probably get a more severe punishment than a weak
boy, who has bean overdominated and inhibited by parental injunctions for a
long time.
Donald, thirteen, came from Boston, son of a highly neurotic
mother to whom he had ambivalent attitudes, i.e., being very
dependent on her, yet trying to emancipate himself from her
clutches and the home. The emotional conflict resultant from
this ambivalence caused him to manifest a-social behavior,
end he was enrolled at The Village. He ran away, with the
intent to get back to his mother on the second day, but was
apprehended by the police before he arrived in Boston. Back
at The village, everyone was lenient with him, discussing
home-sickness as something normal in each boy, encouraging
him to participate in the program, and he was not subjected
to any disciplinary action.
Roland, fifteen, had defied all authority in school ana at
home, had broken many laws in New York, because he belonged
to a "tough gang", the identification with which was apparently
important to his inner needs. When he ran away on the second
day, and broke and entered into a store, he was immediately
I
given a stiff fine and a work group assignment.
The Village believes, on the basis of its experience, that as a boy
gets more settled with longer residence, he becomes more settled emotionally
also. The Village does not believe that it is the specific punishment forms
per se, which cause enough of a threat to keep the boy in residence within
the campus.
Yet runaways remain a headache, not only as they affect the morale of
the group, but as they entail the reputation of The Village, the physical
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work of the staff, and the time consumed as well as the intensive work that
has to be done from a social service view point with each runaway boy.
Eddie, a sixteen year old boy from a good family, had run
away twenty-eight times in the past year from home, because
he had severe conflicts about his father's oversea service,
his mother's love affairs, and his brother's behavior. Due
to daily interviews with his social worker and a good rela-
tion there, as well as a certain amount of kowtowing and af-
fection to him by various staff personnel, he did not run
away once in three months. Shortly after the departure of
this social worker, though, he did not have anyone close to
turn to, and ran away to join the Merchant Marine, Due to
the fact that he was a private admission, he was never re-
turned. (His age also played a factor.)
Mel was a fourteen year old boy from Virginia who had gotten
into several school difficulties at home. During his first
three weeks he ran away seven times from The Village, each
time to be apprehended and finally placed in detention. The
parents came down and talked with the boy, and the boy solemn-
ly promised the parents and the staff that he would now stay.
He was given another chance, ran away again, became involved
in a serious offense, and was sent to a State Training School.
Mac, from Boston, was a fifteen year old boy who had run away
many times within a one year period, each time running to
Times Square or Scollay Square, there to consort with Service
personnel in various ways. All means at The Village failed
to give this boy an interest, and he was finally transferred
to a State School.
In many cases the Immediate return of a runaway forces him to face the
reality situation, and to pay the consequence, often with the realization
that he might just as well stay on at The Village and make an attempt to
do well. Some of the periodic runaways have been tied down successfully
either to a given program or a given person and have never run away again.
Others, with compulsive behavior, ran to far-away states like Tennessee or
Arizona, where it was difficult to locate them ever again.
Yet, the problem of the runaway, a headache to all open institutions,
is far from being solved in The Village. They have succeeded in reducing
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the nxAmber of runaways by virtue of quick returns, and an understanding
attitude, but they have not been able to eliminate them.
The Medically Handicapped Boy .
The medically handicapped boy also presents a problem, though few of
this type are accepted. Some, however, develop, or are found to have or-
ganic defects, in addition to their emotional problem.
Martin, aged fifteen, was a New York delinquent who developed
a serious organic systolic murmur. He was placed on the re-
stricted list. When it came to smoking, though, Martin claimed
that there was nothing wrong with his heart. If it came to
participating in any kind of light work or play activity, Mar-
tin immediately used his heart ailment as a secondary gain.
Only through many and lengthy talks, most with the dean from a
disciplinary viewpoint, dia this boy finally conform.
Joseph had infantile paralysis and used crutches. Because he
was handicapped in his legs, he had developed tremendous arm
power and compensated his inadequacy feeling by physically
hurting smaller boys with his prowess whenever he coula. Again
this boy, by the combination of dean-social worker talks, im-
proved somewhat over a given period of time.
The Enuretic Boy .
Many enuretics are on the list of Childrens Village, most of them on a
psychogenic basis. Though the belief is that, if one started to work on
the emotional problems and tensions of the child and simultaneously trainea
him during the day to control his bladder movement, enuresis would diminishj
this is not being done in practice. As things stand at present, one of ther
night watchmen awakens these boys at certain intervals. If, despite this,
the boy wets his bed, he will have to wash out his own sheets the next day.
Enuretics are not separated from other children. A given number of enure-
tics improve or are cured by finding security in the life at The Village,
%
and by having some of their conflicts resolved in case work interviews.
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Currenx statistics on the percentage, however, are not available.
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CHAPTER VII
SOME ADMINISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONAL
TREATMENT-PERTINENT PROBLEMS
Many of the problems of administration are challenging but do not fall
within the scope of this study. Needless to say, the type of personnel and
plant available have a definite bearing relationship to the welfare of the
group as a whole. Especially during the War it was a difficult struggle.
The turnover of cottage parents in more cases than one created confusion,
disciplinary problems, or runaways in a larger number than is ordinary.
A situational conflict between the welfare of the individual and the
welfare and standards of a group is one problem often faced. If possible,
each such situation is weighed in its individual setting, but exceptions
to rules are seldom allowed. It is felt that the morale of the group is an
overall important factor to maintain, as without this the treatment medium
is destroyed.
Bernard, aged fifteen, arrived one day late from Pittsburgh
in returning from his vacation. His parents had written a
letter to the director, explaining that per error they had
made a reservation on a special fare train a day later. The
boy, however, knew when his vacation was to terminate. He
was duly punished for his tardiness by losing one day off
his next vacation, because, reasonable as the letter was,
the boy was held responsible for not standing up to the
rules of The Village. It was also feared that other clever
manipulators might find an unhealthy precedent in this situa-
tion
.
Harold, aged fifteen, had already run away, and been caught
R three times in his first four weeks of residence. Now it
I was corroborated by his home town agency that his brother
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was actually back from a long distance post for a short leave.
If Harold had not run away needlessly, this permission to go
home might have been granted. But the group woula have
thought "suckers" of the administration for granting permis-
sion to this defiant boy, and leave was denied.
To parents of private admissions, especially, it is sometimes diffi-
cult to explain why there is only a half-day school prpgram at The Village.
Parents complain, for example, "Why when my boy comes out he will again
have to go back to the eighth grade when he should be in second year high
school." To these parents the administration would explain that good emo-
tional adjustment (such as can be obtainea through team work in a shop as-
signment, obedience in cottage chores, participation in recreation) is, in
the long run, more important than specific educational academic advancement.
The boy’s problem might be compared to a social tuberculosis. It is impor-
tant first to cure the tuberculosis to let him achieve or feel free to
achieve other aims in life. For were this not cured, what good woula edu-
cational advances do him (even if he were able to start out with college),
if an emotional adjustment to the persons in his environment and daily life
situations had not been made adequately?
The Table below illustrates the contention of the parents, but still
speaks well of the academic progress of very difficult youngsters.
TABLE XVI
ACADEOTC ACHIEVEMENT GAINS*
School
Six Month Period
Gain in 19^
School Average
Per Cent
Six Month Period
Gain in 19^5
School Average
Per Cent
Lower 6 month 80 6 month 84
Middle 5 month 80 1 month 77
Upper 4 month 81 1 month 75
* Source: H. Suerken, Director of Education, Childrens Village.
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As can be seen, in a time period of six months, for two different
terms respectively, only the Lower School actually maae six months of aca-
demic progress. This can be explained by the fact that only in Lower
School is there a full day school program. Both Upper and Middle School,
with a half-day of school each, failed to attain the maximum academic
achievement possible within six months.
But the school, in keeping within the concept of Childrens Village,
namely to teach the proper form of living, has inaugurated some additional
practical learning material in the past year, such as:
1. full time remedial reading program
2. lessons in money management
5 . active auditory and visual education
4. general shop program
5. circulating library to cottage in addition to regular library hours
Though the subject of fUll time school has been debated many times,
the staff of The Village feels that the half-day school, half-day shop pro-
gram is a better therapeutic tool. They have found that the older boys get
too restless in school, if required to sit therein all day. Already im-
provement has been noted in the boys' attitude by reducing the one hour
periods to forty-five minutes, and giving them a greater variety of classes.
Aichom would share this philosophy. He states:^
Specific educational methods are far less important than an attitude
which brings the child into contact with reality. We must give the
pupils experiences which fit them for life outside, and not for the
artificial life of the institution. The more the life of the insti-
tution conforms to an actual social community, the more certain is
the social rehabilitation of the child. . . .
Periodically, it is necessary for The Village to say: "We have
learned that we cannot handle this boy. He needs more restricted freedom.
1 August Aichorn, Wayward Youth
,
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or he is a threat to the group. He specitlcally helps create such a nega-
tive morale, that we cannot afford to keep him." If such a boy is a courx
commitment, he will be placed in detention, till such time as a transfer
to another institution is arranged through the court. If the boy is a pri
vate admission, his parents will be notified and the contract will be
broken — this for the sake of the remaining population's health and wel-
fare. In case of psychiatric difficulties, the case is referred back to
the proper persons with specific recommendations.
In the above philosophy, Drewry concurs when he writes;
One of the most harmful and destructive practises in institutional
work is the attempt to treat cases which are totally unfit and un-
suitable for the type of treatment it has to offer. . .If the in-
stitution is to serve purely a custodial function this way of
thinking may be all right, but if we expect to achieve therapeutic
results there mus^ be clearer understanding of possibilities and
limitations. An obstetrical hospital would never a^tempt to treat
a patient suffering from a brain tumor but the institution for de-
linquents is sometimes expected to do things as incongruous as
this .2
Alex, a sixteen year old colored boy admitted through the
New York State School boarding arrangement, had been in The
Village only three weeks. During this time, he had had
ample occasion to have talks with various staff members and
orientation. But he had picked up an axe ana attempted to
hit another boy with it. He had assaulted his work super-
visor. He had cracked the skull of another boy with a milk
bottle. He had thrown live bullets he possessed into the
open fire of the workgroup. This type of assaultive, aggres-
sive boy, not amenable to kindness, did not fit into the
scheme and facilities, and he was transferred to a more re-
stricted type of institution.
Eugene and Ralph were inseparable companions. Their behavior
within the first few weeks consisted of many runaways, up-
setting a most experienced cottage mother to the point of
hysteria, stealing, trespassing, and breaking and entering.
2 Henry Drewry, "Treatment Possibilities in an Institution for
Delinquents," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, IX;2, p. 579 » 1959 *
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Almost all these acts were deliberately planned, with the in-
tent to incite the group against The Village, and out of pure
malice. They were both transferred to the Elmira Reception
Center
.
The relation between The Village and the local town, Dobbs Ferry, is
good. Often residents of the town will ask for Village graduate form boys
for odd jobs. The Village gladly places these boys in proving grounds of
trust. The boys are accepted in the Town when they go to the movies. How-
ever, the local high school will not dare or bother to accept any of the
more intelligent boys, afraid that they might exercise undue influence on
others. The local team, however, plays against The Village team in sports.
Once in a while, situations of difficulty arise. These are handled indi-
vidually.
Thus Christmas, 19^ > four boya took the key to one of the sta-
tion wagons, drove down town, somehow obtained some beer, and
then Careened through the streets at night. When asked to
stop by a policeman they did not heed, and crashed into a wall,
with serious injuries to all four. The town at the time de-
manded that these boys, a menace to the community, be immedi-
ately transferred to a different school. The director, how-
ever, felt that, expensive as this prank was, it was a realis-
tic learning lesson for the boys involved and offered to
prove that their character would benefit by this misfortune.
The boya were retained within The Village on this basis, and
all made an adequate adjustment.
There are obviously many other important administrative problems in
the running of a good institution. Problems such as salary, personnel, re-
pair of plant and the like cannot be ignored. These, however, do not fall
within the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER VIII
GA3E HISTORIES
In the following chapter, five case illustrations will be giveni The
case of Harry, a delinquent boy, who broke and entered. The case of Robert,
a boy who became the leader of a gang. The case of Billy, who acted oux
his conflict by aggression. The case of Bernard, boy from a good home, who
had deep emotional conflicts. The case of Fred, product of a broken home,
not delinquent, but lacking adjustment.
Though these cases represent the offenses of delinquency against prop-
%
erty, gang association, assaultive behavior, behavior problem, and situa-
tional lack of adjustment, they cannot, by virtue of their small number, be
completely representative of all types of boys accepted by The Village, nor
of all treatment facilities which The Village embraces. These five cases
were selected, not with an eye toward success or failure on the part of The
Village, but merely because the writer was acquainted with them personally.
Each case will present a short brief on the boy's background prior to
his admission. Next, there will be a detailed, though summarized account
of what happened to him behavioristic ally, attitudinally, and emotionally
within The Village. Lastly, thia will be followed up by brief comments of
interpretation.
As used within this thesis, the main contact of the boy's Village life
has in part been taken from the boy's Student Guidance Summary. This can
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be eeen by the part called problems and recommendations, which this commit-
tee uses to brief the total situation for future purposes. This part has
been included on purpose, at the risk of some repetition, because it so
clearly sums up the progress or lack of progress so far made by the boy, as
well as the recomnendat ions stipulated on the basis of his early resiaence.
Each of these cases, in terms of time, represents a boy's first review of
Village life, about six or seven months after admission. In the light of
this case study, the writer's interpretation follows up the boy briefly for
his remaining adjustment within The Village, or while back in the community.
The purpose of introducing these five cases is to present factual
material, the study of which will show clearly the overall treatment pro-
cess and the interrelationships of the various Village systems.
Case Studies
HARRY C.
Harry was fourteen when he was arrested for the fourth time while
breaking and entering. His home was in a high delinquency area in Brooklyn.
His mother was Irish, by profession a prostitute. She was fifteen when she
married and gave birth to Harry. The father, at time of marriage, was
eighteen and attending college. He deserted the mother while the child was
quite young and had never been located since. The maternal uncle had served
an eight year term in Sing Sing and that maternal grandmother had been mur-
dered by gangsters.
In the New York detention home, Harry made an attachment to one of the
social workers, and behaved well. But despite efforts on the part of the
staff, he was committed to the New York Training School. Through the ef-
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forts later on of this social worker, who had by then joined the faculty
of Childrens Village, Harry was transferred to The Village after only a
four month stay at the New York State Training School.
Because this attachment that Harry made was the only one he was ever
known to have made to an adult, this social worker corresponded with him
frequently while Harry was still at New York Training School, so that when
Harry came to The Village a good relationship immediately made it easy for
him to adjust.
While he was in the reception cottage Harry’s demeanor was
exemplary. He had arrived in a receptive frame of mind, as
he was acquainted with some of the boys at the school and
had been in contact with one of The Village social workers
whom he had known in Youth House. He was transferred to
Collins Cottage. There he immediately ingratiated himself
with his cottage parents - a favorite technique of his -
and became one of the most popular boys. This popularity
still exists. Harry has become a leader in the cottage.
Though basically he is not an aggressive boy, his reasoning
and experiences have taught him to act as such. This, he
claims, prevents others from "pickirg" on him, once a pic-
ture of fear has been established in their minds. Outside
of his overstaying a weekend, he has been involved in only
one incident of misconduct in the cottage. This was an
episode of sex play, where Harry in conjunction with another
boy coerced a third boy to masturbate them. This inciaent
was reported ana Harry was placed in detention for over a
day. He was, at the time, upset about "the mess I got my-
self into", but promised to discontinue any activity of this
kind. It is not believed that there are any sexual conflicts
in his thinking, and he alleges that this was merely some
adolescent mischief, malicious as it was, learned in Warwick,
It was interesting to note that a number of his cottage mates
stood up for his partial innocence.
The peculiarity of the boy's runaway is worth relating. He
was permitted to visit home on a weekend. He haa been great-
ly attached to his worker, and it had been hoped that this
attachment would counterbalance what he names "the call of
Dean Street". This is a highly delinquent area in Brooklyn
to which he has become conditioned during a number of years.
Thus Harry went home and met his former friends and co-delin-
quents. It was the latter, let off on probation for the same
offenses which he was committed for, who talked him into
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overstaying his privilege. On top of this coaxing, a Coxsackie
escapee had just arrived in the neighborhood. Thus, Harry,
always a good follower to older boys, stayed in Brooklyn. Under
the pretext of needing to purchase some clothing, he obtained
fifteen dollars from the mother ana left her at the railroad
station. After three days of wild life with this money, which
by means of a crap game had earnea him aaaitional forty dollars,
his guilt won over him. It was then xhat he called his worker
in the middle of the night to tell him that he could not return
just yet, but woula do so in a few days. All attempts on the
part of the worker to persuade Harry over the telephone to come
back immediately failed. His frienas, who were also in the
booth, coached him on what his replies should be, and he did
not return on the promised date. As he later related it, he
was scared to face the consequences, and was having too good a
time. Thus he went to the mother, who inciaentally had been
informed of his running. It was she who harbored him, and who
then tried to return him to The Village on two different occa-
sions. On each of these Harry got off the train at the next
station and went back to the City. Finally, after about three
weeks, he was arrested in a restaurant. He was recognized
through a photograph which he had given to the worker. That
this should have been turned over to the police the boy has
never forgiven.
The mother has visited at The Village on several occasions.
B Her attitude and demeanor have not changed. She Ogives the im-
pression of being a prostitute. She is ugly, smells of alcohol,
and looks unkempt. She is indulgent of Harry, protective, and
highly ineffectual. She has some insight, saying, "You can't
always get by on your cuteness, Harry," but emotionally she is
not able to carry through her thinking of the boy. However,
I
she is interested in and attached to him. Yet she gives in to
all of the boy's whims, and her son knows this. On these visits
Harry has been extremely conscious of her appearance. At one
time he said afterwards, "I hate her; she has lice in her hair."
Upon another occasion, he became moody because she had paid
attention to a stray dog in the cottage . Then Harry refused to
even see her off to the taxi. At other times he would say,
"It was nice of my mother to come all the way up here, when she
could be making some good dough this afternoon."
Since his runaway, Harry has not been the same boy. He had
been assigned as a houseboy to the dietician. There he had
performed well and ingratiated himself deeply to these people.
They made him feel at home, gave him extra meals, let him play
with their own children, and took him downtown to Church. But
he returned from this runaway in a sulky mood. At the job he
became independent, doing as his whims directed him. Sometimes
he sent substitutes; he himself showed up for special occasions
only. His flightiness and the wilfulness of his attitude cost
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him this assignment. Presently he is working at plant main-
tenance. This he does not like. However, he has been success-
fully motivated to carry it through until the fall. Then, he
thinks, he woula like to enter tne paint shop.
As a result of this runaway, Harry was demoted to third form
standing. This, more than anything else, infuriatea him. He
felt, as on so many occasions before, that this school was a
penal institution, that he was serving time, ana wasting it.
In those moments he wanted to return to Warwick and get "free
quickly"
.
Under the pressure of his own exasperation Harry has talkea
much more freely about his inner feelings. Often he became
explosive, sometimes near tears. He related dreams in which
he killed his mother. In others he killed the uncle who haa
served a prison term. Toward the latter the boy bears an un-
usual hate for the strict corporal discipline which he exer-
cised over Harry when they lived together. In other areams he
haa created conflict situations where all persons are killed
except the social worker. These are not believed to be fan-
tasies but actual dreams. Harry is terribly afraid of his own
record. He knows, he says, "what's in there about me and ay
family". He is angry at the worker for not telling him about
the contents, which he seeks with abnormal curiosity. Some
dreams revolve about the length of his record. At other times
he hears people say, "Isn't our hero a little angel." He al-
ways likes to picture himself as one of the two. Actually,
Harry knows his backgrouna well. "Sure, my whole fajuily were
a bunch of crooks. My mother was in prison, my father ran out
on her, my uncle served eight years in Sing Sing, ana my grand-
mother was shot by gangsters." Harry would hesitate, then say,
"Don't you think that I know what my old lady does? Many a
time, when I was only twelve I would hear her go up with those
other men. They would beat her and sne would cry, and often
they were drunk. Then my ears would bum, and I felt like cry-
ing. Once when I refused to get up in the morning she was
drunk ana dragged me out of bed. I was going to strike her.
Then I remembered that it was my own motner, and I knew that I
could not do it. After all, she aid take care of me for four-
teen years. Yet, sometimes I hate her. I like you (the work-
er) better."
A jealous attachment to this social worker he has shown at many
times. He would ask, "Who was that?" when worker was seen with
a woman on the campus. Or, "The guy is taking my time," when
the worker held another boy for an interview. This is possibly
due to his search for identification with a father person.
Workers at the State School have felt that the boy pictured
some of the father's traits of education in such a person. An
attempt was made by the worker to locate the father, who is
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aaid to be in the Army. This was not fruitful. It was also
done over the opposition of the mother. Harry states that
he does not want his father. "After all, he ran out on my
old lady. He is no good. But if we can collect insurance
on him, let's find him." Yet the worker continues to feel
that Harry would not be really resistant to contact him.
Harry's standards are poor. Actually, he craves his freedom.
He wants to "breathe the air of Brooklyn". He related that
he almost went crazy in Warwick when boys were locked up in
the reception cottage and could not oven open the window. By
"breathing freedom" he actually means an uncontrolled, unin-
hibited existence with his undesirable friends in Brooklyn.
He recalls nostalgically the good times of throwing milk
bottles out of the window in the morning, of staying out late
at night, and going to shows and the like. The idea that he
may have to work for a living he attempts continually to re-
press from his thinking. "Me, I'm not going to work. Sure,
I'll be good here to get out fast." He even has kept some
boys from running, by preaching this philosophy to them. This
he did successfully because he prefaced his remarks with,
"Well, I am up here for more stuff than you are." Actually,
Harry has anxiety about becoming a criminal. He firmly be-
lieves that this trait is hereditary and that, by virtue of
his family background, he is slated for such a career. Then
he complains, "Gee, sometimes I am afraid of becoming a crook,
but I don't want to be one. Just think of sitting life out
behind bars all the time." Yet, though he does not want to
become a criminal, he has made many statements that show
erratic thinking. "My uncle is a yellow rat; he wouldn't
steal if his kids were starving." "If my kids were starving,
I would let them steal." When it is pointed out to him that
welfare agencies exist, he replies, "Who, me, I've got pride."
His lack of guilt feelings is manifest throughout his state-
ments. Lately, he has attended Catholic confession. Never-
theless, he has not adopted other precepts of behavior from
his religion.
Thus one sees a very puerile attitude toward life; an attitude
which has been stamped in deeply because of his poor associ-
ates, his mother's indulgence, as well as by experiences of
previous institutionalizations. He continues to be polite and
social to adults. He knows he can ingratiate himself easily,
and has only survived on the basis of periodic favoritism. He
insists that to the equi-aged one must advertise one's un-
touchability by acting extra tough. He cannot see that friends
and respect can be won by other means. He has developed a
swagger, laissez-faire attitude toward the school, marking
time. Reproaches and punishments have only made him more re-
bellious. Yet a kind, fatherly approach has at times caused
him to melt into a more receptive type of thinking. The
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alternatives of his future were outlined to him by comparing
it "to a fork on the road". For once, Harry thought, and re-
turned to the Clinic later on to inform the worker that he had
been mulling the matter over in his mind and had come to the
conclusion that he must once and for all take the right path.
Yet, these are nothing but empty verbalizations, quickly for-
gotten. The retrogression of his attitude since his runaway
has been acute. After obtaining second form, he has been
easier to handle again. Yet, he is afraid that he will not
be permitted to take a vacation. He fears that he will not
be able to return to his own home and neighborhood when re-
leased. "They are crazy if they think that they can put me
in a foster home." His relationship to the worker is still a
more intense one than most boys experience. Yet it has been
lessened deliberately in an effort to cause this boy to realize
that his demeanor must be directed from within, and not be
changed merely for the sake of another person. He is a boy
who only responds to kindness, and who must feel the security
and certainty of being liked before he can modify his behavior.
He needs to learn to accept reality and to motivate himself to
meet standards. To compensate for educational and attitudinal
inadequacies, trade training is strongly urged.
Harry expects to leave upon his sixteenth birthday, regardless
of form standing. This obviously will be impossiblej return
to the home must be strongly opposed. It is felt that this
boy must stand on his own. Yet, the magnetism of the Brooklyn
neighborhood will probably draw him on again. He will be in-
volved in thoughtless antisocial behavior which will again
place him in the hands of the authorities. Intensive clinic
contact has been maintained. Nevertheless, the prognosis looks
rather unfavorable. The resident psychiatrist, however, feels
that it is surprising that Harry has maintained such a likeable
personality in spite of his background, and that therapeutic
attempts have ameliorated the boy's attitude and demeanor.
Problems and Recommendations ;
1 . The family situation is entirely inadequate. The mother
is said to be living off the proceeds of prostitution. She is
highly emotional, inconsistent, and indulgent. The house it-
self is located in a highly delinquent area. The father ab-
sconded in 19^0 and has not been heard of since. A return to
this home is not recomnended and other plans for placement must
be made when the boy is ready to leave The Village.
2 . Harry's feelings about his parents are confused and am-
bivalent. Toward the father he seems to be completely negativ-
isticj he has never forgiven him for leaving the home. He migh^
find it possible to establish a good relationship with him, if
he could be found and persuaded to interest himself in the boy.
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Hostility and antagonism also pervade his attitude toward the
mother. He realizes her inadequacies, yet is much attachea to
her and clings to her as what seems to him the only security
in his disorganized existence. This conflict he has never re-
solved. He needs help in that area. Unless the father re-
appears and can be induced to take a more constructive attitude,
the boy will have to be guided into emotional independence.
Growing maturity and a good relationship with adult members of
the faculty might help him to achieve this goal.
5 . As Harry has shown himself ambivalent in relation to
his parents, so he has assumed the same attituae toward social
standards. Lacking father- identification, he identified with
the neighborhood group, and out of this association his early
and serious delinquencies arose. Possibly he is also following
the "criminal tradition" of the family in these antisocial
activities. He has always believed, and fatalistically so,
that this was an inherent streak. The anxiety connected with
this fatalism has intensified his emotional conflicts. He is
only able to accept advice from people he likes, ana this has
somewhat hampered therapeutic efforts thus far.
It will be important that Harry become less indifferent
and develop more self direction. In order to do so construc-
tively, he must raise his social stanaards. The existing in-
adequacy of his sense of values, indicated by lack of guilt
feelings, needs to be modified.
Harry is presently in good health. He is still four
per cent overweight. Dental attention has been provided dur-
ing his residence.
5. While of dull normal verbal inxelligence, Harry scorea
higher on tests of performance skills. His school achievement
has progressed from 5.0 to 6.4 in June, 19^5. His classroom
behavior has been fairly good, yet is marred at times by his
emotional tenseness.
At first, he did excellent work as houseboy, but his
efficiency decreased during his later residence. Presently he
is working on plant maintenance. He is ready to accept a paint
shop assignment in the fall.
6. Harry is physically well developed. He has taken a
great interest in sports and seems to mix well with the group.
In the cottage he has assumed the role of a leader, alternat-
ing between constructive and destructive aims. He tends to
bully boys weaker than himself.
Cone lusions : The prospects of an adequate adjustment are
doubtful. Harry was recently re-instated in second form in
citizenship standing, but has a long way to go before he will
be able to earn graduation in citizenship. Continued residence.
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probably throughout the following school year, would seem to
be advisable.
The Committee believes that the boy should be moved to an
Upper School Cottage and recommends that he should be consid-
ered for more specific trade training this fall.
When Harry's social worker left, it was difficult to transfer him to
another worker and for months he kept up a correspondence with the previous
worker. However, in the Upper School cottage he found a great deal more
maturity and masculinity. The same kind of identification took place with
his new shop instructor in the paint shop, ana he became quite proua of his
ability to do this kind of work. Over a period of time the craving for
Brooklyn was displaced into a craving to see ana experience the world. Com-
I
bined with his new vocational success, his more mature surroundings, he ac-
climated himself well to The Village program, and obtained a greater inner
security. His lack of guilt feelings were changed into a greater awareness
of himself by the application of immediate punishment for minor violations,
so that over a period of time, he began to realize that his charming per-
sonality alone would not carry him through the hurdles.
In August, 19^6, Harry was able to obtain graduation, being considered
a fairly safe bet for readjustment to the community. He obtained a job as
a painter with his uncle on a Merchant Service ship, and no negative reports
have been heard up to date.
This case history shows clearly how a combination of intense relation-
ship therapy plus discipline, and environmental positive atmosphere, as
well as constructive vocational outlets, helped a rather lost and confused
adolescent find his way again.
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BERNARD J.
Bernard was a fifteen year old boy, with an I.Q. of 122, from Pennayl-
Tania. The family consisted of the mother, a housewife, the father, an
electrical engineer, a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army, and a younger sister,
aged eleven. They lived in their own home in a well-to-do section. Since
the age of six, when the younger sister was born, Bernard showed extreme
sibling rivalry, temper tantrums, fingernail biting, etc. As the father
left for the Army, the boy became so difficult to manage that the mother
placed him in a boarding school. There he was involvea in some petty group
thievery and adolescent homosexual experiences and consequently expelled.
Another boarding school was attempted, but the same difficulty arose. Kept
at home for a while, thereafter, he became cruel to the younger sister, was
involved sexually with a neighbor boy, and was noted for seclusiveness and
cruelty to animals. He was seen at a clinic, where no aiagnosis other than
behavior problem was made, though an electro-encephalogram showed some un-
stable waves. The mother, as a last resort, enrollea the boy in The Vil-
lage. This boy was an average developed aestenic youngster with an I.Q.
rating varying between 105 and 115.
At first Bernard was totally unaccepting of his placement at
The Village. He had been told by the mother, in her frantic
effort to gain his cooperation, that it would be a trade school.
What he found was certainly not what he had anticipated, nor
the better type of boarding school to which he haa been sent
in the past. In the reception cottage he was moody, extremely
withdrawn, uncommunicative, and somewhat pathetic. Other young-
sters considered him odd. For the first week he refused to
mingle, and showed definite distrust of all members of the
faculty. This attitude remained for at least the first month.
When he was delegated to be temporary houseboy in the reception
cottage, he made some contacts with the boys, but still remained
as taciturn as on previous occasions. He was extremely unhappy
and often broke out crying. He continued to write many letters
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to hia mother to bring about a change of plana. A month after
hia admiaaion he ran away. When he arrived in Pennaylvania
Station in New York, he telephoned hia mother, trying to man-
ipulate hia return home. She, however, in her fear of having
him run looae in the city by himself, informed The Village, and
he waa picked up. The aecond runaway waa also in expreaaion of
his dissatisfaction. This time, upon hia arrival in New York,
Bernard enlisted the help of a social worker from the Travel-
ler' a Aid Agency and almost succeeded in obtaining a ride to
Pittsburgh. However, when this attempt also failed, he began
to realize that this method would never bring him any success.
The assignment to the electric shop, his vocational choice, as
well as the transfer to a regular cottage, coupled with a bet-
ter relationship to the social worker, helped Bernard accept
The Village in a more positive spirit during his third month.
It was at that time still the feelii^g of many that he could
never be held at the school and that his internalized unhappi-
ness would prevent him from profitiiig by his stay. Those so
opinionated were to be proven wrong in the lor^g run.
As time went on, Bernard became accepted in his cottage and
had, by his quietness and cooperation, won some friends on a
deeper level. His haughty attitude, namely to belittle boys
with court records, has vanished. His mother has corresponded
with him frequently and has sent him numerous packages which
he divided among his cottage mates. Permission was obtained
for him to make telephone calls to Pittsburgh if he oecame
nostalgically homesick. This has helped a great deal. Though
he availed himself weekly of this privilege during his early
residence, he rarely does so by now.
Toward the middle of March, Mrs. J. came for a visix.. He had
prepared himself for a bitter fight to sway her, but in this
also he lost out. She was seen as a rather intelligent, re-
fined-looking lady in her late thirties, definitely concerned
about the welfare of her son and quite at a loss as to how to
handle him without her husband's help. She came near the
verge of tears on several occasions and was somewhat emotional
in her responses to interpretations rendered to her by members
of the faculty. Though she was critical of the educational re-
tardation which Bernard was bound to experience in the school
program at The Village, she accepted the fact that his emotion-
al problems might have to be treated on a priority basis and
with the sacrifice of one academic year. In her contacts with
the school since that time, she has been not only well-meaning
but extremely cooperative and understanding. From that day on,
Bernard resigned himself to "his fate". He emerged from his
shell, accepted the reality of his present environment, and
began to strive forward. The instructor in the electricity
shop with his lenient and humane approach, as well as informal
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contacts in the weekly meetings of the radio club, helped him
considerably.
In the Clinic the boy was seen extremely frequently. Though
he was distrustful at first of such contact, he has, by this
time, built up an extremely close relationship to the social
worker. Though he was initially loath to converse, and block-
ages occurred often, he is now normally loquacious. Bernard
has been deeply traumatized by his six weeks of observation in
a psychiatric ward, and he has never forgotten the persons
"who annoyed me by asking me silly questions". Slowly but
surely, he was able not only to talk about himself, but also
to gain some insight into his behavior.
The crxix of his problems was his relationship to the sister.
She is six years younger than he, and sibling rivalry is re-
called by him as starting to exist almost immediately after
her birth. This jealousy towards her was at first not so
noticeable, but assumed more serious and transmuted forms as
he grew older. He was cruel to her, teased her frequently,
threw violent temper tantrums when corrected for or repressed
in his impulsiveness. He tore up books, destroyed her dolls,
and went into all kinds of manoeuvers to gain attention. His
companionship with his father helped him a little in keeping
within bounds of expected behavior. The two had a common in-
terest in electrical gadgets and spent many evenings together
in the basement, constructing radio seta. The father, a man
of rigid standards, disciplined his son instantaneously for
every minor disobedience. This type of relationship kept the
home atmosphere intact. In April, 19^2, however, Mr. J. was
called into the Army and left Bernard with a mother bent on
protecting her younger daughter from his cruelty. It was at
this time that more acute problematical behavior became mani-
fest. He was then twelve years old, and had learned about
masturbation and sex matters from a fourteen year old homo-
sexual boy in the neighborhood. After some more primitive
sexual contacts with this boy, Bernard was introduced to
fellatio, and experienced his first attempt at heterosexual
Intercourse with the ten year old sister of this friend.
Simultaneously, Bernard became more explosive and destructive
within the home. In his desire to emancipate himself from
maternal dominance, he began to associate with older and more
sophisticated adolescents in his school. Truancy began, so
did boyish attempts at drinking and smoking. "They did it
and I did it too." This drive for independence, a rather
reckless and certainly a precocious one, was quickly detected
by the mother who, realizing her inability to handle him,
contacted the father. They turned to the John Hopkins Mental
Hygiene Clinic for help, and after interviews environmental
therapy was recommended. In the spring of 19^5 Bernard was
"shipped off" to boarding school. But with him went his inner
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feelings of irritation, vmhappinesa, and exasperation. In this
boarding school he failed to adjust. Sensing that all his
pleasure outlets had been cut off, he fell back upon frequent
masturbation, and later on practisea what he has been taxight
not long before, namely fellatio. This occurred two to three
times a week with other equi-aged boys who were his friends or
room-mates. He derived from it physical satisfaction, as well
as the social status end respect that such demeanor occasionally
begets from others during the pubescent period. His school work
became concomitantly poorer. Distractibility increased, as dia
nervous tension and fingernail biting. Finally he was expelled,
only to be sent to another boarding school, this time near Pitts-
burgh. The same behavior persisted there, with increased fail-
ure in his studies. Some petty stealing, perhaps of a vindic-
tive nature directed against his mother, began, and this school
also expelled him and refused to take him back. This time the
mother consulted a psychiatrist of the University of Pittsburgh,
who hesitated to make a diagnosis of constitutional psychopathy
and recomnended The Village as a last resort.
The intensity of these problems lessened rather quickly in the
controlled environment of this school. Temper tantrums were
never in evidence as the sister was not around to provoke them.
Petty stealing was eliminated by a fear of consequences, namely
the inability to make form and the like. Nail biting has de-
creased, though this was frequent in early interviews when the
boy was extremely tense; a relaxed attituae in clinic contacts
is now very much evident. A periodic bodily convulsive tremor
is still noticed at times when Bernard is greatly upset. Cru-
elty to animals has also not been noted. The boy states that
since he was always the butt of parental discipline, he had to
"let off steam" somewhere within the home. The animals were
defenseless, and he maltreated them by throwing rocks or toss-
ing them around. At this school, though, he has learned what
it is like to be tormented. He lives in a cottage filled with
household pets, yet never has perpetrated any heirm on them.
Y/hen Bernard came to The Village, he said that he was "different
from others and could never be happy, that he was born that way".
Time has thawed out the frozen look of self-pity and dejection
on his face. Though at first he would not indicate that there
was to be no recurrence of sexual deviations, he has experienced
very few. Within the first three months of his residence he was
involved in two unreported incidents of sex misbehavior, one of
mutual masturbation, one of fellatio. Since that time, there
has been no recurrence of this, and his relationship to the so-
cial worker is on a sufficiently honest basis to assume that he
is telling the truth. Masturbation has decreased, and he has
gained a better insight into his sexual problems. When he was
on his second runaway, a man in the railroad sta^ion made a
sexual approach to him; but he resisted this as his standards
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do not permit him to consort with strangers. Beniard frankly
admits that there is plenty of opportunity for sex play within
the cottage. He explains the fact that he has not availed him-
self of this, by stating that he has now grown older and knows
these things are wrong. He indicates also that, since he
would face punishment in case of detection, he would not wish
to undergo such risks deliberately. Thus, his attitude toward
sex today is more wholesome and understanding. He has helped
to report the abuse of certain boys to his cottage father.
Nevertheless, there have been no adequate heterosexual rein-
forcements during this developmental period, and the question
still exists whether he has changed his attitude sufficiently
to curb future pseudo-homosexual manifestations when he feels
frustrated or unhappy. The social worker is by no means con-
vinced that this boy cannot make an adequate social and sexual
adjustment in life as he matures
.
For the last few months, Bernard has lived in the hope of hav-
ing his father, a Lieutenant Colonel in the Signal Corps, re-
turn from Burma. This finally materialized in July when Mr.J.
came to visit. He is a distinguished- looking man of about
forty-five, exudirig a refined quietness, but giving the im-
pression of being rigid and stem. His standards, as gleaned
by conversation, are high. He had hoped very much that his
son might be able to attend college, and was disappointed to
find his capacities so limited. His first question was in re-
lation to his son's sexual behavior. Though he was reassured
on the improvement in this area, he remained somewhat unbeliev-
ing. In general, he gave the impression as being a penetrat-
ing, reserved, observing person. When Bernard went home for a
premature vacation, the father's critical outlook gave way to
commendation, demonstrated by the letter he wrote the school
on the Improvement of his son. During this vacation period,
Bernard experienced no particular problems within the home.
Being away had taught him better appreciation of it. He had
accepted the explanations of sibling strife given to him for
some time. He had even written his sister on her birthday,
and thus their meeting was harmonious. There was a tinge of
jealousy when he discovered that she would be allowed to re-
main on their farm in Louisiana, but this disappeared rapidly.
In the cottage, Bernard has of late assumed a braggadocio air,
copying the demeanor of some of the older boys. But this,
for him, is healthy. He knows he has their protection, and,
counting on this, has even been involved in one or two physical
altercations with others. Thus most of his insecurity, his
anti-social moodiness, his shyness have diminished noticeably,
Bernard has also done some thinking about the future. He feels
that the personality problems which were the cause of his ad-
mission will not recur within the home. He is glad to have the
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family reunited, and to have the security of a father whose
temporary loss he could at one time not face. His former
vocational goals, namely those of either becoming an engineer
or running a farm, both his father's vocations, have given
place to a more realistic outlook. He now knows that he can-
not cope with a college curriculum ana that he is physically
not strong enough to be a farmer. Thus, he has very wisely
compromised on using a trade, learned at this school. He
wishes to become an electrician's mate, and is firm in the
belief that he will be able-to obtain a good recommendation
from his shop instructor at The Village. The latter has ex-
pressed his willingness to do so, and comments on the fact
that this youngster has shown good practical understanding
of mechanical problems.
This much has been accomplished with Bernard in a comparatively
short period of time. Socialization is more adequate, and
group relationships have improved. He has ceased to react im-
pulsively or explosively to environmental stimuli. He also has
learned not to internalize his anxieties, but to discuss them
with persons in whom he has confidence, mrther residence until
graduation, possibly by June, 19^6, is suggested. By that time
he will be almost sixteen and a half years old, mature enough
emotionally, and vocationally sufficiently equipped to shoulder
the problems with which he may be faced. Some kind of psycho-
therapeutic contact with a local agency for the first year after
his return to the community might be of service to him.
Problems and Recommendations :
1. The home from which Bernard comes is of the better
middle-class type. Both parents are well educated ana their
relationship is harmonious. The father is college trained and
an electrical engineer, at present a Lieutenant Colonel in the
Army. The mother has also had a good education ana a fine
background. She is the more domineering element in the family.
Both parents are interested in their son and eager to cooperate
in efforts to straighten out his difficulties.
There can be no question but that the boy will return
to this home when he is ready to leave The Village.
2. For about six years Bernard was the only child of his
parents; then a sister appeared on the scene. The boy experi-
enced intense feelings of sibling rivalry which he has since
been able to verbalize and learned to understand. In the past
he expressed his hostility in a variety of aggressive acts,
directed against the sister and her property, as well as against
animals in the household which he identified with the objects
of his hatred. The relationship with his sister has shown im-
provement as a result of their separation and of the treatment
he received at the school. There have been no incidents of
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cruelty to animals during his residence at The Village, al-
though ample opportunity for such behavior exists.
5
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Bernard has a good relationship with his father and
admires and strongly identifies with him, in the past to the
point of wanting to select a profession whicn his father pur-
sues. Mr. J.’s temporary removal from the home through his
entry into the Army proved to be an event of deeply traumatic
significance which disturoed and upset the boy, and intensi-
fied already existing problems of social and emotional adjust-
ment .
At the time, it left Bernard entirely in the hands of
a somewhat domineering mother who was concerned over the poor
relationship between her two children and had, rightly or
wrongly, almost openly taken the side of the girl. Much of
his adolescent misbehavior, such as truancy, smoking, and
drinking, can be viewed as an attempt at emancipation from the
mother's supervision and, as the boy thought, suppression, and
perhaps also has had a vindictive element in its etiology.
There was little opportunity for such misconduct at
The Village, but it has also lost its significance in the gen-
eral picture of the situation.
4. Besides truancy, smoking, and drinking served another
purpose as well. Bernard's group relations have always been
poor. He is a thin, immature, slightly built, somewhat effemi-
nate youngster, afraid of physical altercations, and probably
overprotected in his early youth by an oversolicitous mother.
By participating in the more masculine deviations of his
"friends", Bernard may have sought to gain their approval and
acceptance, otherwise denied him.
5. Whether stealing which began as his problems increased,
has the same significance, or whether it was solely or mainly
motivated by vindictive needs, because of the disgrace it brought
on a well respected family, is not clearly established. At The
Village Bernard has not been found to be dishonest.
6. At home Bernard was able to gain his ends by outbursts
of temper which terrified his parents. The presence of a
stern, somewhat rigid father kept him well under control, with-
out resolving the underlying conflicts. When Mr. J. left the
home, the boy exploited his mother's anxiety and insecurity by
a more severe display of his temper.
One gains the impression that these were deliberate
acts of an immature youngster who wanted to manipulate his en-
vironment, They have never been in evidence at the school,
and Bernard has proven that he has full control of his emotions,
7. Limited emotional satisfactions in his relationship
with the mother, his difficulties in group adjustment, and a
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generally feminine make-up in his personality and physique, all
contributed to bringing about the serious sex problem which led
to his expulsion from two boarding schools and made him an out-
cast among the boys of the neighborhood. Among his deviations
the homosexual type of activity prevailec .
This trend has been curbed at The Village, and actual
sex misconduct has been very little at first, and eliminated
altogether for the past few months. Furthermore, Bemara has
expressed a sincere desire to abandon these activities alto-
^
gether. He has not as yet, however, firmly established normal
heterosexual goals, and this remains a problem of deep impor-
tance, in the solution of which he will need Toich help and the
!
outcome of which remains a matter of speculation at this time.
8. Nailbiting and distractibility were indications of
inner tension and nervous apprehension. In both trends notice-
able improvement has been reported.
9 . Bernard's health is good. Ke has decreased his under- I
weight condition from sixteen per cent to nine per cent.
i
I
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A psychometric examination before admission places Ber-
nard in the high average group of general intelligence. He was 1
retarded in his educational achievement when he entered the
|
academic program, registering a grade equivalent of 7.0 on his
initial achievement test; this he had raised to 9*5 in June,
19^5 . It is obvious that he has not made that nuch progress
during his six months of residence, but rather that his atti-
tude has improved and that emotional blocking has disappeared.
j
Nevertheless, his achievement is highly commendable, and due
to a great extent to his excellent attitude and effort.
|
Vocational assignment has been in the electric shop
where he is receiving a passing rating. He has abandoned the
early plans of becoming an electrical engineer or farmer (both ij
professions which the father pursues), and is now reconciled "
in a more realistic manner to the leas glamorous vocation of
,
an electrician's mate. The wisdom as well as the permanence
j
of this choice may be questioned, in view of the relatively
|
low score which he received on a mechanical aptitude test, but i|
the final settlement of the matter must await future development.
Conclusions ; Bernard has made a very satisfactory adjustment
to The Village. He obtained second form in citizenship stand-
ing in June, 19^5, and should remain in residence until he
earns his graduation, possibly by June, 19^6. !
No changes in program are reconriended.
!j
As can be seen, this is a boy with deep emotional problems which would
j
fall mostly into the class of introjective behavior, though projective be-
;
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havior can also be detected. Basically, the boy was an ingoing, seclusive
type, who needed both inner and outer control. Very intensive clinical con-
tact was maintained with him. A good relationship between him and the so-
cial worker served as an abreactive catharsis for him, and some interpreta-
tion to better his insight was rendered. Again the flexibility of the group
system, proper vocational placement combined with the "booster-push system"
(dean-social worker), contributed to adjustment.
Specifically strict but kind cottage parents helped develop the super-
ego during the absence of other father control. Through his interest in the
radio club and electricity shop he not only found a vocational security
available for his future, but an inner security ana happiness which was
transfused to other areas of his living within The Village. By forcing him,
as he advanced in form, to maintain the high standards set up for him, he
was able for once in his life to achieve, by steady perseverence and en-
couragement, a status (graduation),
Bernard left The Village in July, 19^6, to return to his home. He ob-
tained work in an electrical shop, and continued on with high school. Of
his present sexual adjustment nothing is known. But the glowing letters of
satisfaction from the parents would indicate that he has improved in all
areas of living and that he is not a problem to them.
ROBERT 0.
Robert, aged fifteen, came from an Irish home in up-state New York.
There were five children in the family, a "no good father", and an inade-
quate mother, all living in poverty and filth. All the children had been a
problem to the community. Robert's conflicts led him to associate with
gangs and made him into a junior gangster. He was admitted through the
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court in January, 19^5.
In the reception cottage Robert did not prove to be much of a
problem. He was said to have talked of running away, but he
actually never ran. In his third week of residence, in con-
cert with another boy, he broke into and entered the hospital.
His companion, with whom he had planned to abscond, searched
the pockets of a coat and stole some money. He then climbed
out of the window and ran, leaving a non-pluseed Robert stand-
ing alone outside the house, too scared to run. A heavy fine
was imposed on him as a disciplinary measure, which he worked
off on the work group without complaint. This was his first
and last known serious misbehavior.
Soon thereafter, Robert was assigned to Bradish Cottage as he
was thought to be a difficult youngster, and a disciplinarian
atmosphere was considered proper. There he has become house-
boy, a position in which he did well, and was apparently ade-
quately accepted by the other boys because of this somewhat
favorite position. In general he has been a very gooQ worker,
and has shown extreme loyalty to his cottage as a group as
well as to his cottage father as a person.
Robert was quite loquacious during his initial contact in the
clinic. Since then, he has been seen very frequently, often
for lengthy periods of time. In earlier interviews he was
slightly tense, with some considerable anxiety manifested by
palm sweating and faltering speech. Today he mainxains an
argumentative, man-to-man relationship.
Robert explained why, prior to his arrival at The Village, he
had not nin from the Westchester Detention Cottage. Actually,
he had planned to escape with other boys. The day the escape
was scheduled, they had made him a trustee, and he was given
the recognition and responsibility of wandering over The Vil-
lage grounds unsupervised. A similar situation accounts for
his failure to run from the reception cottage. When appointed
to the dining room boy position, he felt unable to leave. His
almost inherent sense of insecurity is eviaent in these re-
actions. In his earlier residence, Robert's talk indicated
almost a hopeless case. His attitude could be no better exem-
plified than by the dead-end-kid movies. He wanted to become
a gangster, "So what if one did land behind bars". His best
friends, one an ex-Village boy, were now in prison, and if i^
was good enough for them, it was for him. He had tried to be
good, but what was the use of being good in life, one always
failed. He looked upon his commitment to The Village as no-
thing but punishment and waited to get "sprung".
Later on, he modified his thinking to, "Well, you have three
square meals a day here," and still later he developed a more
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active interest in The Village system.
Robert can rather adequately piece together the etiology of his
delinquency. He was brought up in a home where the father was
an ineffectual person and a poor proviaer, often squandering
his earnings on slot-machines. Other chilaren, because of the
home conditions, had been placed in boarding homes by the De-
partment of Public Welfare. Robert and a younger brother, now
also at The Village, were left in the home. During his younger
days, he used to go fishing with his father, and their compan-
ionship was friendly and satisfying. At that time he was too
young to recognize the inadequacies of the home. However,
slowly as he grew older, he became more critical of his father
and withdrew into more solitary activities. He was quite un-
happy then, and ashamed to be seen in public as he was always
poorly dressed. He recalls how, at the age of twelve, he used
to sit in the comer of a classroom, embarrassed by his shabby
appearance, yet not daring to react to the various youthful
comments made about him, just keeping to himself. One day an
older boy enfuriated him with a teasing remark, ana Robert, to
his own surprise, lunged out and retaliated with his fists.
For days after he shunned this boy, laxer to be known as his
best buddy, "Freak". However, Freak approached Robert shortly
after this episode and made friendly overtures. Thus, for the
first time in his life, he was recognized as someone worthy,
someone with spunk. Consequently, he was introauced to a circle
most of whose members were two or three years olde^j as he was
advanced in school and they retarded. Thus, Robert entered a
gang of highly delinquent boys. At that time, however, it aia
not matter to him. He saw only that he had been accepted and
was being wanted. The dull atmosphere ana the squalor of the
home were removed from his thinking, excitement substituted
therefor. Having gained initial acceptance in such a group, he
immediately had to prove himself deserving of this recognition.
Thus Robert, backed by the newly gained security, became espe-
cially daring. He was "in" on all the jobs, manipulated the
planning of many. Yet when it came to the actual perpetration
of a criminal act, he was inwardly frightened, and tried not to
participate actively, but merely stuck close to the boys, afraid
of being labeled as yellow. It was around this time, at the age
of thirteen, that Robert, with an air of bravado, came home
drunk or at least with alcoholic odor on his breath. The father,
noticing it, gave him a terrific beating. Right then the rela-
tionship which had been tapering off for some time, was entirely
broken. The boy from then on saw nothing in the home to hole
him. "What the heck did I have there, a few sloppy old meals
out of a dirty can, with my old man out of the home wasting
money, and my old lady sick so often." Thus he wanted to lead
his own life, perhaps a more material one. He wanted money.
Money, to Robert, was something to spend in a sense only, but
mainly something that could be flashed around, "so people could
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see you have it". Again the feeling of inferiority caused by
poverty can be so clearly seen. 3o he became a delinquent,
and finally was apprehended and committed.
Robert has had many worries at The Village. He has been con-
cerned over the reported separation of his parents, and was
glad to be reassured that this was not so. He has worriea
over his mother's illness and the lack of news from her. Yet,
he hardly ever writes a letter which he mails. He writes the
notes, then pockets them, only to re-dis cover them convenient-
ly at a later date, then to tear them up. Thus it is not sur-
prising that the mother also often fails to keep her promises,
leaves weekend slips unsigned, and forgets to send the an-
nounced packages. When his ten year old brother was admitted
to the school, Robert was glad. It was the sibling closest to
him. He immediately assumed the father role and became his
protector. At times, being young, his emotions interfered in
this. For example, when Robert, for a week, refused to speak
to his brother as a punishment measure, the other youngster ran
away. However, he has been clever enough to stick by him just
closely enough to let the latter realize that he must grow into
independence and must learn how to take care of himself.
Robert has one very interesting thought-syndrome. He believes
that the whole Village ought to be placed under a military sys-
tem, that a commanding general should direct the school, and
that each cottage should bo headed by an officer, with all the
boys wearing uniform. This belief was not just a passing fancy
but often repeated to the social worker. He believes that The
Village is run too leniently, that too much self-reliance is
placed on each boy, that temptations should not be permitted to
exist, that extrinsic motivation and the instilling of fear
should be used as measures to curb antisocial behavior. He com-
plains of the fact that there is too much random movement, too
little control and unity, that the temptation involved in such
management is endangering the boys' welfare. 3o he is afraid
that, with lax control, he might revert to former wrongs. The
origin of this statement cannot be traced to an atmosphere cre-
ated by war. For if one speaks to Robert of wearing a uniform,
going soldiering and landing overseas, he immediately backs out,
states the war will end before he ever gets overseas, and so on.
Rather, he seems to have guilt feelings about the gang which,
by its influence on him, severed his relationship with his fa-
ther. In an effort to re-establish for himself that which the
gang has disrupted, he recreates the authoritarian father-sym-
bol, only on a more impersonal basis, namely the military sys-
tem. Therein he finds the security which he had failed to ap-
preciate earlier. The identification with the father-image
becomes simpler in this setting. For in a military system one
can advance in status and finally reach the very position where
one is the power and synonymous with it. Robert has always felt
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that a bo33 or a father is, by virtue of the title, a superior
and that no backtalk or disobedience can ever be tolerated to
such a person. Such ethical concept, according to him, should
be instilled by fear and not by inner motivation.
Though Robert means to rule by fear, he is afraid of aggression.
He would not admit this, but in his withdrawing attitude, still
noticed when he is unobserved, one senses that this boy feels
inadequate as to his masculinity and prowess, and that he needs
to set up for himself an ideal representative of masculinity.
He has carefully avoided as many physical altercations as pos-
sible, even though he lives with a group of fairly aggressive
boys. Being the right hand man to a very masculine figure has
given him a prestige position which did not necessitate the use
of force to retain status. Yet, Robert would be the first to
advocate verbally that one must fight to maintain one's ground.
Interestingly enough, when it comes to dental repair work nec-
essitated by a fall down the cellar stairs, Robert refused to
have this attended to, stating that if it did not hurt him now,
why should he have a tooth pulled, if this was going to hurt
him post-operative ly. No reasonir^g whatsoever could persuade
this above-average intelligence boy to change his mind. Later
it was discovered that some of his cottage mates had pushed
him down the cellar stairs, but he simply could not acknowledge
that any harm had come to him through this. To date he main-
tains he slipped down the stairs.
Robert has frequently been worried about his best friend. Freak,
who is now on parole from the penitentiary. He has dreamed at
night, looking out of the open window, thinking of uninhibited
freedom, of having a "wild time". When Robert inadvertently
saw the vacation slip marked "home not approved", he became
greatly upset. It was actually with great reluctance that he
was permitted to visit Peekskill. The drive to his parents is
undoubtedly just a rationalization for his desire to recapture
the gang-spirit. Yet enough attitudinal re-direction had been
achieved to have him return from his first weekend around Easter,
and state, "They all seem to have changed". It was then pointed
out to him that it was not they, the boys he had met, nor the
parents, who had changed, but that it was his own outlook that
had been modified. He was afraid to accept this as he is not
deeply entrenched in the socialized road as yet.
Participation in the youth government has greatly helped him
in accepting the finer points of law which other boys could not
detect. His judgment is good. But even though he has passed
the bar examination, Robert has been withdrawing in court, sel-
dom making comments. He ran for the position of judge, but did
not seem to be too disappointed on not obtaining this goal.
He has since been appointed to a minor, but fairly important
position. The youth government has afforded him some acceptable
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security, but he has not utilized his opportunities to the ut-
most .
One day in the spring of 19^5 he arrived at the clinic downcast
and nervous. The story: He had found two bullets, and not
knowing what to do with them, and not wanting to give them to
the cottage father as he was afraid he would be blamed wrong-
fully, had thrown them away. Later he was sorry. He could have
fashioned a home-made gun, he could have blasted his way into
Peekskill. "I can never again hold a gun," he said, "I would
be too scared. I can't think of sitting behino bars all my
life." However, those who felt that by giving Robert a new
security within the youth government and by means of a houseboy
job they would modify his deeply inherent delinquent loyalties
were disappointed recently. It was discovered that he had
promised two or three other boys to meet them in Peekskill, to
let them know where they might obtain guns and what stores were
easy to break into. When this was discussed with him, he ra-
tionalized that the two boys involved, then already on runaway,
were too old to be at The Village, that they should be working,
and that they would never stay at this school. When other fac-
tors were pointed out to him, such as his loyalty to The Village,
his responsibility as a member of the youth government, the
fact that these boys had been comnitted, etc., he ruefully ad-
mitted that he had not taken such aspects into consideration.
Since this happened shortly before vacation, there was a ques-
tion whether the feeling of guilt associated with this episode,
or the sense of freedom not experienced for so long would pre-
vent his coming back, especially if he did meet those boys with
whom he had planned tqgether, his return would materialize only
if his love for his younger brother was strong enough to coun-
teract his other associations. But Robert did return.
There is a question as to how much cooperation can be expected
from the parents. Both have visited the school. The father is
a haggard, small looking, weak man who speaks little. The motner
is a filthy appearing, stoutish woman, crude, sloppy, and with
an extremely dull facial expression. Her conversation is curt
and blunt. She has a slight brogue. She came to the school
stating that she had expected to see bars but was more impressed
after looking around. She was interested to hear that Robert
was thinking of becoming an engineer and attending college. It
was pointed out to her that she might yet become proua of her
son if she would only help. After some more interpretation, the
subject of Freak and his influence on Robert was introduced, and
she promised to do something about it. In ner next letter she
gave a parental command, forbidding him to go with Freak, and
since then Robert, in a vindictive mood, has not even attempted
to correspond with her. He states that his mother wants him to
go with sissies only. The mother in turn has ceen anxious about
the lack of mail from this boy. Whether she is sincere in at-
tempting to "front" her apathy is not determined.
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Thus Robert is a boy who became delinquent by finding the
security and recognition, absent in his early life, in gang-
associations, He is a boy who is aware of his emotional in-
security, and who can be channeled into better attitudes by
affording him security in a socialized sphere. He is at the
half-way mark now. It cannot yet be predicted which of the
security roads, previously experienced and now still open to
him, he will eventually choose. The call ana magnetism of his
delinquent friends, toward whom he has remained loyal, is still
very strong. Association with them means fun, irresponsibility
and release of long-harbored anxieties. On the other hand, he
has become acquainted with what his friends would call "a
sucker life”. He has experienced the finesse of governmental
democracy within a small community. He has tasted fairness and
justice and some decent friendships without engaging in delin-
quent activities. Yet, he may still consider these controls
curbs on his driving restlessness, that make life dull; his
thinking is not clear enough to indicate the worthwhileness of
these goals. Which road he will choose can only be known with
the passage of time. A residence for at least another year
would be recommended if he can accept this. So far, Robert
has been very amenable to interpretation. Stabilization has
not been achieved as yet, and furtner progress will require
some very intensive therapy.
Problems and Recommendations;
1, The home is entirely inadequate. The mother is a well
meaning, but ineffectual woman who is greatly handicapped by
her obesity and by her inability to comprehend the significance
of the boy's development. She has become increasingly disor-
ganized as more children were borne to her, and is said to keep
the filthiest home in Peekskill. In 19h4 she was diagnosed as
feebleminded. Mr. 0. is a man who has never been able to make
a go of life. He has been an inadequate provider, holding jobs
off and on. He has no insight in, or understanding of his chil-
dren's problem. Robert has never had a close relationship to
the father, being keenly aware of the latter's inadequacy.
Presently he is said to be dying of leukemia and is hospitalized.
Though the home has been broken up and all children have
been removed by court order, Robert's drive toward the mother
still persists. Nevertheless, a return to this home cannot be
recommended. He should be trained so as to be self-reliant and
independent when he leaves The Village.
2. The social history reports an extremely long career of
delinquency, notably gang thievery, breaking and entering, and
stealing cars. The boy has admitted these activities, and many
more not recorded. However, with one exception in his early
residence, no such anti-social behavior was ever manifest while
he was at this school.
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The etiology of Robert's delinquencies is fairly clear.
The poverty of the home, the inadequacy of the parents, embar-
rassment over his shabby clothing said his father's poor reputa-
tion developed in him an acute sense of inferiority and in-
security. For this he needed to compensate. He found himself
accepted by a delinquent gang and sought in association with
its members the masculine identification which he was lacking.
Over a period of time he developed a strong sense of loyalty
to his friends whose activities provided the long absent
security, prestige, excitement and money.
Slowly, he is being weaned away from this kind of
association and thinking. He is now at the half-way mark, just
beginning a process of socialization of which he takes cogni-
zance, but still feeling strongly drawn to his criminal friends
and their activities.
5
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Robert is frequently quiet and depressed. He has, how-
ever, never been observed to have alternating moods of elation
as has his younger brother. This depression seems closely as-
sociated with anxieties, caused by his anti-social activities
and by his fear of relapsing into such behavior. Undoubtedly
the calamities of the family situation have further burdened
this boy.
Robert's health is good. Upon admission he was 5 per
cent overweight; he has lost weight and is now 2 per cent under-
weight. Dental attention has been provided during hia residence.
5. The results of a psychological examination indicate
high average intelligence. In the academic program Robert main-
tained a grade equivalent of 11 plus with improvement noted in
some subjects. His attitude and behavior in the classrooms have
been exemplary.
Vocational assignment has been as houseboy where he per-
formed excellently. A change of assignment to trade training,
namely the electricity shop, has just been approved.
6. Robert is a well-developed boy with fairly good posture.
7 . Robert's younger brother has played a meaningful part
in his life at The Village. Toward the younger sibling he has
assumed a father role and has been conscientious and responsible
in the carrying out of this role.
Robert has few close friends as he withdraws from groups
and is uncomnunicative. The few whom he has gathered around him
are boys whom he admires for their physical prowess rather than
for their personality, which pattern is a hangover from his pre-
vious gang-life. Interpretation on this matter is needed,
though he will be slow to accept this.
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Concluaiona ; Though Robert ia yet far from being a "social"
boy, hia progress in The Village has not only been satisfac-
tory but quite surprisingly good. Through further interpreta-
tion and continued intensive therapy, better socialized and
more mature attitudes are likely to develop. The electricixy
shop will equip him adequately for a future vocation. Robert
is now in second form in citizenship stanaing, which he has
held since June, 19^5. Graduation by June, 19^ is indicated,
and an independent placement at that time suggestea
.
No changes in program are recommended.
This boy is one who falls into the group of loyalty identification.
He ia a paeudosocial boy, acting out his conflicts, yet social in certain
situations with standards. His antisocialness was rechannelled to a com-
munity aocialness insofar as he became judge of The Village and found out-
lets for his power and recognition drive there. At the time this study of
him was made, he was progressing nicely.
Later study showed that additional achievement gains had been produced
by placement in the electricity shop. However, these educational gains
were counterbalanced by emotional losses. Robert was still pretty much
tied up with his delinquent friends. He experienced some anxiety as to his
brother's behavior within The Village. He was greatly worried when his fa-
ther became seriously ill. His father's eventual death upset him tremen-
dously. He reached out for the mother, stating that she would need him.
The social worker (a new one) failed to hold this boy by devious means, and
Robert began running away and being involved in difficulties again. There
was a definite period of retrogressive behavior, in which he dropped all
the social communal responsibilities, which he had shown he could carry so
well. As of the present, there is again an attempt to hold on, Robert ia
still in The Village, and, unless he advances himself in his form standing,
is not likely to be graduated within the year.
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Clinically, this case history exemplifies how a pseudo-social boy,
whose pseudosocialness is superimposed on a neurotic conflict, can be
helped by slowly pushing him toward new loyalties and channelling his ag-
gressive recognition drives to acceptable patterns. It shows also, however^
that some former behavior patterns are so deeply rooted that when the outer
factors produce enough anxiety, a former behavior pattern, with a dropping
of social standards is easily effected again, as it has been the ’’easy
method” for a long period.
FRED W.
Fred W. was a fourteen year old boy from Massachusetts. He was the
youngest of four children, three boys and a girl, whose home life was dis-
rupted by the death of the mother in 1958 • The father, a crude person, re-
married, and all the children experienced relative degrees of difficulty in
their new home setting. Fred, the youngest, increasingly showed more of a
lack of adjustment. Through a social agency he was placed in various fos-
terhomes, but did not work out well there at all. Fred was a good looking
boy with an I Q. of 106.
Fred came to The Village as a very unhappy boy. Until the last
minute he had believed that his two years older brother would
go with him and he was sorely disappointed to find that the
latter would remain with the father. He was homesick, cried
bitterly in the initial interview, and felt that he "got the
dirty end of the stick”. When it came to a discussion of a
possible runaway he suddenly stopped crying and retorted,
"Don't worry about that. If I'm here, I'm herej at least I
have a roof over my head."
Fred was placed in Burr Cottage. His initial adjustment was
somewhat hectic. He was homesick and still resisted placement,
and this attitude made for flippancy. Actually, he liked the
cottage parents and wanted to be liked by them. Yet when re-
proached for minor deviations of behavior, he would quickly re-
tort with asinine comments. For telling the cottage mother
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"that if he ever raet her in a dark alley he would etab her in
the back," he wag fined by the dean; he hag gince become more
aware of the fact that guch remarkg tend to lower him in the
eyes of the group. Though at firgt he wag regarded with dia-
dain by the otherg for having a privileged job ag xhe dean'g
hougeboy, thig particular aggignment helped tie him over a
difficult period and acquire a stronger feeling of belonging.
The dean'g wife, algo from Springfield, often talked with fired
about that city. This brought part of hig home back to him.
In his cottage Fred found himself with a group of boyg who
were slightly more aggressive than he. Since he ig not a
fighter, his inability to maintain status caused him new com-
miseration. The boy has always been afraid of al^ercations
with otherg, and it wag only the dean's verbal backing—namely,
that he would condone a justified fight, which gave him the
security to survive in this environment. Yet, Fred is honest,
and always a willing listener to others' troubles, for his
age he is extremely neat, and more considerate of otherg than
is to be expected. He is always police. He has helped new
boys feel at home in The Village. Outbursts of cynicism have
become less frequent. Very recently he wag elected president
of the cottage, this despite 'his failure to support athletic
functions. This new responsibility will probably help him
mature socially.
Fred talks of the family in angry spitfire fashion. He hates
his stepmother. He believes that she is making it very diffi-
cult for the father, and quotes the latter to the extent that
he did make a mistake in marrying her. "Why," says Fred,
"does he not show her who is boss?" He believes that the
stepmother has intercepted his mail. On the other hand, he
has little love for the father, though at times he pities him.
Apparently, Mr. W. has made the statement that the boys killed
their mother as she worried so much over them. When he remar-
ried he often gave in to the stepmother's whims and punished
his sons severely by locking them up in their rooms. Later he
attempted to shunt them to various foster homes and institutions.
For some time Fred was misled by one of his older brothers to
believe that the father was getting a divorce. At that time he
commented, "Gee, that would be swell. He would be so lonely,
he would probably make a home for us again. I think he learned
by his mistake not to remarry." Yet, nothing of this divorce
ever materialized. The older brother in the same letter stated
that a foster home might be found for Fred in Miami. The dis-
covery of a special delivery letter which the boy tried to
smuggle out in frantic reply indicated his excitement over the
matter. His true feelings manifested themselves some time
later. It was pathetic to see how each member of the family,
in reply to his inquiries as to where he might spend his week-
end, turned him down with flimsy excuses. Fred in turn stated
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to the social worker, ”You see what they are. I wish I could
kill my father, if it takes me ten years to get even with him.
He is a rotten man to shove his kids off with the help of an
agency." Yet, Fred went on his weekend because the psychiatrist
associated with the agency invited him to visit her own home.
When he arrived in Springfield, the case worker cleverly manipu-
lated that the stepmother would take him into her own home.
Later she reported that this test had failed. She felt that
there was no perceptible change of attitude on the part of the
family, except a temporary guilt feeling of having shanghaied
the boy.
The rejection of the parents is eviaent. Yet Frea's hypersensi-
tivity to it is equally acute. Though his self-pity is excul-
pable, he must be taught not to rationalize his periodic anti-
social behavior on his "rough breaks". At times this self-com-
miseration has led to persecution fears. His strong drive for
affection has persisted. His brothers mean a great deal to him.
He has established a very close relationship to his social work-
er at The Village. He has also attached himself puppy-like to
some of the younger ladies on the faculty and wins these over
easily by his smile and polite demeanor.
To all these situations Fred has shown unusual insight. He ana-
lyzes other people's problems well, yet is slow about perceiving
his own
.
Fred has thought seriously about the future. He believes that
he can do much better in school. Above all, he has the inten-
tion of finishing high school as did his older siblings. He is
interested in obtaining a Civil Service position of a clerical
nature or post office work. He has requested and obtained read-
ing material in preparation for it. He hopes to marry eventu-
ally, but is quite sure that he will treat his offspring differ-
ently than did his own father.
The boy has made improvement in big strides. He is now in secona
form. He is very likeable. He has been hurt very deeply, and
it will take some time for him to accept the reality of this
trauma. The return to the home is out of the question. Firstly,
Fred believes that the father would merely want the money he
earns. He cites the case of his brother as an example. Second-
ly, the family continues to reject the boy, Fred has written
four letters since his recent visit to them, and none of these
have ever been answered. Thirdly, Fred himself refuses to go
back, saying, "I will only pan out the same way I was before I
ever came here, always getting into people's hair."
Fred will undoubtedly improve in his social behavior. Attempts
will be made to prepare him adequately to meet the realities
of the world. Trade training is deemed essential. The boy
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himself has asked to be allowed to enter the print shop in the
fall, after he was approached by the social worker on the sub-
ject. Some interpretation is yet needed to show Fred the de-
sirability of remaining at The Village until his sixteenth
birthday, so that he may shift for himself more independenxly
.
Above all, the remnants of his flippancy must be removed.
Otherwise he will never be able to fulfill his yearnings for
affection in later life.
Problems and Recommendations ;
1 . Fred's home was broken by the death of his mother in
1958. Even before that time its harmony was jeopardized by
the incompatibility of the parents. Mr. W. is a rather crude
personality; he drinks and was abusive of his wife and chil-
dren. This forged a very strong relationship between the
children and their mother, so that her death contributed an
extremely severe trauma.
After the death of his wife, Mr. W. had several
housekeepers, none of whom was able to establish satisfactory
relations with the children. He finally remarried, presumably
to maintain a home for them, actually only to turn them over
to agencies for placement under the pretext that they "con-
spired" against him.
Return to the father and the stepmother is out of the
question because their own relationship is precarious, and
because they do not want the boy. Another attempt at foster
home placement or some sort of living-in arrangement will
have to be made when Fred is ready to leave The Village.
2 . At the time of his mother's death, Fred was eight
years of age. He was her youngest child and the one on whom
she probably centered her attention, though she was beloved
by all her children and their only source of security.
Fred seems to have suffered most severely from her
passing. He has not yet overcome the trauma of that loss
and finds it difficult to accept the affection and warmth for
which he craves, hiding his real feelings behind an air of
sarcasm and flippancy which estranges those who do not know
and do not imderstand him.
It is very necessary that Fred learn to overcome this
tendency, not only for the benefit of his success in superfi-
cial social contacts, but also to prepare himself for a rela-
tionship which will fulfill his yearnings for affection in
later life. Some progress has been made in this direction.
5. It is obvious that both the father and the stepmother
reject Fred. A recent attempt to improve their relations has
only brought out this fact that much more clearly. The boy
himself is aware of this rejection and extremely sensitive to
it.
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He tends to be self-pitying and, even more dangerous,
to rationalize some of his periodic social behavior on this
basis. This cannot be tolerated and must be combatted. In-
sight and, occasionally, even disciplinary pressure may be
the means to achieve this goal.
4. Fred has been in good health. He was 6 per cent under-
weight upon admission, but has gained weight since then and is
now of normal weight for his age and height.
5. According to psychometric tests administered at The
Village, Fred is of average intelligence, as against lower
ratings obtained on previous examinations in the community.
He was found to be seriously retarded in his educational a-
chievement, but has made only limited progress in the academic
program, raising his achievement level - with some fluctua-
tions - from 6.0 to 6.2. His behavior in the classroom is
good, but he has not put forth proper effort and failed to
apply himself to the best of his ability. His interest should
be stimulated and better achievement should be motivated.
Work assignment has been as houseboy in faculty ser-
vice. He has received satisfactory reports. He has expressed
some interest in a civil service position of a clerical nature,
and plans to prepare himself for this type of work by finish-
ing high school
.
6. Physically, Fred is fairly well qualified; however,
ho shuns sports and other recreational activities and has
shown little interest in the intramural program.
The boy is fearful of physical contact and alterca-
tions with other boys, if not somewhat afraid of the group
as such. He is fundamentally non-aggressive. It is the more
to his credit that he has been able to win the confidence and
the respect of his cottage mates who recently elected him
chairman of their group. This will enable the boy to make
use of his potential leadership ability.
Conclus ions; Fred's initial adjustment was hampered by the
antagonism with which he approached his placement. He never-
theless did quite well in the program and has obtained second
form in citizenship standing in May, 19^5. His feeling for
the school has become somewhat more positive of late and he
more or leas accepts his residence now. He should remain until
he earns his graduation, probably in June, 19^6.
An opportunity for trade training should be offered him,
and his request for transfer to the print shop will be con-
sidered by the Vocational Guidance Committee. No other changes
in program are recommended.
Like many another rejected child, Fred rebelled against authority and
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clung to those who accepted him. He liked to be babied and in his social
worker he seemed to sense a combined mother-father image of love and protec-
tion. This social worker became the core of his existence, his supporter,
encoureger, sympathetic listener. Fred progressed fairly well.
After this study was made, the boy was transferred to the print shop
and thrived well therein. He formed a good deal of loyalty to his shop in-
structor. His snippiness was mostly reserved for his cottage parents, a
kind couple from the same state. He hoped to continue with the print shop
and enter Civil Service.
However, Fred's plans were greatly upset by the departure of his male
social worker. The new worker was more realistic, less "maternalistic " to-
ward him. In addition, the print shop instructor departed several months
later, and with these two new separations from loyalty objects Fred found
less encouragement and more hurt than he could bear. He refused to return
from his earned summer vacation. The agency and The Village are presently
trying to work out a satisfactory arrangement for him, keeping in mind that
he has passed his sixteenth birthday and is eligible to work.
BILLY B.
Billy, a fifteen year old colored boy, was admitted through the New
York Court for assaultive behavior. His home consisted of the mother and
stepfather. Billy was the mother's only child, a boy of average intelli-
gence.
Billy was originally assigned to Rose Cottage. There his early
adjustment was poor. Having been at the top in another organi-
zation, he found it difficult to recapture acceptance by the
group. He immediately clashed with another boy placed in that
cottage in a heated bid for popularity. It was only through
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lengthy interpretation of the other boy's behavior that Billy
was prevented from beating him up. Over a graaual period of
time he showed loyalty to his cottage. On the basis of this
he was appointed as sergeant- at- arms, a monitorial position,
which he relished. However, this created a new conflict. Some
of the boys felt he was too new for this position, others were
prejudiced against his race, and still others considerea him
over-domineering. There were some complaints against his ob-
scene bed-time stories, probably drawn from fact. Rapialy he
lost the few friends he had made, and also incurred the irri-
tation of his cottage parents when laxity of supervision on
his part was discovered. He felt that haa he been elected he
would have been more secure in his position, i-lnally, by over-
stepping his responsibilities, he lost the assignment. He
feared at the time that his cottage parents would color their
reports about him with antipathy, and became greatly upset.
As a result of this perturbation, he for the first time slugged
boys in the cottage. These incidents, the only ones ever to
occur, were never officially reported, as the boys involved
were afraid. It was at this time that Billy became slightly
panophobic. He developed ideas of persecution. He indicated
that faculty members were giving him dirty looks, and he was
completely frustrated in his efforts to ingratiate himself to
people he dealt with. This streak of depression and irrita-
tion had its counterpart in classroom behavior, where his
attention-getting demeanor became more noticeable. Billy was
seen throughout this period of strain and his conflicts were
partially resolved by his transfer to Howard Cottage. There,
he started with the experience of his previous cottage place-
ment behind him and did an excellent job in pulling together
cottage loyalty and spirit. As a reward he was requested as
houseboy and obtained this position. He did well at this as-
signment until a change in cottage parents occurred; he now
must adjust himself to their personalities. Yet, it is- ques-
tioned whether such houseboy assignments do not enhance en-
tanglements with other boys.
Though Billy has seemingly accepted The Village, he has at
times displayed an indifferent, if not defiant, attitude. In
public gatherings he haa been uncooperative and inattentive.
He explains this as being part of a mood that overtakes him
often. Then he just does "not care anything for this place".
Since his arrival at The Village and until very recently Billy
haa been assigned to the central kitchen. As he explained it,
his sublimation of energy into this work was purely and delib-
erately an attempt to evade his cottage environment as much as
possible. He was happy in the kitchen, worked himself up
rapidly, and was praised by the faculty for his efficiency and
overtime hours. He was extremely superior in supervising as-
signed tasks, but was deficient in his own application to work
;• ; ‘f
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in group situations. This had always held true, namely, that
the boy alone performs efficiently, but becomes evasive to work
in a group and assumes the foreman-role. While working in the
kitchen, Billy entangled himself with a white girl, the daughter
of a faculty member. It was she who led him on after their
initial meeting, in that she skated with him and conversed with
him on walks. Billy, however, immediately foresaw other possi-
bilities and consulted the social worker for an opinion of this
relationship. It was only after lengthy argumentation as to
certain points, such as the position of the girl within the
community, her age, his responsibilities and the like, that he
accepted the fact that he must curb his relationships with girls
within the limits of the school. Slowly, backed up by continued
pressure from the worker, this interest diminished. However, on
this as on other occasions, the boy has shown little insight into
the problems of interracial relationships, e.g., when he took
advantage of the friendly attitude shown him by a girl older
theui himself and of a different race, and imposed himself on her
in an unfortunately aggressive manner in one of the school dances.
Billy's acuity of self-insight is unusual. Speaking of the past,
he enumerates his own problems thus: 1) nomadism; 2) excitement-
seeking with girls, gangs, ana by intoxicants; 5) truancy; h)
assaultive compulsion. In analyzing his own deficiencies one
by one, he concludes that he has made great strides for improve-
ment. He feels especially that the relaxed axmosphere at The
Village as well as the responsibilities placed on him in New
York City Detention Home have taught him to use other means to
accomplish his ends, and have also decreased his inner feelings
_ of tenseness. In reference to truancy, he is aware that he now
attends school and seeks an education, but that this is hampered
by his problematical demeanor in the classrooms. He is, at
times, discontent because of the length of residence required
of him at the Village. However, when the purpose of this policy
is explained to him in terms of developing a certain innateness
of attitudes through a longer period of time, he becomes inter-
ested in the psycho-dynamics of behavior and the functions of
rehabilitative systems and asks for a long discussion on these
subjects. Thus he has accepted the fact that he is expected to
attain the usual form-promotions, and has clearly understood
the responsibilities involved in this process.
However, there is one attitude -syndrome which perceptibly pat-
terns Billy's personality. That is his conquest-compulsion.
The boy insists that he has set himself certain goals. He em-
phasizes the fact that he must always prove himself powerful
and capable enough to achieve these, and that he strives toward
them with almost calculated obsession. Thus he relates that
when he deals with girls, he is not actually interested in hav-
ing sexual relations with them. He merely wants to arrive at
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the point where, having brought them to a phase of passion, he
is sure of their consent if he wanted such.
In the school situation a similar pattern exists. He is at-
tempting to manipulate the teacher into such a position where
his good reports will just about balance his bad ones, so that
the instiructor will be stymied in making out official complaints.
When he has manipulated a situation in this manner, he senses
his power over another person and innerly gloats. The few times
that negative reports have been handed in on him, merely evidence
that he miscalculated the extent of his demeanor or the irrita-
tion-reaction of the other person involved. It is in the same
way that Billy speaks of wanting to attain the mayoralty of The
Village. As in all the other matters, he feels that once he
has attained his end-in-view, he will, like so many times be-
fore, lose interest in the retention of this power. Fully cog-
nizant of this fact, he is greatly worried by it. He expresses
anxiety as to whether this streak will block him from holding
positions in life for a longer period of time. He wonders what
will become of him if this fear materializes. He has been re-
peatedly assured that there must be some aims vhich would offer
him enough security, so as to make him content, not only in the
attainment of the goal, but so that he would experience an equal
satisfaction in its long-term retention.
This conquest-compulsion can possibly be traced to Billy’s atti-
tudes towards the family. He recalls quite vividly the time of
his stepfather's courtship. He was then twelve years old and,
sitting in the living room of their apartment, he was able to
witness and draw implications of sexual acts idiich occurred be-
hind the curtain of the adjoining room. As Billy remembers his
feelings at the time, "I felt quite left out, and sort of angry
at my mother." Today these feelings have not changed. They are
characterized by ambivalence toward the mother. He knows that
the mother loves and has been indulgent of him. However, he
feels that there is no real reciprocal feeling on his part.
There is only apathy. He is much more drawn to the stepfather,
about whom he relates only pleasant things. There is some guilt
and some frustration in this relationship to the mother. Pos-
sibly these cause Billy's inner feelings of inadequacy and in-
security. To overcome them he must repeatedly prove himself
capable and powerful. This self-elevating drive borders on nar-
cissism. It is probably this self-love which incapacitates him
only too often from forming adequate relationships with others
if he has nothing to gain by them. Actually, he has never for-
given the mother for her remarriage. Though he bears no hos-
tility whatsoever toward the stepfather, an undercurrent of it
has at times been channeled toward the mother. Yet, whenever
Billy needs something material in life, she will be the first
one approached.
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Billy’s plans for the future ere not as yet too well defined.
He states that he is tired of traveling, and believes that if
he can obtain a position he likes, he will become sessile. He
is thinking of having the stepfather help him to find a job
in the post office. If this does not materialize he would
like to attend a cooking school. He desires to live within
his own home and hopes that he will be able to dissociate
himself completely from colored groups and gangs in the
neighborhood.
Billy’s prognosis seems good. He has never run away from the
school or his problems. Introspection has helped him to vinder-
stand some of his actions as well as to modify them. He has
been consistently receptive to interpretation and to guidance
efforts. His precocious worldliness may help him in the long
run. He is now in second form and will be sixteen years old
in November. There is still some question as to whether he is
actually fifteen or sixteen at the present time, but this is
immaterial. It is felt that he will attain graduate form over
the normal period of time, then return to the home. It is,
furthermore, believed that Billy ought to be motivated to learn
a trade for the remainder of his residence, as this will equip
him to deal with life more adequately than his present assign-
ment.
Problems and Recommendations:
1. Billy’s father died as a result of an accident when
the boy was about one year of age. The mother remarried in
1938. She is fairly well integrated and accepting of the boy,
but may have, at times, indulged him. The stepfather is a
stable person; he likes Billy. Both mother and stepfather ap-
pear to be enxious to help him to re-adjust himself to the
community. He will return to their home when he is ready to
leave The Village.
2. As a result of the early death of his father, Billy
grew up during the most formative years of his life in a more
or less feminine environment. He was reared by the mother who
had to go to work in order to support herself; adequate super-
vision was, therefore, missing. There was also a lack of
healthy masculine identification. The stepfather’s entry into
the home did not remedy the situation in that Billy resented
the feet that he had to share the mother’s love and attention
with this stranger.
Outlets were sought in associations with older, sophis-
ticated, and unscrupulous men and women. Though Billy was well
developed physically, he did not possess the emotional maturity
to cope with these situations; yet, he had experiences far be-
yond those usual for his age group. Confusion regarding his
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aims and goals, consequently, persisted, or even grew. The
lack of identification might he a partial cause for Billy’s
vacillation of behavior and for his choice of poor goal -values.
It will be important to have him attain the point where he
will retain the goals he has achieved, regardless of environ-
ment and associations.
3. For reasons not clearly established, Billy suffers
from insecurity and a sense of inferiority. These feelings
may be due to race-consciousness, or possibly the result of
the emotionally xmsatisfactory home situation. A strong
need for prestige to compensate for frustrations in other
areas has been developed. It has, at times, taken on the form
of a drive for the opportunity of exercising power without an
interest or desire to follow through when this goal was achieved.
At other times, this insecurity has expressed itself in \mfor-
tunately aggressive behavior without regard for the delicate
problems of interpersonal and interracial relationships.
Little progress in the direction of a more constructive
approach to future goals has been made. Thera.peutic follow-up
is desirable. The case is to be referred to the psychiatrist
for interpretation and guidance.
4. Billy's commitment was the result of two incidents of
assault, associated with requests for money. Actually, the boy
does not appear to be very delinquent, and there has been no
such behavior during his residence at The Ville^e. Perhaps
there is some relation between these acts and Billy's need for
attaining power, of which the possession of money is merely
symptomatic.
5. The boy is of normal status but slightly overweight.
His general health has been good.
6. Billy is of average intelligence. There has been a
slight gain in some school subjects and a loss in others. His
present grade level is 5.8. Classroom behavior has been re-
ported as improved.
Vocational placement has been in the central kitchen.
There his work and attitudes were good. In the houseboy as-
signment -R^ich he obtained recently, he has shown loyalty. Yet,
it is felt that hie personality tends to cause difficulties in
this type of assignment as it emphsjsizes a position of prefer-
ence in the cottage organization. A change in placement is,
therefore, recommended.
7. Billy is well developed physically, but his posture is
very poor. His participation in sports is limited, though his
prowess and strength are not questioned. There seems to be
some fear on his part that in this type of competition he might
not attain the top position. He has asked to be pieced on the
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football team in the fall. This move should be encouraged.
Conclusion ; Billy's adjustment to The Village has not been
as rapid as was expected in the light of his excellent re-
ports from Youth House. He was promoted to second form in
citizenship standing in June, 19^5. Graduation will probably
I
be attained only over a long period of time, possibly in
June, 19^6 .
Transfer to another vocational assignment should be
considered. No other changes in program are recommended.
As can be seen, Billy was helped most by all the things in which he od-
tained prestige. When his ingratiating manner did not suffice to attain his
ends, he became discontented. His city-sophistication made the simpler en-
vironment of the school a difficult one to bear. His cottage life with
various types of adult personalities proved also to be a difficult adjust-
ment for him. In each new situation this power "look at me" striving oc-
curred. After this study, a vocational assignment geared more to future
practical purposes was given to him. For a while he continued to forge
ahead. However, as Billy became almost seventeen, he ran away from The Vil-
lage and was never located. The feeling at the time was that this boy had
made considerable strides in social progress, that he had learned a great
deal of social and communal living, and that therefore he would probably ad-
just to the life situation.
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CHAPTER IX
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON TREATMENT
So far this study has been predicated upon factual description, under-
lying philosophy, background statistics, instance-examples, and case his-
tories .
After exploring such a wide area of endeavor, it is difficult to ar-
rive at specific or mathematical conclusions. However, in this Chapter an
attempt will be made to discuss some of the aforementioned material in the
light of sociologic principles and psychological d3rnamics.
Discussion will center around the topic questions posed, and the con-
text of the attempted reply will perhaps help to clarify the treatment as-
pects and treatment applications as used within Chilarens Village.
What operational principles in a controlled environment help the unaajusted
child?
Controlled environment as used in this thesis can be considered synon-
ymous with planned environment. Control is not to be confused with disci-
pline, when discipline is connoted to mean order or punishment. Control,
however, actually refers to discipline problems. Dr. Real defines disci-
pline problems as "when something in the attitude or behavior of a group
tends to block or disturb the leader in his attempts to establish or main-
tain order". Thus, control does not refer predominantly to the physical
tools, such as the supervision offered or possibly the restrictions (such
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fas walls) that may be existant in an institution.
It is a careful planning for an individualized approach which
necessitates a critical selection of the proper and most fitting
conditions for growth within the institutional environment. . .
It also includes the possibility of balancing different spheres
of activity against each other which is possible because the
whole life of the child takes place within an institution.^
The concepts of selective intake and balanced grouping, previously
discussed, showed clearly that a controlled environment will not base its
acceptance of a child on the degree of badness with which he is labelled,
nor on the offense with which he has annoyed society. Rather it will con-
sider his needs, and whether the school with its program can meet those
needs. Nor will a controlled environment let itself be used as a last
dumping ground when other means have failed. If it did, the number of "bad
apples" or very difficult boys would throw the balanced atmosphere out of
its balance.
There are at least three areas in a child's life in which he may have
been vmable to adjust. A child may lack adjustment in only one area, or in
several concurrently. These are: the family, the school and the community
Does a controlled environment as described in this paper comprise these
three aspects? To be sure, it is' an artificial set-up, but in its setting
it compares to the reality of the above three areas. The family is not
only the whole group, but specifically the selected cottage group in which
the child is placed. It is a psychological home atmosphere without requir-
ing the fixed attachment ties to cottage parents which a boy usually makes
to his own parents. It is knowr^ for example, that many problems can arise
1 Fritz Redl, "Group Psychological Elements in Discipline Problems,*
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
,
XIII: 1, p. 77, January, 19^5*
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within a family which will influence the boy's behavior, auch as death of a
parent, sibling rivalry, and the like. Under favorable circumstances, such
situations can be handled while the child remains within the home.
At times, however, the fact that the child remains in his present
environment and continues to be exposed to the same influences that
have caused his difficulties is an obstacle to a successful treat-
ment approach and makes removal to a different situation advisable.
This seems to be the case if either the process has reached a stage
where a more permanent outside influence becomes necessary or if
other members of the group become irritated by the patient's misbe-
havior and prevent successful treatment.^
For the child whose problems lie within school adjustment. The Village
focusses upon the boy's individual needs in terms of catering to his inade-
quacies and strengthening his assets. The academic program staff is pre-
pared to understand this boy's behavior, and to cope with it accordingly.
The child who does nox adjust in the community, by being placed in a
controlled environment, discovers a new community. Only this time, it is
one that can flex itself to meet the child's asocial trends or behavior,
and deal with it, in its own therapeutic fashion.
We have found frequently that the somewhat impersonal atmosphere of
an institutional set-up is preferred by children who cannot bear
the emotional demands of a foster home, either because their at-
tachment to their families is too strong to permit the transfers
of such ties to strangers, or because previous emotional frustra-
tions make it impossible for them to accept the warmth and affec-
tion of a normal home.^
It can be seen that this factor should be borne in mind much more than the
"offense" to society, when placing a child for foster group care. As mat-
ters stand at present, the controlled environment must often ward off those
2 Rudolf Hirschberg, "Placement of Maladjusted Children in a Con-
trolled Environment," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XI:2, p. 507>
April, 19^2.
5 Rudolf Hirschberg, "Significance and Interdependence of Group At-
mosphere and Admission Policies in Institutional Training Programs,"
Illinois Psychiatric Journal, IV; 1, p. 6, 19^ .
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boyg who are shunted to them by the community on the baaie of the commun-
ity's fear of them, rather than on the basis of "treating" the child. One
can be certain that serious delinquency or lack of adjustment cannot be met
merely by stricter discipline or change of location. Rather it is a total
constructive program that is called for. In this respect the controlled
environment with its carefully planned community and its program offers the
answer.
What, then, are the constructive factors which are an integral part of
the controlled environment we talk of? First of all, the controlled enviroi||-
ment, when it accepts the child, and still better, after the child has been
in residence for a period of time, is clearly cognizant and aware of the
child's needs, his inner conflicts, his types of behavior. It is also
ready, because of the technically trained staff and its various developed
systems, to cope with this child in such a way as to produce a lasting
change of personality. Not only is a physical home created; there is cre-
ated a psychological home atmosphere. Not only is the child sent to the
academic program in school, but he is treated within the school for his in-
adequacies, his needs, and his individual problems as well. Norn only is
the child placed in a community (the campus with its rules and ways of tak-
ing care of infractions), but he is placed in a community not afraid of his
misbehavior, and ready to cope with such misbehavior with its own method-
ology when such arises. It does not expel the child. It does not impose
the type of punishment which can be recognized only as a negativism, or as
a parental authoritarianism, but each punishment has its counterpart in a
plan to develop citizenship, to instill thought as to causal behavior and
community consequences, and to mould the personality in as constructive a
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way as possible.
This type of controlled environment is often regarded by case workers
as but an elaboration of case work techniques in which relationships are
extended between case worker and client to all areas of personal life.
The idea of "normality" as a controlling concept in correctional
experience, especially as used in the "get well" sense, presumes
that growth is essentially a matter of maturation and development
from within; and that maturity is a "balance of function within
the individual himself" * . . Variations or deviations from the
mode, recognized in conduct by their offensive quality, ere pre-
sumed to be the result of the intrusion of alien factors. The
task of correction thus beccanes one of searching out, and, as far
as possible, eliminating or avoiding the disease process in the
millieu; administering palliatives (supportative or other therapy),
providing a congenial physical and social atmosphere; and waiting
until the regenerative processes occur. It is implied that if
such conditions are met, the capacity of the personality for re-
newed growth will be assured; that capacity for normal response
follows the mere provisions of "normal" surroundings; that the in-
dividual will be freed to meet, as well as his natural endowment
will permit, all the usual experiences of life.^
It has been recognized by many educators and psychiatrists that time is an
added factor. That, given this stabilizing environment, the personality
will settle, and that there will be transfused from the outer environment
on to the inner personality a tranquility which permits the more adequate
handling of life situations as they arise.
The process of education * . . must be regarded as a task of accul-
turation in Kdiich activities of all areas of living are controlled
and guided in the light of the steps which must be taken to get
the child to reconstruct his experiences and relationships on in-
creasingly mature levels and to find a role in the social life
which contributes to social harmony . . • achieving self realiza-
tion, high regard for human relationships, economic efficiency and
civic responsibility . . . through the promotion of group activities
in which the constituent individuals become charged with the re-
sponsibility for both developing and carrying out plans for the
4 Charles A. TJllman, "The Educational Process in a Controlled En-
vironment," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XIII ; 1, p. 89, April,
1943.
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group enterprise . • . "-with an environment abounding in emotions,
attitudes, ideas, plans, techniques, activities, and personalities
that make living for social goals a preferred way of individual
wishfulfillment
.
The controlled environment as it exists at Childrens Village does not
create, as so many other institutions do, the groups of the activity-privi-
leged and the activity-underprivileged. Each boy, at all times, is aware
that he is an integral part of The Village program, with the same partici-
pation-allowance as others. In other institutions one frequently finds,
and this the writer knows by first-hand experience, a mode of group life
where children work against or in spite of the adult. In Childrens Village
they work with the adult. There is healthy competition, and not a hostile
competition-climate. In spite of the group life which exists as a treat-
ment medium, there is room left in the program for privacy, and construc-
tive loafing. The program is not overburdened with continual activity or
routinized.
The controlled environment by virtue of its flexibility takes into
account the developmental taste patterns as they are related to age groups.
Thus, a young child who likes to be fussed over in order to feel loved will
get this care. While the older adolescent, endeavoring to emancipate him-
self from the world above him, will be given enough responsibilities to
taste the independence he is striving for.
In Childrens Village, there exists a balanced recreation diet. The
purpose of it is educational, recreational and expressional. It is not
used as a blackmail threat or a pxmishment medium. It is used for growth.
5 Ibid.
,
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The group psychological atmosphere is based on knovm psychiatric con-
cepts. The cottages are balanced, end sociogrems made of them periodically
will indicate whether shifts of boys ere indicated or vfliether a wholesome
group relationship exists therein. The program, as stated before, is bal-
anced. There is no desire, as the old theorists proposed, to create an
overfetigue, so the child will be too tired to get into mischief. Rather,
it is known that overfatigue only leads to lower levels of stimulation.
A boy too tired to feel happy will indulge in activities, such as sex,
group misbehavior, etc., -wdiich do not require a controlled thinking on his
part.
Most important of all, the relationship between The Village life end
community life is stressed often. This facilitates a boy's final transi-
tion to his home town once he graduates, and does not make him feel that
he has been "getting along OK" in a special school.
I
It can be seen easily that the relative absence of artificial means,
the freedom of expression and movement, the pl anned guidance of the per-
sonnel, the spiced but simple program—all contribute to a total climate
«diich will nurture development along socially and emotionally more mature
lines. It is in this way that the controlled environment as it exists at
The Village helps the boy.
What do the special systems of the controlled environment at Childrens
Village contribute to the getting well of the child?
In the previous section, we discussed the psychological elem.ents or
operational principles which make up the controlled environment. Now we
|
shall deal with the specific systems predicated on these elements.
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"Balanced grouping" pieces the child in an atmosphere of heterogene-
ity, where he finds personalities which counteract and nullify eech other’s
negative effects, end strengthen, through the use of the various positive
leaders in the group, that mode of attitude and living which is considered
socially acceptable.
"Selective intake" sifts out those who would have no positive contri-
bution to make to the total of the school, those who would be a burden in
terms of morale, and those who are impossible to work writh in a given set-
ting of limitations. It enables the school to carry on a program constitu-
ent of persons who can effect a good morale and where there is little pos-
sibility of any particular behavior or personality trait dominating the
group
.
"Positive group atmosphere" is created not only by the adults who are
in the leadership role and set given examples of behavior, but by the
specific modes of living and philosophy which \mderlie the administration
and treatment of the individual child, as well as the group within Chil-
I
drens Village. If the psychological outer environment provides outlets,
security, some affection, and caring, it wrill carry over to the child, who
for lack of one of these has been miserable and enacted some problems of
misbehavior as a result.
"Booster push" is a mode of facilitating those rebuffs or punitive
actions which are hard to bear. The dean becomes the stem father image
who metes out the punishment to fit the deed in a purely authoritative
role. But counterbalanced by that bitter pill, there is the social worker
to whom the child can run to get the soothing effect that is often given
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by a mother. This may take the form of pure supportive therapy, encourage-
I
ment to see a situation through, and interpretation. As a specific mode
of lessening the peinfulness of having done wrong or being punished, this
is one of the most worthwhile and effective techniques. It helps a child
to carry on in spite of the obstacles, and to realize that adult roles ere
not, of necessity, all authoritative and "not \mderstanding" of him.
I
"The Psychiatric Clinic" is an important core in the child's security
existence at The Village. It helps him to feel: "Here is a person wdio
accepts me as I am, who is interested in me, whom I can come to and pour
my troubles out to, and who, above all, seems to understand. Here I can
shed my grief, my guilt, my inner feelings. Here I can confess my inner
self, my dreams, my hopes. My social worker is my buddy ... my sponsor
... my friend. It is good to have this person be with me and near me
while I am struggling with myself and my surroundings."
"The Youth Government" is a great tool in helping the child reflect
on the culture in which he lives. It is here that he realizes the exis-
tence of a mode of living in which any action by one member will affect
the rest of the group. By seeing others become punished, taxed, repri-
manded, and by partaking in this system, he senses not only the essence of
democracy end sociel harmony, but the need for such rules, regulations,
and authority as he himself will mete out or be meted out to.
"The problem study conmittees" play a special role in the child's
thinking. He realizes that for the planning of his activity end progress,
a whole group of persons is involved. First of all, it makes him feel that
he is worth the consideration of these people. Secondly, he knows that any
decision made is made es a grcxip for him with his welfare in mind. There-
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fore, no one person can ever bear his hostility, if such should bo the re-
action to any of the committee’s decisions. Usually, though, because a
conmiittee does decide, rather than an individual, he accepts the plans
more gracefully.
”The Citizenship-form promotion-program*’ helps the child in realizing
the very practical ways of living. The form promotion in itself is an in-
centive for healthy competition. By form standing other boys and adults
can gage a boy’s responsibility-threshhold, and this the boy himself knov/s.
He also knows that one essential factor in fom promotion is adequate so-
cial behavior in his home cottage life. It means doing chores in the cot-
tage, just as he might do them at his own home. It means being social,
i.e., getting along with one’s neighbor buddies, enemies and cottage par-
ents. It means contributing something to the group in a spirit of coopera-
tion and good fellowship. An ability to do this will earn him standing
and reward. Not doing it will mean a longer residence, less privileges,
less respect from other members of the group.
"The money-v^ork plan" teaches the value of money, something which is
important in the life of any individual. "How hard is it to earn, how easy
is it to spend, how can I be happy with what I have? If I want luxuries,
I must save, and save. I can only be earning by hand work. This is the
only way I can earn my money, not by being nice to someone. I have to show
that I can produce." Outside of instilling this particular practical atti-
tude in a boy, it provides a means for him to save larger sums so that he
can buy upon graduation, whatever he may have set his heart on.
Thus, looking at the total picture derived from the special systems,
one can glean this: An initial sifting out process allows the school to
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take in boys •who are considered capable of absorbing the program and bene-
I
fitting thereby. By vir'tue of its variety of systems, the program pro-
vides a constructive a'tmosphere and group climate, allowing for social
growth. It allov/s children to form relationships with adults or others in
their groups. That is the essence of cottage life, and it teaches them to
get along and to cooperate -with their neighbors. The citizenship form
promotion program^ provides incentives and healthy competition. The money-
work plan teaches values to be ingested. The dean’s authority over the
home life depar'fcment sets up standards to be emulated. The Youth Govern-
ment teaches living democracy. The Psychiatric Clinic will take care of
the inner problems, backed up by positive atti'tudes on 'the part of the
group
.
l?Vhat type of child can usually be helped by group care in ja controlled en-
vironment?
The director of Childrens Village does not believe in categorizing
boys by their offenses or overt behavior. Therefore, when we speak of a
type of child, we speak of a type in terms of his needs. The following
types usually benefit by group care
:
A. The rejected child
,
has been hurt and struggles for acceptance
by those who reject him and does not want to form new attachments
to substitute parents. He is usually insecure in such relation-
ships if he attempts them and is suspicious of those t^o attempt
to show him affection. If he can find real success in the more
impersonal environment of group life, he will gain sufficient
confidence and security so that he can accept guidance and resolve
his original conflicts. He can then begin to establish new per-
sonal relationships.
B. Strong family ties should not be threatened for either parent
or child by placing the child, in a foster hom.e where the child is
expected to form new mother and father attachments.
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C. Experience with peers in many cases, a fxmdamental need for
institutional placement. The ever indulgent youngster viho has be-
come self centered will respond to the give and take care of group
living. The vintrained youngster will make rapid strides in
"catching up" with his age group in acquiring habits which will
produce acceptable social standards.
D. Simplification of life is indicated for some children. A
group pattern is set up in some institutions which limits the num-
ber of decisions the child needs to make. He finds it possible to
exist comfortably and thus is available for treatment. As he re-
sponds to treatment, group support is gradually withdrawn until
the youngster gains the ability to make correct decisions in nor-
mal home and community life once more.
E. The socially inadequate youngster who has failed in all groups
may be assisted in a controlled group environment where all group
activities come tuader one administration. It is possible to ar-
range a program in which self confidence is established by assur-
ing success in an area where the youngster's greatest capabilities
lie. As he gains security through success, he may be able to
tackle the weak areas of his activity.
F. Immaturity in emotional development is a quality that would in-
dicate institutional placement. Youngsters viho are shallow in
their emotional response will find it difficult to make emotional
attachments and would fail in foster homes. They neither love nor
hate and are irresponsible in their activities. Group life of an
impersonal nature with simple cause and effect treatment helps
such a youngster adjust. Successful adjustment may help toward a
maturing process in the emotional area.
G. Children with a combination of problems may need institutional
care only because it is possible to bring together in an institu-
tion a higher concentration of professional personnel than may be
found in the coramiinity . Yliere teachers, social workers and an
understanding home life department within an institution can co-
ordinate their efforts under one administration, a more sensitive
professional approach can be focussed on a youngster than can be
accomplished in the best clinic in a loosely-knit comratinity.^
Loosely speaking, any child who is considered as not being able to
profit from home or foster home care, can profit by foster group care.
6 Harold Strong, "A Long Range View of Childrens Institutions,"
The Proceedings of the National Conference of Juvenile Agencies, V 42: 2,
p. 38, February, 1938.
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Vtliether the boy has offended society or not is immaterial to whether or not
he benefits by this program. Many a boy mAio has refused to attend school
in his hmetown, for example, volxmtarily will attend the school at The
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Village, once he finds out that some academic courses are definitely re-
lated to his favorite shop assignment. The rejected child is not forced to
form new attachments. The boy with strong family ties need not have his
love for the parents severed in group living. The boy who needs experience
with peers has to learn group-living. The boy who is shallow in his emo-
tional responses, who can neither love nor hate, at least can be taught the
principles of cause and effect. In this respect The Village has been suc-
cessful with a number of boys who diagnostically were labelled as psycho-
paths •
Boys with similar conflicts can easily manifest those conflicts in
varying modes of behavior or offenses. Vice versa, boys who have committed
the same kind of offense or manifested the same behavior do not necessarily
have the same conflicts or problems. Though one cannot easily categorize
dogmatically about which child gets well, this much can be said; The Vil-
lage is equipped to deal and cope with the needs of certain types of chil-
dren, children comprised in the nosology just enumerated. The study of the
many treatment facilities presented and discussed in this paper, as well as
the first-hand knowledge of this writer, indicate that The Village usually
succeeds in helping its boys achieve a more adequate adjustment to life.
To test this statement more practically, let us turn for a moment to
the cases presented in a previous chapter (VIII).
Harry was essentially a rejected child, with a mother iidio for profes-
sional purposes turned toward other men. His father had absconded and there
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was a lack of father identification. He wes unhappy, a show-off, and a
"toughie". He became involved in various delinquencies against property.
In The Village he was able to form relationships, get father-authoritarian
substitutes, finally absorb some of the standards, and dissolve some of his
inner conflicts emanating from his previous insecurity.
Bernard was likewise a rejected child. The father had left for the
Army, the mother focussed upon the sister. Restrained behavior was required
of him, but he could not quite make the grade. Gradually he withdrew, be-
came seclusive, sought happiness in sexual episodes, and vented his wrath
in temper tantrums. In The Village, he became part of the group life, where
he did not have to vie for ai'fection, where he developed security in a shop
situation in which he was ”tops”, and where he could pour out some of his
feelings to an understanding social worker and be accepted with his "bad
doings". Gradually, confidence was restored in him. He crawled out of his
shell, and tenseness and many other symptoms disappeared.
Robert was actually a socially inadequate youngster. Standards in the
home were unacceptable, poverty and ignorance prevailed. Self-conscious of
this, he failed to make an adjustment in school, started life with a devi-
ant neighborhood gang, composed of other socially insecure youngsters. The
Villagetook him in hand severely, imposed some standards, but let the other
values be transfused to him from group living. Slowly he identified more
with the whole group, sensing that he was not inadequate with his intelli-
gence and leadership assets, finally was channeled into social activities
in the Youth Government, and there found that he was superior in adequacy
to others. This security gave him a completely different outlook on life.
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Fred, again, can be regarded as a rejected child with social inadequacy
feelings. Coming from a home where the father married another unloving
woman after the mother's death, he felt, as the youngest child, quite lost.
He rebelled severely against the situation. Fosterhome placement was tried
and failed, as the boy could not form new substitute attachments. Yet, in
the group life in The Village, he found a fraternity-house style where fel-
lowship and playing the game together seemed to be more important than
1 ove -attachments . In the print shop he excelled. In the social worker he
found, later on, some adequate emotional relationship. Fred became a dif-
ferent boy in many ways.
Billy was a boy with a combination of problems. He was rejected by a
mother nho remarried. He was physically overgrown for his age. In seeking
pleasure outlets, he had been led to some of the sophisticated life of Har-
lem, with its emphasis upon being quite a powerful man, fast living, and
other allied things. He needed simplification of life, he needed a voca-
tional and prestige security of a different kind. He needed a place where
his overt physical rebelliousness manifested by aggression could be handled
and \mderstood. The Village, for one of his age, offered these simple ways
of achieving status, and thou^ some problems remained within him, as he
ran away end did not graduate, even at that time it was felt that he had
improved considerably.
Vi.'hat additional factors beyond The Village program are pertinent to a boy's
getting well or staying well?
Some other factors must be borne in mind in relation to the question
of who gets well and who does not. These shoiild not be considered extrane-
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ous to the discussion at hand, because, after all. The Village's efforts
are coordinated with the outside community conditions. The Village knows
it does not take the child out of a vacuum, nor does it think that treat-
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ment completely stops the moment a boy leaves. Thus a child who has a long
lasting pattern of non-conformism in the home community, one which is based
on emotional conflicts of very early life, is obviously one who will be
more difficult to work with than a boy with less deeply rooted problems.
So the chronicity of the illness has a bearing on whether the boy will get
well quickly, or whether treatment will be at all effective.
Another matter that non-institutional people never consider is the
family's attitude back home. Regardless of whether this boy is a protected
child or a rejected child, much of his thinking and believing is still tied
up with family thinking and attitudes. If the family or agency will coop-
erate in the treatment efforts made by The Village, the boy will sense a
imited front. If they do not, the boy sees divided adult opinion. In such
a case it is only natural for him to take refuge in the opinion of the
people he knows back home, this, as an evasive attempt to persevere in his
resistance to treatment efforts and to getting well. Under such circum-
stances he is likely not to get well fast or not at all, because first of
all he is thrown into a confusional thinking by split adult opinion.
Secondly, until such time as he can accept one philosophy of living as
emanated by The Village, he will not settle down, and will manifest previ-
ous satis faction-behavior.
The boy's acceptance of The Village program is in part based upon the
acceptance of the program by his parents. Yet his acceptance, independently
arrived at, is paramount. Does he really want to be helped and is he him-
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self cognizant that if he perseveres in his former ways of behavior he will
get into serious difficulties and be unhappy in the long run? If he is,
he will want help. If he thinks otherwise, i.e., consiaers himself rail-
roaded, "sent up the river," and cannot be changed from this attitude, he
may stick out his residence with a certain passivity, marking time, out-
wardly conforming, but manifesting no basic inner change. And lastly, but
not least, what kind of severe or "abnormal" home, school, or comnunity
situation does the boy return to? Inner strengths gained to cope with
certain situations can again be broken down and crumbled if the initial
situation that the boy must face upon his release is too severe a testing
ground. A boy who returns to 'what was formerly a home of arguments and
now finds the parents separated, with the mother a confirmed alcoholic and
prostitute, as well as a local community opinion that the whole family are
a bunch of rotten criminals, is immediately, by virtue of strong outer
pressures, forced back into a behavior pattern which cannot be the one
which he manifested in a normal community living at The Village,
Thus the child who gets well and adjusts adequately would be one who
1) has not too long a pattern of negativism and conflict, 2) found a united
adult philosophy in regard to his situation, 5) accepted the facx that he
needed help and could get this at The Village, returns to a situation
where his inner strengths acquired during "Village" residence will not be
imnediately and completely destroyed by an extreme pressure situation.
What type of boy cannot be handled, and why, in this specialized setting?
Logically speaking, this subject would stipulate the opposite criteria
mentioned in the previous section. A child who has had a life-long pattern
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of lack of adjustment or a specific pathological aajustment, as would fall
into one of the psychiatric categories (such as compulsive, obsessional
neurosis, schizophrenia, etc.]^ would not profit. As a rule this type, just
as feebleminded children, is not accepted, so it pretty much eliminates the
possibility of failure. The child who finds his parents or home town agen-
cy continually disputing the treatment set forth by the administration is
likely to be more confiised. The child who comes to serve time, with utter
disregard, even after a period of residence, of citizenship training and
character development, will profit leas. In the Childrens Village system,
some treatmental philosophies exist which will counterbalance these two
last negative points. Thus, it is a social worker's joo to obtain by in-
terpretation the cooperation of the individuals back home. Likewise, it
is almost impossible for a boy who thinks he has been railroaded to reside
at The Village for a length of time, and not to feel somewhere along the
line that this involves more than serving time, especially when his social
workers make continuous efforts to interpret to him the purpose of his
residence. The advantage of such a controlled environment really is that
no one person bears the hostility of a child for whatever he may regard as
authoritarian, treatment, punitive or other type of action. He can only
focus hate on the system and not easily on one individual.
Regardless of this concept, there are some children who do not profit
from residence, or who cannot be handled properly, and therefore do not
get well. The words "handled properly" are more often than not connected
with the welfare of the group or the school as a whole . In terms of types
of behavior, it would include at least those boys who have more than a
passive resistance to their placement and who, despite all techniques and
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methods, become aggressive, subversive leaders, disturbing the equilibrium
of the group. Specifically, in terms of behavior rather than needs, this
would comprise the chronic runaway boy, on whom all methods of persuasion,
kindness, security-instillation, psychotherapy, environmental manipulation
have failed. Secondly, it would include the over -aggress ive, assaultive
individual who "blows up" at any provocation, and whose behavior is so bi-
zarre and acute that he virtually becomes a threat, not so much to the
morale of the institution, but to the physical well-being and safety of a
group. Whether for these individuals, a closer, more restricted atmosphere
is healthier or not is a matter of individual thought. Needless to say,
that if, after acceptance of a boy and a fair period of residence, either
type of behavior cannot be controlled, he is transferred or expelled.
Additionally, there are boys who have profited by Village residence and
made progress, and who, when returned to the community, do not do so well.
Usually, they fall into one of the negative categories mentioned before in
this section.
On the other hand, there are definite limitations on just how well a
controlled environment can make a child. If he is returned to an agency,
a community or parents who do not want him physically or will not shoulder
further adequate plans for supervision and help, he is tossed out into a
merciless world, a vacuum where he must shift for himself. Often the lack
of supervision, a not quite refined enough emotional maturity for the un-
usual situation, or a renewed acute rejection, is too nuch to bear. The
person discharged from the hospital for appendicitis still needs a period
of convalescence. So these children who have been under treatment to make
their acutely suffering personalities more wholesome still need an addi-
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tional period of planning to settle them into the new and different situa-
tion which may exist in their particular community or home.
Lastly, there are some problems for which there is as yet no known
cure. Thus a boy with many behavior problems will emerge from The Village
"made better" in most of them, more cognizant of them, and likely to aajust
more adequately. However, he may not be one hundred per cent well insofar
as harmonial living with the community is concerned, even if he does obtain
after-care. A boy sent in with behavior of fingernail biting, stealing,
temper tantrums, and continuous homosexual activity, is likely to return to
the community with an emotional maturity and well-being which will have
eliminated his fingernail biting, stealing and temper tantrums. However,
his homosexual trend, firstly because of biological constituency, and sec-
ondly because of lack of heterosexual reinforcement, may persevere. Yet
though it persevere, he may have leas anxiety about it, and more understand-
ing of it. Therefore, he will gear his actions so that they are not too
compulsive, and will not involve him in additional difficulties.
What difference, if any, exists the treatment methods used on certain
types of children at Childrens Village?
It is somewhat easier to discuss the methodology than the specific re-
sults. The latter would be based on statistical information of which there
is little available. The former is rooted in more factual psychiatric and
sociologic principles.
In order to discuss this topical question, one somewhat has to revise
the focus of thinking of a boy in terms of his needs. The admission of a
boy to group care and his treatment are based, true enough, on the needs.
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But the treatment becomes definitive toward the behavior which a boy mani-
fests because of the underlying needs. It has been pointed out before that
there is no necessary relationship between personality structure and type
of offensive behavior. Though there is no mathematical relationship betweer
the two, it must be conceded that, insofar as both behavior and needs are
existent in the same individual, both aspects have to be considered.
Above, in Chapter VI, we talked of the handling of certain types of
children. We discussed the aggressive, the seclusive, the runaway, the
sexual problem boy, and others. We showed then that certain different
methods are used on these children. We indicated that the aggressive is
handled firmly but kindly, that the seclusive is being given an opportunity
to develop his asset areas and derive some inner security therefrom and that
he was subject to less inhibiting or authoritarian action. We said that
the sexual problem is usually handled individually between psychiatrist,
social worker, and dean. So, en toto, we discussed specific behavior types,
and specific methods used to combat or diminish or change this behavior.
Now let us lump all the specific behavior types together into one
group and dissect them from this group in a different fashion. In terms of
overt behavior, as based on needs developed through life experiences, there
are really only two main types. Behavior which is directed outward against
the environment, and behavior which is directed inward against the self.
The former, outward directed behavior is called projective behavior. The
latter, self-directed behavior is called introjective behavior. In the
former, the boy's conflicts lie between his behavioral mode of living and
society's standards. In the latter, the boy's conflicts are in himself,
between his reality living and his gratification wishes.
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Jenkins,^ Redl,® Aichorn,^ and English^^ have discussed this topic at more
detailed length.
It does not take any unusual skill to determine which behavior type
should be grouped lander the projective classification, and which should be
grouped under the intro jective. Take the delinquent boy, who has assaulted
someone, one who has violated property rights, or one who truants, or one
who runs away. The very fact that he has offended society, acted out
against exist in^ laws and expectation standards, shows that he belongs to
the projective behavior type. On the other hand, let us take the boy,
previously considered as a behavior problem or as ungovernable. He sits at
home, he has temper tantrums, he becomes involved in sex play, he is ahy,
he is nervous. He does not get along with the parents or the siblings,
though his behavior outside the home may not show quite so much of a lack
of adjustment. This boy, in school for example, will not deliberately an-
noy the teacher. He will be withdrawn, polite, day-dream.
It is commonly accepted today that a happy home will produce a happy
child. If the child becomes unhappy, this will be noticed by his becoming
a behavior problem, i.e., lacking adjustment in certain situations to the
situational setting. The Village, aware of this fact, accepts boys on the
basis of their needs. But in terms of the specific needs, one correlates
through psychiatric knowledge and experience the situations, i.e., family
7 Richard L. Jenkins, Fundamental Patterns of Maladjustment , p. 81.
8 Fritz Redl, "The Psychology of Gang Formation and the Treatment
of Juvenile Delinquents," Psychoanalytic Study of the Child , p. ^67 1945.
9 August Aichom, Wayward Youth
,
p. 187 ff*
10
English end Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living
,
p. 264 ff
.
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interrelationships, parental patterns and attitudes which have createa the
need now expressed by a certain type of behavior. Then, one sees a aevel-
|
opmental pattern for certain types.
The boy who is acting out his conflicts against society, the project ivn
behavior type, is one who hao no adequate inhibitions. Their primitive im-
pulses are expressed openly. They are unsocialized, aggressive individualsj
mostly unmindful of the social surroundings in which they live. These chil-
dren often stem from parents who are outright in their rejection, from a
home filled with bitterness and hostilities. The child is the victim of a
parental conflict situation. He feels cheatea in life, and therefore as-
sumes a pattern of behavior in which he must be the aggressor or transgres-
sor in all relationships and activities. The hostilities which he develops
are acted out in primitive satisfaction neeas. Because there is no respect
for parental values, there is no respect for authority ana rules and regu-
lations stemming from authority. Thus, since such respect does not exist,
there is no conscience about these violations against the social system,
hence no guilt. This child expects love, but receives none. Thus he lacks
affectionate ties to adults, and cannot incorporate any of their standaras
in his pattern of behavior. Furthermore, in this type of home there are
hardly standards to speak of. He is reared among selfish, inconsiaerate, i
unharmonious people.
I
This type of boy needs to have guilt created in relation to his acting
out behavior. The Village is aware of this. However, The Village is also
mindful that this boy will not make attachments to adults for tne time be-
ing, therefore not emulate their standards. This type of boy is placed in
a strict cottage. There is nothing personal that he will sense in this
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placement, as the group is sudjected to the same living conditions. His
companions, whom he can accept more easily, will transmit to him the atmos-
phere that exists in the cottage, how to cope with it in terms of obedience,
etc. In the shop, he will be placed under a strong personality with the
intention that some male identification will take place with this adult on
the basis of the boy’s interest in certain type of shop work.
In recreation he will develop good sportsmanship. Some of his aggres-
sion will be channelized in an activity he derives enjoyment from.
This boy will see the dean often. Punishments will be meted out imme-
diately. He will be made aware of the relationship between causal misbe-
havior and resulting effects. Over a period of time, this boy will develop
some relationship to adults. Perhaps it will be his social worker, or his
cottage parents, or his shop instructor. As he develops this tie, he will
accept more readily the standards these persons live by, and would like him
to live by. He will accept, because in his cottage parent's discipline he
will sense an underlying acceptance of him. AH the adults who come in
contact with him are working as a team. The social worker will interpret
to him the things which are happening to him at The Village, so with the
"outer" things that do happen, there will be an inner understanding of them
The worker becomes the buffer, he lessens the acuteness of seeming harsh
actions taken toward the boy by explaining them in the framework of the
boy's thinking. It is here that he can "blow his top", get rid of some of
the extra aggression, yet not be punished. Over a period of time, he will
accept his role in group living. He will bear the consequences of his be-
havior, and will learn thereby. The case of Harry, the chronic delinquent,
is an example in point. Here was what could be termed an a-social boy, who
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over a period of residence found an acceptance of him, ana therefore ac-
cepted The Village, to develop thereafter in more social patterns.
Thus through time, relationships, discipline, group living, and some
understanding, there develops in xhis boy a set of affectionate' ties and
standards which he did not derive from his own home. There developed a
social conscience, a sense of guilt, an awareness of the relationship be-
tween his behavioral self and society around him. It goes without saying
that, once such an awareness is developed, social growth is on its way.
The shy, seclusive, withdrawn boy, he who has internalized his behav-
ior problems, is dealt with differently because his etiology and needs
differ. This is a boy who has an excessive shell of inhibitions. His im-
pulses are denied adequate expression. A conflict develops between his
primitive urges and the repressive forces. In a child we do not see the
clinical picture of neuroticism so clearly, but we do see his withdrawal
tendencies, his fingernail biting, enuresis, etc. This type of boy usually
comes from a home with an overprotecting mother, a rigici meticulous, per-
fectionistic father. Both parents are often aloof and cold, often inhib-
ited and repressed themselves. The mother may often be hysterically ill.
Sibling rivalry will exist, if there are siblings. This type of boy does
not have much love but grows up with a dependency that is strong. His win-
ning of the parents' love is connected with pleasing them, which means re-
straining himself. There are no close emotional ties, only a continuous
struggle for love and approbation. Violation of expected behavior only
brings more rejection, disapproval, and lack of love. Such forced circum-
stances obviously reduce a child's primitive outlets and pseuao-neurotic
symptoms ( intro jective behavior) are produced. Any additional delinquency.
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if it occurs in this type of child, is superimposed on the neurotic con-
flict.
The cases of Bernard and Fred perhaps best illustrate this type of
home. What does The Village do with this child? First of all, he is the
beat candidate for eventual relationship therapy. The social worker sees
him often, encourages him, sustains him in his worries, and finally, if the
boy can accept it, will interpret some of his behavior. The social worker
also becomes a strong buffer for the boy against any disciplinary action
taken. If the boy has been in residence long enough to make the initial
adjustment to the school, if he is considered to have been given enough
boosts and encouragement, then some pressure is applied. This pressure
I consists of withholding form promotion for lack of gregariousness, just as
with the outgoing delinquent it can be withheld for anti-social acts. Here,
the dean is made, aware of the boy's needs and goes "easy". Often the boy
is not referred to the less astute Youth Court for disciplinary action, but
is punished by the dean in consultation with the social worker. One thing
is certain, his shell of inhibitions, developed over years, must be broken.
His guilt must be lessened. This is done by assigning him to a cottage
with lenient and friendly cottage parents. A cottage where the standards
are equally high as the one in which a delinquent boy is placed, but where
the standards are put into effect through a friendly, affectionate rela-
tionship atmosphere, rather than disciplinary authoritarianism. Secondly,
this boy will be placed in a shop assignment where his assets will stand
out, and wherein he can develop security. This security and its concomi-
tant soothing contentment, will, by osmosis, spread to other areas of this
boy's Village life. This can again be corroborated by reference to
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Bernard's happiness in the electric shop, and Fred's contentment in the
I
print shop. In school this boy will be given specific responsibilities to
make him feel that he is worth something, that he may do something on his
own, to push him into more independence. Eventually, this boy will be able
to form ties to adults and others in the group without restraining behavior.
His tenseness will disappear, so will some of the other symptoms. He may
become more outgoing, swing the other way, even get into horseplay. Since
this horseplay is a sign of beginning health, it is not held against the
boy until such time as he can attain an even equilibrium in his moods.
With any boy within The Village, it is the policy never to interfere
with a healthy adult-boy relationship. Thus, if a boy attaches himself to
a shop supervisor rather than a social worker, this is considered good
enough. The staff member may get help from the social worker on how to han-
dle this boy, any time he wishes.
Thus with both the boy who acts out his conflicts and the boy who in-
ternalizes them, the first step is acceptance of them as they are. In
reference to the "outgoing boy", one tries to develop a shell of conscience
through discipline and relationship. With the withdrawn, seclusive boy,
one tries to pry open the shell, reduce the anxiety and guilt, let him live,
and then begins to reestablish emotional ties and standards of behavior.
There is one more group which should briefly be discussed, though The
Village has few of these boys. This is the so-called pseudosocial boy.^^
Basically he really falls into the group or subgroup of the "projective be-
havior" boy, though his background is somewhat different. Again, The
11 Ruth Topping, "The Pseudo-social Boy," American Journal of Ortho-
psychiatry, XIII; 1 , p. 555, April, 19^5*
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Village, knowing the background etiology and needs, can channel this boy.
The paeudoaocial boy is one capable of normal responaea . Hia biggest asset
is hia loyalty to group situations. This boy basically was brought up in a
socially acceptable environment. Through an unsatisfactory relationship witi
the mother, or the failure of the paternal function, in later years of fam-
ily life he seeks hia satisfaction outlets in neighborhood deviation groups.
Naturally he easily falls under their influence. This is the boy popularly
referred to as "tough gang boy". In the gang, thouglv he develops an in-
group code of honor and loyalty and responds to the gang standards as would
I an adjusted boy to the home standards. If the group leads an a-social life,
he will be involved. Because the whole group participated, there may also
be considerable lack of guilt.
What does The Village do with this boy? Through his positive assets
of loyalty, this boy can be tied in easily with any group. Finally his
group identification will include the understanding adult leader and his
hostility armor to adults will be diminished. His group identification
gradually will become larger, embracing more than the cottage, the class or
the shop, and comprising the whole school. Once his identification with the
school group exists, there will develop on his part an acceptance of the
school standards and behavioral modes. This boy's group identification can
easily be chanelled into social activity. He often becomes mayor, judge or
some other official. The pseudosocial boy makes little use of his social
worker, as he functions better in group situations. The case of Robert be-
fore, showed a gang boy's development. First he hated The Village, then he
thought it was too lenient, proposing new rules for the others. Finally his
gang support and happiness at being on the "right side" led him toward the
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Lest anyone think that The Village pigeonholes these boys in this
fashion, the writer wishes to state that each boy is considered as an indi-
vidual case. Therefore, flexibility in any part of the treatment system can
at all times be noted. These treatment differences discussed previously in
this chapter, though, are in use when the background situation of the boy
indicates it. By first hand experience, the writer does know that some
training schools do not individualize their treatment as much as The Village
but predicate their treatment on their category set-up, which uses the words
"situational", "personality", and "pseudosocial". It is to be stressed
again that all treatment at The Village is on an individual need basis.
This Chapter's categorization was undertaken to illustrate some basic dif-
ferences in the treatment of very different types.
What is the relationship between diagnostic study and treatment of the childj
within Chi Idrens Village?
The diagnostic study is a combination of two factors. It consists
firstly of all the material in the application for a child oe that written
by a social agency, a clinic, or the parents. Secondly, it consists of the
diagnosis, prognosis, and evaluation, as specifically made by the resident
psychiatrist at intake. These two background impressions certainly do tell
us: 1) What is the child's background in terms of culture, parental situa-
tion, school adjustment? 2) What are the cnild' s problems, i.e., what is
his symptomatic behavior? 5) What needs or causes under ly this symptomatic
behavior? 4) How long has this problem seemingly existed?
Thus the diagnostic study gives us the clue as to what gave rise to
make the child, as of the present, just what he is. It shows us clearly hia
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asset areas as well as his debit areas. The problem of treatment then
arises and poses this question. Is this child a canaiaate for symptomatic
treatment or causal treatment? How can we best meet his needs in the frame-
work of the facilities at Childrens \^illage? What kind of goal expectancy
do we set up for him? What will be his prognosis if this plan works out and
he must return to the old setting, i.e., the community and the family?
Thus in staff conference, through the interpretation of the psychia-
trist, the social worker and the consultation help of other members, specif-
ic problems and treatment methods may be outlined or suggested.
The difference in treating different behavior types has already been
discussed in a previous section. Yet, one must be aware of this. The
greater part of the treatment at The Village is focussed first and primarily
on outer change. By outer change, we mean a manipulation of the environment
and the things which happen to the boy which will reduce the aymptomology of
his behavior. Thus, firstly the treatment is a symtomatic one. Secondly,
and later on in a boy's residence, concurrently, the inner change is to take
place. By inner change, we mean a working through of his attitudes and
problems in individual conferences with the social worker or psychiatrist.
Only after some period of residence, can the boy accept an explanation of
some of his behavior, the causes for it, and the relationship between his
present or past behavior and his former life experiences. Thirdly, in terms
of what has been known of this boy's previous background and developmental
patterns, he is accordingly prepared for what type of situation he must now
cope with upon his return home. This preparation is predicated not upon the
initial diagnosis, but the dynamin diagnosis arrived at by the graduation
evaluation committee. It is a prognostic diagnosis. With the latter in
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mind, the social worker must carefully plan with the boy the aometijnea
difficult transition back to the home community.
This must be recalled: A boy whose initial diagnosis as judgea by the
intake application material indicates thax The Village facilities cannot
cope or help with the problem, will be rejected as an unsuitable applicant.
Secondly that if, in the final prognostic evaluation, a boy is considered
as not finished in his treatment, i.e., his satiation level of becoming
"well" has not been reached, he will not be graduatea from the school.
So it is a careful initial etiology-search and diagnosis, showing the
needs of the boy and the type of behavior responses to those needs, upon
which treatment plans are baaed. It is the aynamic prognostic diagnosis
upon which release plana are formulated.
Can a boy become institutionalized in this controlled environment?
The theoretical answer is yes, though realistically this affects a
small number only. This statement is based on the writer’s first hand know-
ledge. There are some boys who will become increasingly resentful against
the imposed standards. They will "blow up" or run away frequently. If the
incentive of graduating is strong enough, though, they will cease this overt
behavior, and superficially become meek ana submissive. When they do this,
another attitude develops. They become sly, subversive, but manage not to
be apprehended in their misbehavior. They are "marking time". They are
hoping to "get by". All of their behavioristic efforts are concentrated
upon the possibility of leaving The Village as fast as possible—their
present predicament. There is no serious intention on their part to develop
citizenship, to learn the ways of living socially and correctly, liven
though, as a testing ground, they are held in graduate form for a given
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period of time, they may still slip by and fool all concerned. Thus this
type of boy will emerge, as many more do from some other institutions, as a
hostile boy, who during residence has self-repressed his a-social tendencies
but who upon release will show that he has undergone no basic changes which
have altered his personality or behavior. The Village admits thal^, with its
many successes, it will have some failures. It only hopes tha^ a boy who
aid reside in The Village long enough to graduate, cannot leave without hav-
ing absorbed some inkling and appreciation of expected ways of living, human
kindness, and socially desirable standards.
What is the maximum success achieved with a given individual and how is it
evaluated within the scope of this discussion?
The criteria of what children can be helped have already been discussed.
In Childrens Village, there is a given time limit for minimum residence or
treatment. On paper, this is two years, but a twelve to thirteen month lim-
it usually constitutes the actual minimum, if one analyzes the form promo-
tion system. In a previous table (Table IX), it was shown that a boy usual-
ly graduates within two years. What, then, happens to the child in that
period of residence? The Village accepts the fact that not every individual
will leave its school "cured". That there must be some reality limitations,
as how far the boy with his assets and debits can progress to achieve citi-
zenship and "normal living" in the community.
Graduation thus is based upon the time period when the boy is consid-
ered as having reached his plateau of adjustment, and where a satiation
point has been reached wherein further treatment will not profit him. This
is the accepted philosophy underlying graduation, though, sure enough, it is
at times marred by reality factors which call for an earlier or a delayed
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release or graduation. As already stated, the specific graduation is the
culmination or apex point of having achieved graduate form standing, and
having remained in that form in good standing over a testing period of at
least three months. If one recalls the gradation system underlying the
form promotions system, the reader will realize that the achievement of
graduate form standing carries with it a great amount of responsibility,
independence, social behavior and mature attitude. Being in graduate form
is tantamount practically (with its privileges and responsibilities) to be-
ing a free agent within a community. It is, therefore, assumed that a boy
carrying himself well in this independent responsibility period for a given
testing period is a good prognostic bet for adequate inner strengths to make
a satisfactory adjustment in the community.
There has been little follow-up statistically of the post-graduation
successes and failures of these boys. In terms of reports (letters from
boys, parents, courts, etc.) which came back to The Village from various
sources and which were not tabulated, it seems that the graduation equiva-
lent, as being synon3rmous with expected community adjustment, has been an
adequate criterion for The Village to have used.
The table below gives a scant picture of the known failures.
TABLE XVII
RETURNS AND ADMISSIONS SINCE 19^
Year First Admission Readmiss ion Return
19^0 211 8 56
19^1 205 4 51
19^2 ' 169 1 55
19^5 156 5 22
1944 276 0 8
19^5 257 1 7
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Readtnission means that a boy discharged from The Village has been re-
enrolled because his problems have not entirely cleared up. Return would
indicate that a boy has been taken back into The Village after not adjust-
ing to a supervised placement in the outside community. As can be seen,
the actual readmission rate is small. However, it must be kept in mind
that it is not totally representative of success or failure. Some boys who
are graduates of The Village do again become involved in difficulties, but
are now too old or too serious a problem to be reenrolled. The returned
boys eventually adjust well enough to be placed in the community again.
During the war years, many boys who were old enough to enlist in the Army
or Navy had their chance there to adjust. Those who went in to the Mer-
chant Marine, however, did not fare so well as discipline was lax and. as
they were able to skip ship easily after one trip as lopg as they were un-
der eighteen and not draftable
.
The most glowing tribute of "cases” to The Village, though, are the
numerous letters which, during the War years, poured in by the mail bag.
These letters came from boys who had matured enough in their Service car-
eer to look back objectively and to remark with true feeling and in many
ways: "Thank you for what you helped me to become. I will never forget
what the stay in The Village did for me."
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CHAPTER X
3UMURY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Childrens Village, Dobbs Ferry, New York, is a non-sectarian
school catering to about four hundred boys, and set up to develop citizen-
ship by means of its foster group program. It uses the cottage system, has
its own school, shops and hospital.
Most of the boys admitted are adolescents, though the intake age range
varies between eight and seventeen. It accepts boys selectively on the
basis of their needs and with the assumption that they will benefit by the
program and get "well”. Boys are sent to The Village by New York State
Courts, private local and out of State agencies, as well as parents. The
intelligence rating of boys is a selective factor. However, the intelli-
gence range of The Village population is representative of an average dis-
tribution range of any other group.
A study of background factors in the specific lack of adjustment of
boys admitted reveals that many boys come from congested or delinquent
neighborhood areas. That many boys have had difficulties of one kind or
another in their home town school situation. That many boys have been in-
volved in previous a-social behavior. It also shows that about one-quarter
of the admissions have failed to get "well" be previous clinic contact or
foster home placement.
Treatment at The Village is predicated upon certain operational prin-
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ciplea taken over from psychology, sociology, pedagogy and psychiatry.
Basically, treatment is rooted on the concept of simultaneous outer and
inner change. By outer change, reference is made to the manipulation of
the specific environmental factors. By inner change, one thinks of change
within the emotional and attitudinal makeup of the boy's personality.
The operational factors in existence at The Village involve certain
basic principles: Outstanding among these is the psychological group cli-
mate which is essential as a treatment medium. This concept refers to an
existant positive constructive atmosphere among the boys as a group, to
their identification with certain standards, so that treatment through the
group attitudes becomes the crutch for more individualized treatment.
Additionally, The Village has a specially trained staff, a good plant, and
a varied program.
It is assumed that learning for a more socialized development will oc-
cur through living. Freedom of movement and expression is allowed with
very little repression. It is expected that all boys will participate
equally in the total program, and no special group is privileged as against
another in doing so. Group life in general is predicated upon the frater-
nity-clubhouse spirit, and the group works with the adult, rather than for,
in spite of, or against him. Healthy competition is provided through vari-
ous incentives, inherent in some of the specialized systems. A balanced
group is sought in all areas of The Village life, just as a balanced pro-
gram is striven for. By balance one refers to that type of situation or
group of people where no one activity, attitude or person will predominate
the total situation. The Village itself is set up to simulate in as non-
artificial a way as possible any real small community. Living within such
I
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a community assumes the development of gregariousnesa
,
cooperation, follow-
ing of rules, and friendship ties.
Upon the above operational principles certain special reality systems
have been developed to carry out the hypothetical concepts. Because it is
known that a boy's lack of adjustment lies usually within the family,
school or community setting, it is in these areas that treatmental manipu-
lation is carried on most actively. As stated before, selective intake
first of all eliminates any boy who cannot absorb the group care program
and benefit thereby. The system of balanced cottage grouping, wherein a
number of boys will counteract each other's negative behavior and make co-
hesive their positive constructive behavior and attitudes, is important in
developing homogeneous group standards through heterogeneous individuals
within a small group. This small group cohesiveness later embraces the
larger groups, and leads to identification with desirable standards set up
in the school.
The vocational placements in given shop assignments are made with the
idea of teaching something practical as well as for therapeutic reasons of
instilling greater security in a boy's asset areas. Academic school assign
ment is made with an intent to develop a boy's capabilities, to help in his
debit subjects, and to work with him on his own, and not on his chronologi-
cal achievement level.
The citizenship-form-promotion-program is set up to create incentives
of healthy competition and a goal to strive for, inasnuch as promotions
bring more responsibility, independence and privileges, finally to culminat
in such a successful adjustment that graduation is warranted. The money-
work plan contributes in teaching realistic values of money, the handling
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and saving of it, and becomes an additional reward incentive for the re-
quired activities in a boy's daily life. The Youth government is education-
al in its simple form of teaching participation, cooperation and judgment
for democratic living. The punishments meted out are of a constructive typ%
geared to relate cause and effect. They mostly consist of the withholding
of privileges, the demotion in form standing, fines to be earned. The treat'
ment cottage speaks most for the utmost flexibility achievable in a stan-
dardized group program, insofar as any boy placed therein will, for the in-
terim time, have the environmental setting bent to his emotional attitude.
The problem study committees, representing the heads or representatives
of various departments, make for a unified approach in dealing with the boys
in The Village. Consequently, hostility for certain actions is Dome by no
one person on the staff, and the boy knows that his welfare has been decided
upon by a plurality.
The Psychiatric Clinic serves as the switchboard and information booth
of the boys' mental health and general behavior in The Village. In their
social workers, the boys find a friend, a counsellor, a sponsor, someone who
accepts, helps, cautions, guides, soothes, or interprets. As the other en-
vironment is changed for them, certain behavior or attitude reactions are to
be expected. With the latter, the social worker often assumes the interpre-
tative role.
This foster group care treatment program for the unadjusted boy is
known as a controlled environment, wherein the word control stands not for
discipline, but for unified planning in all areas of his daily life. The
treatment of the unadjusted boy in a controlled environment is aimed firstly
at his symptomatic behavior, and secondly at the causal problem underlying
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this behavior.
Within the framework of the boy's developmental life pattern, back-
ground, needs and overt behavior, certain treatment activities ana atti-
tudes are planned for various types of boys. Thus the aggressive boy is
handled by a rather strictly enforced expectancy- routine, while the seclu-
sive boy is handled by furnishing initial security, contentment, and rela-
tionship-ties. The sex problem is discussed with a boy according to the
individual situation. The system is made pliable for medically handicapped
boys and other categories.
In the daily living of The Village, runaways ao occur. Most of these
boys are returned to "face out" the situation. Every effort is made, most-
ly for the morale of the group, first of all to prevent a boy from mnning
away by stabilizing his program and his reactions to it, secondly by a very
quick return of those who do leave.
This thesis has raised various questions in relation to the study of
the controlled environment. As can oe seen, the group is the beat treat-
ment tool, and activities within the group are educational, express ional
and sublimatory.
The controlled environment with its special systems predicated upon
operational principles furnishes a background conducive for individual
treatment, allows for flexibility for individual needs and situations,
makes for a wholesome atmosphere. The principles are workable, as shown by
statistics, case histories and other material in discussing the special
systems.
In terms of who can profit most by this controlled environment, this
study shows that those whose needs can be met, can profit. Among those
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whose needs can be met are the rejected child, the boy with strong family
ties, the socially inadequate youngster, the emotionally immature boy, the
boy needing experience with peers, the boy needing simplification of life,
and he who has a combination of problems. The rejected child need not form
immediate new affectionate attachments, the boy with strong family ties
need not sever these in group living. The socially inadequate youngster is
provided with security in the program. The emotionally immature youngster
can be taught the relationship of cause and effect. The boy needing experi-
ence with peers will have his self-centered interests diminished by group
living. Likewise, the boy needing simplification of life finds less respon-
sibilities asked of him in his daily program. These are the children who
are preassumed to be capable of benefitting moat by the group program.
There are some children who cannot be handled within The Village pro-
gram. These are mostly youngsters who physically, or in terms of morale,
and despite staff interest and aid, remain a constant, direct or subversive
influence on the group.
Treatment differences on certain types of children are based not only
on their needs, but on the etiology of both their needs and behavior, and
their family interrelationships during the developmental period. Thus, one
is faced mainly with three groups: The boy who acts out his conflicts
against his social surroundings; the boy who internalizes his conflict be- I
tween his gratification needs and his repressive forces within himself; and
;
the boy who is capable of social responses, but only functions in gang situ-
ations and not in the home or community. With the boy who acta out his con-
flicts, he who is aggressive, violates person or property rights, an attempt!
is made to develop a moral conscience through guilt- instillation, strict *
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discipline, and finally an accepting relationship. The boy who internal-
izes his conflicts is provided with security in his daily life, given the
opportunity of making attachments, and an attempt is made to allow him to
become more outgoing, social, and gregarious by withholding guilt-implied
punitive or authoritarian actions as much as possible. The boy whose loy-
alty is devoted to gang situation and who comes from a basically acceptable
social environment is comparatively easy to deal with. One merely makes
use of his main asset, loyalty to the group. As he progresses in residency
this loyalty to the group will extend to the adults working with the group,
will embrace some of the desired emulatable standards, and will extend to
The Village as a whole. Over a period of time, this group identification
is then specifically channeled into social activities with status, and the
standards of the whole group become an innate part of the changing person-
ality of the boy.
Obviously, under such treatmental attempts, it is essential to have
available a good diagnosis. Thus a close relationship exists between diag-
nosis and treatment. The initial application material tells those con-
cerned with the controlled environment whether its facilities can cope with
the problem. Once the boy is admitted, a working diagnosis is established
and interpreted to the proper conmittee. This diagnosis tells us what kind
of boy this is, why he has become what he is, what behavior problems are to
be watched for, and what needs this behavior expresses. Upon this know-
ledge, treatment plans are laid out and tried out. As the boy's residence
Continues, the diagnosis and treatment become the comer stones for his
evaluative progress, and later for the prognosis and after-care plans with
which he is returned to the community.
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There are some additional factors which have to be borne in mind in
relation to whether a boy gets "well" and stays "well", even though these
factors lie outside of the scope of the controlled environment. These are;
1) How long a time pattern of lack of adjustment has existed? 2) Is there
a united attitude among the left-behinds in the community in relation to
The Village's treatmental attempts? 5) Is the boy himself accepting of the
fact that he can get help at The Village? 4 ) Does he return to a situation
which will not stress his newly acquired inner strengths or adjustment to
the breaking point?
"Institutionalization" does occur in a few rare cases at The Village.
In such instances, a boy reverts to his former behavior-patterns. However,
The Village feels that, even if he has obtained graduation by "marking
time", he must have taken with him some of the acceptable behavior and atti-
tudes from this school.
The probability of a boy's successful adjustment to the conmunity upon
release is determined by the evaluation of the graduation committee. This
committee reviews his diagnosis, etiology and other pertinent factors, and
surveys the amount of emotional, social, educational, and behavioristic pro-
gress made within the controlled environment. Prior to the comoaittee' s em-
barking on this decision, the boy has been tested in graduate standing for
a certain period of time, and has been found ready to cope with the inde-
pendence, responsibility and privileges which were accorded him in this
form. Letters from boys discharged, reports from probation officers, agen-
cies and parents, as well as the few statistics available on readmissions
and returns seem to bear out the fact that the achievement of final gradua-
tion lends itself as an adequate criterion for a community-adjustment-
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The treatment of the unadjusted child within the controlled environ-
ment of Childrens Village has been studied. This school is set up to help
the child who has been unable to thrive in the community. Discussion, case
histories, instances and statistics served in studying the special systems
founded in the operational principles of the controlled environment. This
is a unified treatment plan, with controlled "outer" and "inner" change as
its basis. The psychological group climate is paramount, as the group it-
self becomes an essential treatment medium conducive to further individual
treatment. The Village philosophy is that learning to live can come only
through living itself. Therefore, the school is set up to simulate a com-
munity. This type of treatment-setting, its unified approach, its flexi-
bility, its trained personnel, plant, and positive group atmosphere back-
ground make workable the psychodynamic concepts found in the literature of
child psychiatry. The treatment is an overall process molding the unad-
justed child in all areas. Personality and behavior adjustment result so
that the child is not likely to come in conflict again with home, school,
or comnunity standards.
The success of this school has given other states the impetus to emu-
late the controlled environment set-up. Plans are now afoot in various
geographical areas to organize similar schools That the need for them ex-
ists, more than ever before, no one will question.
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